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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to compile a list of those French 
words, or G&llicised words and expressions, used on Grand Isle, and 
which differ In meaning and pronunciation from those included in 
Standard*French* No attempt has been made to trace the derivation of 
any word or to account for differences in pronunciation. No attempt 
has been made to determine whether such variants exist in the dialects 
of France or in her colonies.
Each word discussed is reproduced as closely as possible in con* 
ventional orthography, transcribed phonetically, defined in English*
A sentence showing the use of the word is given for all words except 
those whose meaning consists of long adjectival phrases. An English 
translation of the sentence is given* The Standard-French word is then 
given, along with phonetic transcription and English translation of the 
word* With few exceptions, the St&ndard-French equivalent for the die* 
lect term is given*
THE PHOKETIC SYMBOLS
The following phonetic symbols are those of the International 
Phonetic Alphabet« All of them have the same value aa the phonetic 
symbols used in Standard French.
Vowels
Front Vowel Sounds 
i — as in ji, vie 
e — as in dtd* bll.
£ — as in air* t§te 
a — as in 2&» Faria 
Back Vowel Sounds 
a — ae in £asse 
? — as in fort* oar ole 
o — as in nos* eau, 
u. — as in tout* on 
Mixed Vowels— neutral ( )
y — as in lu* da 
<f> — aa in bleu* feu 
cc— as in soeur* heure 
a — as in me. de 
Hasal Vowel Sounds 
IE — as in pain, main 
a:— as in epfant* grand 
— as in mon* now 
51— as in un* iundi
Semi-consonants 
j — as in Dieu
— »s in aait, lwlra 
w  — as in twi . H a m
Constants 
Voiced Consonants 
b — as in bel, baa 
<1 — as in donner. dent 
3 — as in tsoa, graft 
— es in aain. nfere 
n — as in ni. noir 
— as in digne, gagner 
vv — as in tramway 
— as in nult, fruit 
I — as in lac, 11 
x — as in rose, chose 
3 — as in gens. &gir 
-r — as in robe, char 
Unvoiced Consonants 
? — as in pere. pas 
+ — as in tout, ton 
K — as in car, coeur 
■y — as in fftte, falm 
s— ae in si, sage 
5 — as in chat, chaise ,3-
1, Fotoe, J. T, and Catell, J, X«9 Essentials of French Pronunciation, 
New York* Scribner* s, 1954, Pp. 7-51,
English Phonetic Symbol©
as in English mat- usually cornea before an r* 
^ — as in English pang.
+5 --a3 in English church*
Aj — as in English judge.
INTRODUCTION
Grand Isle Is an Island seven miles in length and one mile in 
width at its widest point* It is located in the Gulf of Mexico and ex­
tends from the southwest to northeast* It is part of Jefferson Parish, 
and lies east of the southmost point of Lafourche Perish*
This island Is one of the many islands which Lafitte, the pirate, 
used for a hideout* On the island today there stands an old and battered 
house which is the old home of Nes-Coupd Ghlcasola, one of Lafitte*s 
right-hand men*
For a long time this island could only he reached by boat and in 
that way the dialect of Grand Isle has remained unadulterated* Lately, 
however, since a road and bridge have been built which connect the 
island to the mainland, the Grand Isle dialect has been influenced*
The dialect of Lafourche Parish, around Golden Meadow especially, has 
influenced the language of the Inhabitants of Grand Isle, since the 
fisherfolk of both communities are in constant association* One should 
note, also, the influence of the English language*
Today the Island is inhabited by a people of French descent whose 
complexion in many cases is very dark, probably due to the sun and wind 
which, sweeping over the Gulf of Mexico, has a tendency to darken the 
fairest skins*
One thing to be noted Is the pitch of the voices which is low and 
guttural* What one will notice immediately is the pronunciation of the 
( * )  which is a degenerate uvular (v ), the (*) grassey# in which 
the vibrations of the uvula or soft palate are Jdre numerous than in
11
standard uvular ( v ) *
They syntax* vocabulary* and pronunciation of the dialect* commonly 
known as Cadien* as in other sections of French-speaking Louisiana* is 
in the whole French* It is indebted to some degrees to the Indian*
Spanish* and African languages for some of its words* The nasal influence 
of the Chinese language should perhaps be taken into consideration in 
such words as lingua ( 11 ̂  )* line* and vingue ( v £ *) ), vine* as there
have been some Chinese on Grand Isle for many years*
A few words of African origin are s;amhe ( bo ), okra; bongo 
( f(3 }o )* water moccasin; and gria-grls ( )* conjuration# The
following words are of Spanish origin* brfaae ( ) f eggplant;
and poban { pobS. )f jar* The Indian origins for the dialect words 
are greater in number* Here are some of the words which owe their origin 
to Indian languages* bayou ( u.)f creek or river; boucane ( Ka/n)# 
make; chaoui ( ^ u . i  )* raccoon; ouaouaron ( \*j a. vo ». t p )f bull* 
frcg.
The English language has been and is becoming a more dominant in* 
fluenee on the language of Grand Isle* There is a constant supplanting 
of French words by English words* To quote only a few examples* one 
frequently hears such expressions as* nC*e@t all right;11 "Apporte 
des beans;0 "Of course* on va aller*” Many English words are pronounced 
in French* such as* Application; appointement; groceries; with the Eng-* 
lish connotation*
On Grand Isle the dialect is uniform* However* there are many 
variations from Standard-French in vocabulary* pronunciation* and syntax*
In vocabulary there exist many differences from Standard-French*
Ill
It has already been mentioned that many of the words in the dialect are 
entirely foreign to Standard-French. Many of the dialect words have the 
same meaning that they have in Stand&rd-French, the only difference being 
in pronunciation. For example, the dialect word diable. pronounced 
(i ̂ a b ) f differs little from the Standard-French word diable. pro­
nounced ( 1-jafcJ ) • The same word may exist both in the dialect and 
in Standard-French, with a difference in meanings galllard dLjAY ) 
in the dialect means healthyi in Standard-French it means vigorous t 
butin (by t e ) in the dialect means household furniture 8 in Standard- 
French it means spoils of war.
In the dialect of Grand Isle one finds many nautical terms which 
have passed into general use with different meanings from the Standard- 
French; for example, amarrer in the dialect takes the meaning of the 
Standard-French Her a in Standard-French amarrer means to make a shin 
fast* Ddbououer in the dialect means to appear from behind gome thing I 
in Standard-French it means to clear a harbor* Many French dialect 
words occur in the dialect which are not found In Standard-Frencht 
van tour (vl+oer ), braggarti adroltlr (a. A.**- *** •»-+ 1 y ), to straighten. 
Besides these, a few neologisms occur, and many borrowings from the 
English.
In phonology the dialect of Grand Isle varies considerably from 
Standard-French. The following terms will be used in discussing some 
of these variationst agglutination, or the combination or running 
together of primitive words into compounds in which the constituent 
parts undergo little or no change; apocapatlon, or the omission of the 
last letter or syllable of a word; assimilation, or the conforming of
iv
a sound, usually a consonant, to a neighboring sound} dissimilation, 
car making a sound dissimilar to another} epenthesis, or the inserting 
of a letter, syllable, or sound within the body of a word} metathesis, 
or transposition of letters or sounds} denasalisation, or removing the 
nasal sounds from words} nasalisation, or rendering sounds nasal} syn­
cope, or the elision of one or more letters or sounds from the middle 
of a word} unvoicing, or rendering sound (consonants) without voice} 
voicing, the act of giving sound of the quality heard in vowels and 
such consonants as b tv , i  , etc*, to words*
The vowel differences are the followings nasalisation— anvaler 
for avaleri denasalization— cocombre for concombre* agglutination of 
the definite article— dronoe for ronoe* Scopeau for coneam assimila­
tion— clgarltte for cigarette* pi tit for petit* dissimilation—  
origins for origlnes open thesis— sieau for eeau* sorbeye for sorbet*
One of the most outstanding differences is the exchange of vowels* 
The mute e. (^ ) has a tendency to become (e ), thus dehors for dehorsi 
mute £ (e ) also changes to (7 ), thus chumln&e for ohemin&et ( a*) re­
places (a ), as In aculer for jculeri ( e ) replaces ( a.)— jgrandlr 
for agrandirt the open 0 ( 3 )  replaces the closed £ (© )— rose (yji ) 
for rose ( toz )} the closed £ replaces the open £ <0 )— J0J4 (joli) 
for ioli ( "5 \» )} the ( 7 ) replaces the ( i )— cornuohe for cornichei 
the (i ) replaces the (y )— caplchon for canuchom the £ replaces the 
u— or agon for our agon* godron for goudr on*
There exists a similar difference among the consonants* Among the 
most outstanding ones are the following* apocapation— table (fab ) 
for table ( 4r»>b\ ), vendre ( o &>v ) for vendre ( v £Ay ); syncope—
V
eacuse (es Ky ) for excuse (€ K % k y z. )| enentheais— chardron 
( 5 av ̂  ̂  ̂  ) for chardon ( JL3" )# esp&drcm ( es padv 5 )
for eapadon (espa. do )j agglutlnation— zolseau ( z. w a . z o  )
for oiseau (vm^ ^ o V. noncle ( K  1 fear oncle ( o~ AM )}
metathesis— shouce ( 5 ^ s ) for aouche ( )» Chesser (S^SG )
for slcher (se. )f dissimilation— caroul ( karkyi ) for calcul
( K a. I ky» ) 9 rabourer { v *b u.-re- ) for labourer (la.b^r^. )j 
assimilation— suclerie ( S y fc I ̂ v i ) for sucrerie ( sy K *r u -r j ) j 
unvoicing— tiche ( + »‘ 5   ̂for ^ ge ( + \ 3 )•
There is also an interchange of consonants! (\ ) for (r )—  
arcahol (3Lt kadl ) for alcool ( au k o) )| (r ) for ( \ )—  
carcul ( ka-v kyi) for calcul ( ka | Ky \ )j (5 ) for (s )— grincher
) for grincer ( | r f s e  )i (s ) for ( $)— cjiisgg, (S*s ) 
for chiche ( 3 ' S  ̂* French (K ) sometimes results in (-V ̂  )—
tchamander (-V ̂  **- e ) fur qulmander ( k e ->vv <v. <1 e ) j
French ) and ) result in (d.̂  djeule (A^^l ) for guele
), cadien ( kcid^ X. ) for oadlen (ka.Aj t ).
The verb on Grand Isle varies considerably from the Standard-*
French* The literary tenses— the past definite and imperfect subjunctive—  
are entirely unknown* The other tenses are used as in Standard-French*
The progressive tense is expressed by wares plus the infinitive) (see 
APRlSS in glossary*) The future is more often rendered by aller plus 
the infinitive* The present subjunctive is used occasionally, but 
only in the verbs avoir and litre* The reflexive verb is conjugated 
with avoir as are the intransitive verbs of motion*
ABANDONEE (̂ bo.cLo'Yv̂ ), v* tr.
To cease, to atop. IX a abandottnl do boire. He stopped drink-* 
lag- St. Fr., GSSSJER tr#> to stop, to ce&ae.
ABOMINABLE y>*t)» adj.
Large, huge. On a wu elne quantity abominable do baaanes.
We saw a large quantity of bananas . St* Fr., ABOMINABLE 
(a.boynvn&fc9» adj., abominable.
ACCALHIR (A ka\>y^T) , v. reflex.
To calm down, to fall calm. La mer eat apr&s elaocalmir.
The sea is calming down. St. Fr., SE CaLMER Ka|>vve)#
v. reflex., to calm.
AGCK0UP1LLER (* K>up, j€)f v# reflex.
To squat, to crouch. II va s* accrouplller ©ur la terra* He is 
going to squat on the ground. St* Fr., S*AGCROOPXR (sA.Kvu.f it), 
v. reflex., to squat.
ACCULEE {AK'fiQ.), v. tr.
To treai down. J*ai acculS me© souliers. I have tread down 
the heels of my shoes. St. Fr., &COLER (e.Kyi^)# v. tr., to 
tread down at the heel.
ACMODER (aK>v.oA«), v. tr.
To clean fish or fowl for cooking. Ell© ©st apres acmoder les 
polsso&s. She is cleaning the fish. St. Fr., ACCQMMQDER 
(aKOTvoAe), v. tr., to dress.
AGONHASCE (*• 0CS ), n. f.
Coincidence. II a venu par adonnance. He came by coincidence. 
St. Fr., COINCIDENCE ( Ho s LViAa S), n. f., coincidence.
ADOSNEH Ud, Diva), v* reflex.
1. To get along with* Je m'adonne avec tous. I get along 
with everyone• St. Fr., ETRE D*ACCORD AVEC (ctTAa. Ko-rA 
to get along*
2. To be opportune, dean s*adonne 1 la bonne heure* John 
happens along at the right time. St. Fr., VENIR A FROPOS 
(ve y\~\r A prop*) • St. Fr., S'ADONNER (nalovo), to apply, 
to frequent.
aDROITIR (n,Av uiati^, v* tr.
To etrai^rben, to make straight. Je veux adroitir qa. I want 
to straighten that* St. Fr., REPRESSER ( At be), to make 
straight again.
AFFIChE V #  n# tmSign-boara. Qa c’est ©ine jolie affiche. That*e a pretty sign­
board. St. Fr., BNSEIGNE (u: ssT y ), n. f., sign-bo&rd.
t
AFFIDAVIT (a^,dtaVOf a. s.
Affidavit* XI & signA I1 affidavit* He signed the affidavit*st. Fr., declaration n* f.# affidavit.
AFFLIGA ( a t \  I 15^)#  •
Crippled, maimed* II eat affllgA de la ttts* He is crippled 
about the head. St. Fr*. ESTROFIE (£S+r o fie), adj., crippled, 
maimed* St* Fr** AFFLXGI adj., distressed, grieved,
sorry.
AFFLXGER ), v. tr *
To cripple, to maim. Tu vas l,affliger. You will cripple her* 
St* Fr*, ESTRQPXER ( U i r o  f 1 e># v* tr*, to cripple* St. Fr*, 
AFFLXGER (^ii ), v. tar., to distress, to trouble.
AGE (*5), a. f.
Age* St. Fr., AGE (A^)» n* m*
STRE Eft AGE fet-r v\ a.\ J * to have attained the age of twenty** 
oae* II est en Age devoter. He la of voting age* St* Fr., 
AVOIR aTTEINT LA MAJQRITE*
AGRRMRST (aavt*#, n. f.
Peace, quiet. II y a d'agrdment ici. There Is quiet here.
St. Fr., TRANQUXLLITE (tvS. k iV + e ), peace, tranquillity.
AXGUXLLE ( ), Q« f.
A small, round, pointed fish.' J<*ai attrapA elne aiguille dans 
aa seine. I caught a needle-fish in my seine* St. Fr.,
AXGUXLLE ^ *, j ), n. f*, needle-shaped fish.
AIR y ), a. a*
EN L,AIR ( Z. \ tT ), above, upstairs. II a montfi en lfair*
He emit upstairs. St. Fr., EN HAUT (£ 0 ), adv., above*
ALGOL DE BOIS (al Ko\ A* bwac), n. m.
Sap* En prin temps lralcol de bois monte. In spring the sap 
rises* St. Fr., SAVE (s^v ), n* f., sap. St* Fr», ALCOOL 
(3.\ Kol), a* a*, alcohol*
ALENTOURS (M 3c V u r )
DANS LES ALENTOURS DE (ifc \<^ <x \ X. about. Elle a
dans les alentours de dix—hult ans. She is about eighteen years 
old. St# Fr*, 1 FEU PRfcS ( p r O ,  about.
ALXEUR a &>r )
ALXEUR DE, instead of. Alieur dfaller 11 a restl. Instead of 
going he remained. St. Fr., AU LIEU DE (ol-j ^d?), instead of.
ALLEGE adj., iiaut.
Light, without cargo. Le chalon est allege * The flat-boat Is 
light* St. Fr., LEGE ( le_p), adj., naut., light*
5
ALQRSSE ( a m s ) ,  adv.
So| thus# Alorese, IX a parti* So, ha left# St* Fr*, DONC 
( Ao K) , (iS ), &dv,, therefore*
ALPHABETTE n* f.
Alphabet* Je connais l'aXphabette* X know the alphabet. St* Fr*,
ALPHABET (Mfdibt), n* a*, alphabet*
ALTERE (\ H e y )i b * f*
Artery. J*oi coup! eine altfere* X out an artery* St* Fr*,
ART&RE (aLrKrli a* f*, artery*
AMAC0HNA6E ( A . ' V v ' n A a *  f•
Concubinage* Xls sent dons eine amacornage* They are in a state 
of concubinage* St. Fr*, CONCUBINAGE ( KS' K y biv\^) , n* m», 
concubinage*
AMACOBNE ( < K y * adj.
In a state of concubinage* XX est amaeorn^ avec cette femme*
He is living in a state of concubinage with that woman* St* Fr*,
Si ETAT DE CONCUBINAGE*
AHACGRNSR (awnAJĉ Trney, v. reflex*
To get together as husband and wife without benefit 6f clergy*
Ella va s,omacorner avec Xui* She is going to become his mis* 
tress* St* Fr*, DEVENXR MaRI ET FEME SANS UABXAGE LEGAL*
AMANCHB ( ,  adj.
X* Living together in a state of concubinage* XXs sont amaach&s*
They are living together in a state of concubinage* St* Fr*,
FIVANT EN CONCUBINAGE*
2* To have large sexual organs (said of a man)* Ce bougue est 
bien aaanchl* That fellow has large sexual organs*
AMANCHESIENT n* f.
Ca, cvest eine amanchement* That13 concubinage for you* St* Fr*, 
CONCUBINAGE (K>Ky biwA^), n« m*, concubinage*
AMANCHER ( auvy> Sc ) , v. reflex*
To get together as husband and wife without legal marriage* On 
va s,amancher. We are going to get together as husband and wife* 
St. Fr*, DEVENIR MARX ET FEflUE SAî S idARXAGE LEGAL,
AMANCHER (<3L*vv\̂t ̂  ̂  V# tr*
To join by insertion, as tubes, pipes# XX a am&nchl les tiyaux*
He fitted the pipes* St# Fr., ABQUCHER ( ), v* tr#,
to put (tubes, etc.) end to end*
AMARINER (A>v\^yiv»^i V. tr*
To pickle, to preserve in vinegar or salt* Amariner des beans, 
to preserve beans* St. Fr., CONSERVER (KoStYv^ ), v# tr#, 
to preserve*
4
AMARESR ( a. yvi f v. tr*
To tie* 111* l*o amarr£ avec eine corde. She tied him up with 
o rope# St* Fr*, ATT1CHER )* WW5R (i^)p
HOUER (v\w^)| v# tr., to tie*
AMBITXOHNER (fcbi S ) o **), v. reflex*
To labor hard, to moke an effort* 11 s * ambitionne male 11 ne
finit pas* He strives but he does not finish* St* Fr*,
S*EFFQRCRR (se-^o'rS*)# reflex*, to strain, to strive*
AM&DA11LE (aru * cla ̂ ), n* f* Tonsil*
Jf«l fait coupi mes amldailles. I had my tonsils removed* St*
Fr*, AMYGUALE a* f*, tonsil*
AMMENOTTSE ( a.'nrvV >\ot^f v* tr*
To handcuff. Le shlrlff a amenotter l’homme# The sheriff 
handcuffed the man* St* Fr*, METTRE LES MENOTTES (yv*ctr|e vw^ 
to handcuff*
AMCOR
ETRE EN AMOUR (gt-r a ■ywu to be In love# St* Fr#, STRE 
AMOUKEUX ( slvavlt cfi) #
TOMBER SB AMOUR (vSt> e ol to fall in love* St* FT*,
TOMBER AMQUREUX (+Sbe
FAXES L1 AMOUR 1 QUE*QU*UN (fEv \a>w u.-r* ktfcS*), to court aoiae~ 
one* St* Fr*, CGURTISER ( K^vti-z.^*
ARRANDOH (<£ b£ ̂ 3l), n. ra*
Abandonment* Ca va 1 l*anbandon# That Is going to nxin* St* 
Fr*, ABANDON U b a  ba')} n* m*, abandonment*
AHDOUCIR {olA^siv), v* tr*
To sweeten* Andoucie non oafi, cher. Sweeten my coffee, dear* 
St# Fr#, SUCKER (syic-re), v* tr*, to sweeten* St* Fr*,
ADOUCIR (ad. ̂ srr), v« tr*, to soften, to make milder*
ABGOTER v# reflex*
To choke oneself* XI s’angote avec ein os de polsaon* He is 
choking on a fish bone* St* Fr*, ENGGRGER (ScJ^r^v.), v* tr*, 
to choke*
AHNtMER yv \w\^ | v# tr*
To like very much. Elle est annimer de lul* She likes him 
very much# St* Fr*, AIMER (e -w a *.), v * tr#, to love, to like*
ANRElNGBR (oLrti«L ), n. f.
Spider* Guette cette anreingnl! Watch that spider I St* Fr*, 
ARAIGNRE (arc -̂ <0 , n. f#, spider*
ANVALER ( &  v> a |<sl) , v* tr#
To swallow* anvale pas si vite* Do not swallow so quickly.
St* Fr*, AVALER ( ava \^), v* tr#, to swallow*
5
AOOT ( n* *#
August* On est dams le mole d*aofct* Be are in the mouth of
August* St* Fr*, A00T (**), n. *u, August*
AFPARAQES aj ), n* f*
Parts, places9 neighborhood* @1 tu viens dans nos apparages, 
prend garde! If you come in our neighborhood, beware!
St* FT*, PARAQE (Pu.'raj), n* m* (naut*), locality, parts*
APFE1ER (a.f>|3 ), v* tr*
APPELER DES NOUS (apla A*vY5), to call bad names, to tease*
XI m’a appelA des noms, alorsse je lfal pStA un oeil. He
called me bad names so X gave him a black eye* St* Fr*,
D o m m  DES NOUS A* -*9 ). St* Fr*, TAQUXHER
v. tr*, to tease*
APPLICATXOH ( a p K  fra s 7 o), n* f.
Application* J*ai pas regu d*applications* X did not receive 
any applications* St* Fr*, DEMaNDE (dLv vwot A), n* f*, petition, 
application*
APPR2HE8TRR (a ft f e), v* tr*
To apprehend, to fear* J’apprAhente la nuit. X fear the night*
St* Fr*, AFPhffliESDER fr ̂  £«i_ ), v. tr*, to apprehend*
St* Fr*, CRAIHDRE ( K ^ 1:At), v* tr*, to fear*
AFRfcS (a ?tc), prep*
ETRE ♦ APRES ♦ INFINITIVE* Etre ♦ apres forms the tense of the 
verb of the Infinitive following* XI est apres fairs* He is 
doing*
ARBOURS ((Ktt bu,y )• ® , ®*
Contrary, opposite, reverse* XI a fait 1* arbours de $a qufil 
a dit* He did the opposite of what he said* St* Fr*, REBQUKS 
(rabu-y), n* a*, contrary, reverse*
ARBGUTGNNER ( d̂ -y V> V* tr*
To button again* Arboutonne ton capot* Button your coat again* 
St* Fr*, REBGUTQNNER (y ? v. tr*, to rebutton*
ARCAHOL (siTkat^\), a* f*
Alcohol* $a sent l'arcahol* That smells like alcohol* St* Fr*, 
ALCOGL (altcol ), n* m*, alcohol*
ARCHCTER v. int*
To relapse* XI a archutl* He had a relapse* St* Fr*, RECHQIR 
(r^5'A/aLY )» v# to have a relapse*
ARCONNAXTRE v. tr.
To recognise* XI va t'aroonnaltre* He is going to recognise 
you* St* Fr*, RECONNOITRE (y ̂  v. tr., to recognise*
m m m  (aor k>ie. ), v* int.
To draw back, to recede* IX a arculA. He drew back* St. Fr.* 
RECULSR (y ? ky ie ), v» tr*, to drew back*
ARBEOR (slyX oc t̂), n* f.
Speed* IX a1 a pass A X grande ardour* He passed me full speed* 
St. Fr*, SLAM n» nu, start, rush. St* Fr., VITESSE
(vCi-es), n* f., quickness. St. Fr*, ARDEBR (dev <JLoer ), n* f. 
ardor, heat, fervor.
ARGARDABT 3lt <iSL ), adj.
Stingy, niggardly. XX est argardant comma tout* He is stingy 
like everything. St* Fr., CHXCRE ( ), adj., stingy.
St. Fr * , RBGARBAHT ( r 9 ̂  da), ad j *, niggardly.
ARGEKT U-r^a), n. f.
Money, silver; G1est eine argent fine* That is fine money.
St. Fr., ARGEBT ( ^ $_ n„ ra#f silver, money*
ARQSSTf 1“«), adj.
Rich, veil provided with money* II est argentd* He is rich*
St. Fr., RICHE ( Yi ̂  ), adj. St* Fr., ARGERTt (s l y 3 st ), 
adj., silvered, silver-plated*
ARGOT (atrg °), n. f.
Claw of birds* Coupe les argots k ce coq. Cut the claws 
(spurs) of that rooster* St. Fr*, ERGOT n* m., spur
(of certain birds). St. Fr., GRIFFE (<5ri t), n* f., claw,
talon. v
ARIA (cLY^a), n. a.
Trash. C'est eine tas d,aria. That la a lot of trash* St.Fr*, 
ARIA (c^Yja), n* *• (pop*), nuisance, bother*
ARIES ( a-r1 t ), n. m.
Anything, nothing* XX ne vaut pas arien. He is not worth any­
thing* St* Fr*, RIFS ( -rji), n* a*, nothing, anything*
ARMATER e), v* reflex.
To rise up against* Rests tranquille et t*armate pas sur mol.
Be still and do not rise up against me*
ARRACLER Mv), v. int.
To snort. Le cheval a arnaclA* The horse snorted. St. Fr*, 
REPACLER (v« >\ x kte), v. int., to snort.
AHRACHEURE BE PXQOANTS ( bith $<*.y A 1 ?t Kra), n. ».
Tweezers. Donne-aoi I’arracheure de piquants. Give me the 
tweesers* St* Fr., BRUCELLES ( b T y %*l\ ), n. f«, tweesers.
ARRACHEUX (araiC^ ), adj.
Coarse in texture* Cette chemise est trop arraoheuse* This 
shirt is too coarse* St# Fr., GftQSSlEi: ( jrosj * )f adj.,
ooara*. St. Fr., KACHHJX
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aRSCQKIN (acrSKo k?), Q. **
Cocklebur. ho chev&X a sa teheu plein d^rscokin. Th© hors© 
has his tall covered with cockleburs *
ARSOUDRE (^TiUcdT ), v. tr. and int.
To appear, to rise. Tout d'eln coup, 11 a arsoudu. A H  at 
once he cane up. St. Fr., FakaITRE ( pa > t b r ), v. int., to 
appear. St. Fr., SE |*EVER ( Uvt), v. reflex., to rise.
AR0INER ( a r r U ’o v e ) ,  v . t r .
To ruin* Tu vas m*arulner. ou are going to ruin me. St. Fr.,
RUIflER ( ; w O , v. tr., to ruin.
A8VABGE (a.vi/’jL-̂  ), tl. f.
Revenge. Je vas avoir non arvange. X shall get my revenge.
. St. Fr., REVaNCHE (vs ), n. f., revenge.
ARVAUGER U v v / i 5 ^  )» v. tr. and reflex.
To revenge, to revenge oneself. XI va s1 arvanger. He will re-* 
vesge himself. St. Fr., VENGER (vSixa.), v. tr. and reflex., 
to revenge, to avenge, to revenge oneself.
ASSAIE ( a, ̂  e j ) , n* f.
Trial. Donne ela autre Uoup d*assale. Givt another trial. St. 
Fr., ESS1X ( e s t  ), a, m«, trial*
ASSAIER ), v* tr*
To try. Qu*ee~tu essay* It faire? Vaht are you trying to do?
St. Fr., BSsAXER ( e s t ^  ), v* tr*, to tiy.
'f
ASSIRE (a.s\v )§ tr* and reflex*
To seat, to alt down* Fa t*a a sire. Go alt down. St. Fr.,
ASSEOlR ( ^Svjarit v. tr* and reflex.* tt seat, to sit, to 
take a seat.
ASTEURE (*Sb*r), adv.
Row. Asteure, lache! Now, let gol St. Fr., MaXNTEMANT 
( > H t  V'Vn a. )9 adv., now.
ASTIiiOE ( + i K ), n. f.
Rubber, rubber band. Tape-l! avec cat astlque. Hit him with 
that rubber. St. Fr., GOMME ffiUSTIWUE elas f i K  ),
n. f., India rubber. St. Fr., CaOUTGHOUC (lea.** ),
n. m., India rubber.
atTELaGE ), a* n*
Harness. J*ai mis l’attelage dans 1*5curie. I put the harness 
in the stable. St. Fr., HARNAlS ), n. n«, harness.
ATTENDEE (a.-V oi ), v. tr. and int.
To hear. Tu m*attends, ein? You hear me, eh? St. Fr., Entendre 
(Sltocdl'r), v. tr., to hear. St. Fr*, aTTENDRE (d foulr), to wait.
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ATTICHE (a.K. S* >t «dj.
Vary fond of* Ella est attlchle do c© male. She Is Tory fond 
of that fellow* St* Fr** RNTXCHB ( S: adj.* Infatuated*
ATTICHER (a^ i V  ), V* reflex.
To become very fond of. Ella s'a &ttich6e 1 Xui. She became 
very fond of him. St. Fr.* S*ENTICKER (SS+'iJ'e)# v« reflex** 
to become Infatuated with.
ATTINER ( M i  >\ ? ) * tr.
To tease* Arrbte m'attlner. Quit teasing me. St. Fr.*
TA^UISER ( v. tr.* to tease* St. Fr** EHRtJxEK
(oL>x lj y -j ̂ )f v. tr. * to annoy*
AUJGRD'KUI )*adv*
Today* On part aujord'hui. We are leaving today* St. Fr.* 
AUJQURD'HUI ; ), adv.* today.
AUTEUR (o Vdtr ), a* m*
C'EST TOI L'AUTEUR. It Is yiur fault*
AUTOUR ( )* adv.
About* 11 est autour df onze heures It Is about eleven
o'clock* St* Fr.f 1 FEU PR&S ( fTt )* adv.* about* St*
Fr.* AUTOUR DE (ofur di }* adv.* round* roundabout*
AVALASSE (^K/si\aS )* n. f«
Downpour. <Ja c'est eine avalasse* That Is a downpour. St* Fr**
AVERSE C'Uv &t5 )> n# downpour* St. Fr.* AVALASSE 
(^oaias )* n. f.* sudden flood* torrent*
,__A**RCf (<KYkvk<B)
aVaNGE v a  )f forward. 11 a en evened* He 
vent forward. St* Fr.* EN AVANT ( cl w  v 3:)* adv., forward*
AVANCER ( w ^ S e  )* v. tr.
To lend. XI m'a avanc8 dlx piastres* He lent me ten dollars*
St* Fr** PRBTER ( p y t f O f  tr.* to lend.
AVANT ( v SL )* n. m.
XL A bORTI L 1 AVANT DANS CE BI&NXKSE* He came out of that deal 
with a profit. St. Fr.* PROFIT ( f>y 3 j ; )* n. m.* profit*
AVaN?~2UHZ£R (^vaz'j£Y')* adv.
The day before yesterday* Ell© a parti a van t-a-hier» She left 
day before yesterday* St* Fr*, AVANW3XER v fi’-t -j tv), adv. 
and n« n.* the day before yesterday.
AVENANT ( <XV^n 'o: )* adj.
Pleasing* Tu es si avenant. You are so agreeable* St. Fr** 
CHAHEANT adj.* pleasing*
AYAYAIE ( ̂  \ a- j a* ), inter j •
Oh! Ouch! jjyaymie! tu me fait maX* Ouohl you are hurting 
me. st* Fr*f AIE (&j ), inter j *f Oh! Oh dear!
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RIBA (bab*), a* os*
Water* in child* e vocabulary* D one-moi du babe* Give me 
some water. St. Fr** KAO v«0 * a* Y*» water*
BABINE ( b abi tv }t n. f*
Large lips, of a person or animals Quelles babines 11 a*
What big lips he has. St* Fr.* BABXNE (babinJt a* f»* 
the pendulous lip of certain animals; (colloq.) human lips*
BABGUNE ( bavt>u->\)* n. f*
A large* stupid-looking face* As—tu jamais vu une b&boune
comme qa? Have you ever seen such a etupid-looking face? ;
FAIRS LA BABQUNB ba b^t\)* to sulk* St* Fri* C>
BOUDER ( bv^Ae )* v* int** to sulk* to be sullen* ,
HAGUE (ba-^_)* n. f.
HAGUE U* ENGAGEMENT A«C a a-j -vw St )* engagement ring*
Gat j*ai eine b&gue d*engageialent« Look! I have an engage­
ment ring* St* Fr** ANNEAU DK FIAM^AILLBS (a.*v\q Av )*
n. a** engagement ring* '
BAGUXNE ( b A ̂ i-n ), n. m«
Bargain* J’ai eu ein bagulne cette fois. X got a bargain 
that time* St* Fr.* ON BON MARC HE ( S*_ \>> >v\ a.-r Ce )* n* m* * 
a good bargain* J
BAGUINER (ba.q ^ e l i  v. int*
To bargain* Toi* tu veux trop b&guiner* You try to bargain 
too much* St* Fr.* FAIRE MARCHE (-V̂ v ttw^ v ); FAXES 
AFFAIRE ( a e. v )*
7_ UA-TT.L.E ( b -j )* n* f *
Wash tub* Qa c*est eine grande bailie. That ie a large wash
tub* St. Fr** CUVE i LESSIVE (k>fv a U  s» ̂  )* n. f** waeh
tub* St* Fr * * BAILEE ( bn -| )* n* f* (naut#), small tub*
BAIHHAISE ( b L T M x  )* adj.
Happy* Je suis bainnaise de te voir* X am happy to see you*
St. Fr.* BIEN AXSE ( to -j£ £x.)* adj., glad, happy.
BALAK (bays: ), n. m.
Equilibrium* II a perdu son balan et 11 a tombA* He lost his 
equilibrium and fell* St* Fr*, &QUXLXBRE Ki IV b -r )* n* m*, 
equilibrium*
BALEXSE ( b A y £,'V\ )i u* f •
Switch, whip. Qul tu va taper avec cette baleine? Whom are 
you going to strike with that whip? St* Fr** BAGUETTE (ba_q£_t),
n* f** switch* St* Fr** BALEINE (bA\^-v\), »• Y*, whale* "
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BALEINER ( b^L \ v. tr.
To beat with a switch* XI va me baleiner. He is going to whip 
me* St* Fr. , DQNNKR DES COUPS BE BAGUETTE, to heat with a switch*
HA LAI ( b ^ i O f  n* m*
Broom* Combien t'a pay6 ce balai? How much did you pay for 
that broom? St* Fr., BALAI (b^l£ ), a* »*, broom*
HALIER ( ba. i-j ̂  ) , v* tr•
To sweep* Ella va balier le plancher* She is going to sweep 
the floor* St. Fr., BALAYER )# v* tr*, to sweep*
BANC ( b 3- )9 n. m*
Beach* C*est un boa bane* That is a good bench* St* Fr.,
BANC ( b3G ), n* m., beach*
BAND ( b £>>), n« m*
Bandf orchestra* Quel band va jouer, ein? What band is going 
to {day, eh? St* Fr*, QRCHESTRE (^rittsfr ), n. m«, band, 
orchestra* St* Fr*, MUSXQUE LAILITAIRE (yv\y 2, i k yv\i \% +€.t ), 
n* f*, band*
BANNANE ( ba: 2v̂r« ) , a. f*
Banana. Tu veux eiae baanane? You want a banana? St* Fr.,
BANANE (bfr.'ftK'r), n* f«, banana.
BAN NAMIER (b ; e ), n. m.
Banana tree* Ca o*est ein bannanier* That is a banana tree*
St* Fr*, BANANIER n* m* banana tree*
BANQUETTE {b - ), n* f.
Sidewalk* Marche sur la banquette) walk on the sidewalk* St*
Fr*, TROTTOIR ( t~r :>i vî »â r)f n* m*, sidewalk* St. Fr*f BAN** 
QUETTE (bet k£.i~ ), n* f*, foot-path along a road, canal, 
or bridge*
BAQBET (ba_k<0 # n* m* Bucket.
Va chercher ein baquet dfeau* Go get a bucket of water* St*
Fr*, BAQUET ( t a f t  ), bucket, tub. St. Fr*, SEA0 (So ), 
bucket*
BARBE-SHOPPE (bavb? n. f.
Barber1 s shop* II eat au barbe-shoppe. He is at the barber* 3 
shop* St. Fr., CHEZ LE BARBIER ( V*, b av bi«) » prep, phr*,
at the barber*a*
BARBQUILLAGE ( bJL'rbK -j a, A ), a* m*
Mess of any kind* Quis qu*a fait ce barboulllage? Who made 
this mess? St* Fr., BARBQUILLAGE (baT ), »*# * daub,
a scrawl* ?
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BARBUE (VD2LvV>7 )# n. f*
Catfish* J'oi attrapA ein© barbue* X caught a catfish# St. 
Fr., BARBUE (bAv by )»  a *  f •> ft kind of flatfish resembling 
the turbot#
BARDER (bolTcle ), w* int#
To veer, to change course. XI a bard! ll-bas. He veered that 
any# St* Fr., TOURNER ( ) ,  v. tr*, to turn* St* Fr*f 
CHANGER DE DIRECTION (Sat =5* A* Aivfcksjs), v* tr., to 
change direction# St# $r#, BARBER ( bardie. ), v. tr*, to 
barb a horse, to remove stones, etc#, on a hand-barrow#
BARIL (b\ri)» o* ®«
An ordinary barrel, 220 pounds. Jfai deux barlls de chsvreites* 
X have two barrels of shrimp. St* Fr#, BAHIL j ), n. m«,
a small barrel, keg, cask.
BARRS n# f.
Bar, of a saloon# Allans k la barre. Let us go to the bar#
St* Fr#, BAR (baLY-), m. m*(Sngl*), bar of a public house; 
CGBFTOIR D*U8 CAFE ( K^*f' WATd.Se n. m., bar of a
public house*
BAKES { baY ), n* f#
1 BARHSS b ^ r  ), adj., striped* Oh t*a pris ce suit 
A barres? Where did you get that striped suit? St* Fr.,
EAXB O ,  adj., i EAlES (b. v €. ), striped*
BARKS (ba.T ), n. f.
BARES DE COKPS ( ba^rA* n* f#, railing, especially on
porch. Tlens sur la barre de corps* Hold on to the railing#
St* Fr., GARDE-FO0S (<f avA f ̂  ), n# su, rails, railings*
BARRE { bav.Y ), n# f.
BARES DU COU (b̂ t-r ly n. f», the nape of the neck*
Lave ta barre du cou* Wash the nape of your neck* St* Fr*, 
DERHIfcaS DO COO (At-r^-r Ay K1*), n* a*f HOQOE (y\f K ), 
a* f«, nape of the neck*
BARRE (b0Lv), n. f*
BARRS DO JOUR ( A'J , n. f*, dawn* Snfin, la barre
du jour# Dawn, at last* St* Fr., AUROF® n* f#,
dawn#
BARRl (ba>^), adj*
Striped* J!ai ein palre de pa talons barrBs* X have a pair of 
striped pants* St# Fr#, RAYS (Tt-jt)* ^ RAXES (a. v £_ ),
adj., striped*
BARKER (boLYe ), v. tr.
To lock* Barre la ports. Lock the door* St* Fr*, FERMEK X 
CLEF v* tr*, to lock. St. Fr., BARKER
( bite ), v. tr*, to bolt, to bar*
IS
BAS ( b*- ), &• «•
BAS DE LA PORTS (ba.dL» la P^vY), n* nu, threshold* Re ate ©ur 
le bee de la porie* Remain in the threshold* St* Fr. , SKUXL 
( Sot -j }, n* m», threshold*
BASAN* { adj.
Freckled* XI est tout baaanfl• He is quite freckled* St* Fr#* 
TAChE DE ROOSSEURS JL » * u. S(MLr> * ad j., freckled* St. Fr.,
BASAHJE ( bAz.a/h«)f tanned, sunburnt*
BASANED (^2. Su “yx ̂ } * adj *
Freckled. II est basaneu* He is freckled* St# Fr*, TACHE DE 
ROUSSEURS ( V*^e i > y w S o c r ) f  adj., freckled*
BASANURE ( ba-S 2: “Wy-T ), n* f#
Freckle* Elle a dee basanures. She has freckles* St* Fr*, 
TACHE m  ROUSSEUR SUE LA PEAU YWStfry S N r \a Po ),
n* f*, freckle* ^ 7
RASCDLER (î a.5 k) U  ), v. tr*
To nlstreat, to upset, to throw from one side to another* L* im­
becile, 11 a1 a basoule* The fool* he upset me* St* Fr*, CUL~ 
BUTER (Kyi b>+^ ), v. tr*, to throw downj BOUSCULER
(b^S\x> I ), v* tr., to jostle* St. Fr*# BASCULER
(bats K y \ ̂  )# tr*# to sway up and down*
BASSIH (ba st ), u* »•
Dish pen* Attrape le basin, Milsa* Catch the dish pan, Mllsa* 
St* Fr*, BASSIH ( b a s t  )♦ n* m«, basin. St* Fr*, BASSXHE
( b x s i  ^  ), n* f*, deep, wide pan*
BaTXR (bA+iy), tr.
To establish oneself in a home* II va se batir. He is going
to have a home built* St* Fr*, BATIR (bAt«r ), v# tr*, to
build, to erect*
BATOfi (t>a \5 ), n. a.
BATOH 1 LIT (ba+j II \\ ), n* m*, bed staff, used to spread 
the sheet on a bed* Elle a ein btton k lit pour arranger lea 
draps* She has a bed staff to arrange the sheets*
BATTU ( ), adj.
Surpassed, used negatively* C.f* English ’Can't be beaten#*1 
Ces pommes peut pas Btre battues* These apples can't be beat*
St. Fr., QD1 HE PEUT STRE SURPASSE ( tc« t t r  S Yr
Pa  se ), which cannot be surpassed*
BATTURE (xpa’V^Y ), n* f*
That part of the inner shore which Is higher than the rest, and 
which may be covered wholly or in part by water* La batture 
est couverte avec de l'eau* The batture is covered with water*
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BAULE ( bcV ), n* m*
A steer. JT*ai tul ein baule. X killed * steer* St* Fr.,
BGUVILLON (bu\/; >ja ), n. m*, steer.
BAYOU ( b ^  ), n. aw
Stream of water, smaller than a river, and larger than a 
"coolie." XI reete sur le bayou* He lives on the bayou*
BEANS ( bi> )| a* fv
Beans* J’alme des beans blance. X like white beans* St* Fr** 
HARICOTS ( a-r *» * ° )* a* a** kidney-beans«
BfiBELLR ( b e. b 6-\ ), n* f*
Toy* Le bib! a un tas de blbelles* The baby has lots of toys* 
St* Fr., JOUJOU ('3 vfĉju)* »• a** toy*
BEBBTTE ( be b <ih )f a. f.
laseet or animal in child1s vocabulary* GaX sine b^bette, 
maman* Look! An insect* Mama* St* Fr., INSECTS (t 
n* a** Insect*
BBBITTE ( b«bi+), a. f.
Penis* XI a eine grosse blbitte* He has a large penis* St* 
Fr>| PSBXS (p^'ni ), n« a*, penis*
BEC**3UiCXS£A0A ( b tK a- s i z o ) # n* B*
Black sklaser* Bur la Grande Xlef 11 y a beucoup de bec**4** 
elaeaux. On Grand Xsle there are many black skimmers*
BECKER ( b s >» v. tr*
Te peek* Le petit peulet a blchA I1 oeuf * The little chick 
peeked the egg* St* Fr*, PXCOTKR (p/fo+e), v. tr*, te
peck* St* Fr., BfiCHEK (b v* tr., to dig*
MXSB ( t>?ko ), a. a.
Bacon* Denne-moi dix sous de b&con* Give ae ten cents worth 
of bacon* St* Fr., LARD ( la.'r ), n* m*, bacon*
BKLSA4INB ( %.) z a. >v\ j-yv) 9 n* f*
Touch-me-not (hot.)* Allons ramasser des belsamines* Let 
us go gather some touch-me-nots. St* Fr *, BALSAMINE 
(ba.\2.a n )# n* f*, baelamine.
Bi&IFZCB ( b \ ), n* m*
^  Profit* XI y a ein tas de blnlfice dans <ja. - There Is lots
of profit in that* St. Fr., PROFIT ( a. nu, profit*
St* Fr*, BBNJfiFICE ( be.'vv̂  3)* m*, jroflt*
BERCEUSE ( t> S cr  ̂z .  ), n* f*
Rocking chair* Assie-tol dans la berceuse* Sit in the 
rocking-chair* St* Fr*, CHAISE 1 BASCULE ( ^
ba.s Ky I ), n*f*, rocking-chair* St* Fr., BERCEUSE 
( b t r  s d z ) »  n. f*, rocker of a rocking chair*
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BBRDASSER { b £~r A.a )( v* int.
to dilly-dally* ArrSte berdasser* Step dilly-dallying* St* 
Fr*, FLANER ( 5 \ a-YN̂ .), v* int., to loaf,
SRRLADSR ( b̂ 'r \ ad^)f v* int*
to dilly-dally* XI va berleder toute la journde* He le going 
to dilly-dally all day long* St* Fr*, FLAYER (f u >\« ),
v* int., to loaf*
BERLOQU* ( b ^  I oK), n. f.
RATTRK LA BERLOQUE (ba1-^a b w  loK ), to be deranged, to 
talk wildly* Va-b-en, tu bate la berloque* Go on, you are 
crasy. St* Fr*, tTRE FQO V O ,  to be crasy*
B8R8 ( b^T ), a* a*
Mosquito-net* XI y a ua trou dans ce bars* There is a hole 
in this mosquito-net* St. Fr*, M0U3TIQUAIRE (>w u. s + i Her ), 
n. f*, mosquito-net*
BESOM ), n* a*
Wild boll* Le besen va oourir apres tol* The wild bull ie
going to run after you* St* Fr*, AUROCHS (o y  ̂  ks ), n« a»|
BISCW ( biz.5 ), n* a*, bison*
BftASSE (be U s  ), n* »* and adj•
Stupid person* Ahl quel bitaase tu es. Ah'; what a stupid 
person you are* St* Fr., NXGAUD (>»< <jo ), adj*, foolish*
BfcTE RJABTE (btf P / A +  ), n. f.
Polecat* (ja sent de la b$te puante* It smells of the polecat*
St* FT*, PuTOIS (py4“iA»a. ), n* aw, polecat* St* Fr*f B&TES 
PUANTES (btt P Y A  + ), n# f*, a general term t©
designate that group of animals including the fox, mink, mar­
ten and polecat*
BfiTMtOUQE ( bet y u .*), f. n*
Red bug that burrows under the skin, usually found in grass* 
(Leptns Xrrltans Riley*) J’ai attrapi des b$te—rouges* X 
caught some red bugs*
BfelSER ( be.t i ), v* int*
To joke* Tu aims trop b6tiser* You like to joke too much.
St* Fr*, PLAISANTER ), v. int., to jest, to joke#
BfePISKUR ( b t f  i ?otr), n« m*
Practical joker* Ah, eon vieux b&tieeur, ya-t-en# Ah, you 
old joker, go on* St* Fr*, FARCEUR ( rs*tr ), n* a*, 
practical joker*
BUM ( fc>̂ £ ), conj.
Then, denoting probability* Eh bien, aliens. Oh I then, let 
us go# St. Fr*, DQNC (dS Kor <L5 ), conj., then, denoting
probability*
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BIGQKNAUX ( b i ̂ >r'V'0 n* s«
Snails. I l y a  boucoup dan bigornaux ici* Thera are many 
snails here* Si* Fr.# COLIMA^QN ( K^l i>naS5), n* m*, 
snail*
BILL (btl), a# a.
Bill ( of expense.) Mon ami, tu as ein gros bill* My friend, 
yeu^have a big bill* St. Fr*, COMPTES DE DEFENSES FAlTES, 
(KS'VdL^ p l i  ), n. a*, account of expenses
made*
XSRXS&E ( b i S >  ♦ s ) # n* a*
Business* J*al du blsnisse en ville. X have some business in 
town* Si* rr*| OCCUPATION ( o K Y  pa. Ŝ S"), n«f• , occupation*
St* Fr.* US& AFFAIRES ( le. z suf €r ), n.f*, business*
BITE ( b »/h)f adv.
State of intoxication* tight* XI est bien bite* He is quite 
tight. St* Fr.f ORIS ( <|r i )f adv., tipsy*
BI1URE ( bitYr), n* f*
State of drunkenness* Quelle biture j'al prie ce matin* What 
a drunk I took this morning* St* Fr.f IVRESSE ( iy>t5 ), 
n* f*, drunkenness*
BLAGUE ( b % ), n. f*
Bladder (anat.). XI a des pierres dans sa blague* He hqs
stones in his bladder* St* Fr*, VESSIE ( vtsi ), n* f*,
bladder* St* Fr*, BLAGUE ( b \ ), a* f*, poach*
BLEU ( bV ̂  ), n* a* and f*
Person of white and negro blood, Je connals plusieurs bleus*
X know many persons of mixed blood* St* Fr*, SOTIS (wv*-hi ), 
adj*, half-caste, half-breed*
BLOW < blof), n. a*
Dfcaption, bluff. C'dtalt ein blof. It was a bluff* St* Fr*, 
DECEPTION (Ae seps^S), n. f*, deception.
BLGFFBR (blo5 t ), v. tr*
Te bluff, to fool* XI slate trop blof far» He likes to bluff
too much* St* Fr*, TROMPEK ( -f-y o p* ), v. tr*, to deceivej 
WIPER ( ), v* tr., to dupe*
BLQFFEUR, BLGFFEUSE ( t>\ o'r <sty b\ <*■*<*•*), n* a. and f.
Bluffer* XI est ein blof four* He Is a bluffer* St* Fr*,CELUX (CELLE) *UX TRGM|% QUX DUPE, n. a., bluffer*
BOFFLO ( b^Yie), n* m*
Buffalo* Lee hoimaes ont tu5 les bofflos. The men killed the 
buffaloes* St* Fr*, BISON (biz.S'), n* a», bisen*
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BGGUBT ( b o j e  ), n* a.
Buggy* J’aime le© bogusts* I like buggies. St* Fr., BGGHEI 
( 0 ̂  € ), a. n., buggy.
BQXS ( bvAj2c ), n. m«
tree. Quelle quality de bois c*est $a? Qhat kind of tree le 
thatt St. Fr., ARBRE (?iTt)T ), n« n», tree. St. Fr., BOIS 
(buon.), a. m*, wood*
BQXSC0BR9 (bv^K^r y ), a. a.
Heckberry. C’est ein bole connu. It is e hackberry tree*
BOIS DfalVE (t>vw^ \ v )9 a. a.
Drift-wood. II a attragB du bole dfirive. He caught some 
drift-wood. St. Fr., $BRXVS n. m. (naut.), drift*
BOtfE SAUYETAGB ( b w  if q. f#
Idfe-belt. Attrape elne bofte sauvetage. Grab a Ilf e-belt.
St. Fr., CEXNTURE D£ SAOVBTAGE (st da s* v/ a. f.,
Hfe-belt. 0
B O K S m  ( b c K t f ) ,  n,  a*
Bucket. Je veux ein bokette dfeau. 1 want a bucket of water*
St. Fr., SEA0 ( s* )* a. a., bucket.
SQL ( b M  ), a. f.
Bowl. Apporte la bol de lalt. Bring the bowl of milk. St*
Fr., BOl ( bi \ ), n. m., bowl.
BOMBARDER ( fc>5 bar ii )» v. tr.
To fuss, to grumble* II bombards tout le temps. He grumbles
all the time. St. Fr., GKOMDBR ( ̂  v 3” ), v. tr., to scold,
to fuss. St. Fr., BOMBARDIER ( b J b i r  <le)» v* , to bom­
bard.
BCBIBI ( b o b  ), a. f.
Barrel bung. Ob est la bombe? Where is the barrel bung? St. 
Fr., BQHDK ( b5 4. ), a. f., bung.
m m  ( b^vw), n. f.
Saucepan. Tu was culre dans cette bemue. You are going to
cock in that saucepan» St* Fr., CABSKBOLE ( d | ),
n. f., saucepan.
BC&ME 1 CAFf ( bo'Vw Kzxie), n. f.
Coffee-pot. N’oubUe pas la bomme 1 caf§. Do not forget the 
coffee-pot. St. Fr., CAlUTIIiRE ( t -j t t ), n. f*,
coffee-pot.
BCMAE 1 TCHEU RAXDE ( b Z>Tv\ * ), n. f*
A large pot. Ob t'a mis la oomms 1 tcheu raids? Where did 
you put the large pot? St. Fr., MARMITE (ith& y  "W\it )» 




Cteod-for~nothing rellow. Cf©st ein ben^*rien. He is a good** 
for-nothing fellow. St. Fr., VAURXEN ( V o  r  ft )# n. m., scamp*
BQNIUUXJtXBillS (b5>v^Yjt*»v ), n. f.
Harlot, good~for~ncrthing woman. Hie est juste elne bonnes 
X-rienne. She is just a harlot. St. Fr., UKE FEMME DE MUVAISE
VIE ( fa'hs d* >v\* v € z. vi }, n. f., a woman of 
bad reputation.
BOSS (bos ), n. a*
Bose, master. Cf«st lui qui est le boss. He is the boss*
St. Fr.• MAtTRE (tv\ et r ), n. m., master. St. Fr., CHEF 
( S*-5- n* “•# boss.
BOUCAHE ( bu. n. f.
Smoke. Arrtte faire cette* boucane. Stop making that smoke.
St. Fr., ITOfSS ( a. f., smoke. St. Fr*, BQUCA8
( b a  ), a. nu, smoking-house for meat.
BQUGAHER ( b Ok Ka>\0» v. tr. and int.
Te smoke, to fumigate. On va boucaner la aaiscra. We are going 
te fumigate the house. St. Fr., filETTRE DE LA FUMEE ( ctv 
de Va. v y  ^ ), v. tr., to emit smoke. St. Fr. FU&flU
GEE ▼* tr., te fumigate.
BOUCHER ( b ul ) , v. tr.
To shut someone up. Je lfai bouchS avec ein mot. X shut him 
up with one word. St. Fr., EMPORTER SDR (3: f ^ S)r ), 
To prevail ever.
BOUCOUP ( W k u .  ), adv.
Very such. XI a boucoup d1 argent. He has a great deal of
money. St. Fr., BEAUCQUP ( bo k ), adv., very much.
BOUGORNER (bv*-^$*v\e»), v. int.
Te complain. Ca vaut pae la peine bougonner* It Is not worth 
while complaining. St. Fr., SS PLAINDRE ( f I ̂  A  r ), 
v. reflex., to complain.
BOUGUE ( b u O f n. b .
Fellow. He bouguel Oil ta vast Hey fellowt Where are you
going? St. Fr., BOUGRE ( b ^ r ) ,  n. m«, bugger.
BOUXO (bu^Ko), n. m.
A large barrel or hogshead. £1 a fait ein bouko de gralase.
He made a hogshead of lard. St. Fr., GGNNE (<̂ 'v\ ), »• f«#
cade.
BOOLAILLE ( b u  , n. m.
Flashlight. Je veux ache ter ein beulaille. X want to buy a 
flashlight.
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BOULBARXE ( b^.1 }, tu m*
Noise, tin. Arrtte ce boulb&rie. Step that noise* St* Fr.,
TAPAGE ( ), n* a*, noise.
BOULEHED { bk| ), n. ».
A bullhead fish. Kst~ce qua lee bouleheds donne attiord‘hui?
Are the bullheads biting today? St* Fr., CHABGT ( V b  o }, 
a* a*, bullhead*
BOULETTB ( b U 11+ ), n. f.
BGULETTE DE GSNOQ ( bu.tc.'f d.3 >>u. ), n* fknee-cap,
patella* Jlal fait sal 1 ma boulette de genou* I hurt ay knee* 
cap* St* FT *, TOTULE BO GENQU ("V ° t VI n* f *,
knee~cap*
BOOBASSS ( b ^ v  ?lS ), n. f.
Squall* Quelle beurasse on a eu hier solr. What a squall we 
had last night* St* Fr., BOURRASQQE ( b û t-tvs k )» a* f., 
squall*
BOURDON ( ), n. m.
Bee* la aerdure d’un bourdon fait mal* The sting of a bee 
hurts* St* Fr*, ABBXLLE ( a b ij ), n* f*, bee*
BOURGO { b ^ T 9 o ), n* a*
Hera (motor). <Ja o'est ein joli hour go. That is a nice* 
sounding horn* St* Fr., CORNS ( Kor>\ ), n. f*, horn 
(motor)«
BOURGOWiam ( ^v.3C ), a. m.
Humming, bussing* Est~ce que tu attends ce bourgonnement?
Do you hear that bussing? St* FT*, BOURDONNEMENT ( b u*r 
d 7)» wxa), n* m., buss, bussing*
BOURGONN EE ( b u. t  )> tr*
To blow the hcfrn. II a bourgonn! longtemps. He blew the hero 
for a long time* St. Fr., CORNER ( ^ r v i O »  v. tr., to
blear the horn (notor) •
/BOURLINGUE ( bs^Y \f |^), n. f*
/ Maltreatment. XI a foutu eine bourlingue au cheval. He mal«»
. treated the horse* St* Fr., OUTRAGE ( u. -V y  a ̂  ), n.m*, 
outrage*
BGURLIBGUER ( fe^Y \ t <\ c ), ▼* tr.
To maltreat* XI l*a bourllngud* He mistreated him* St* Fr*, 
MALTRAITER (>v> a \ Y-r ), v. tr., to mistreat* St. Fr*,
BOURLINGUER ( b^T (e < ), v. tr*, naut., to strain.
BOURRi ( bvjL^r^), adj.
Stuffed* J'alme m#aseire dans eine chaise bourr!. X like to 




Wheelbarrow* Ou tu was avec ma bouruettet Where are you 
g o i n g with my wheelbarrow? St* Fr *, BR0UKTTE ( to r u. e t } , 
n* f., wheelbarrow*
BRASSB-CQRFS ( bv a s Vc^t )f adv.
l~aRASSE~CQR?S (-a. b r a s  )# adv#, (holding) rowed
the waist* XI l*a tenue 1 br&sse-corps* He held her by the 
waist* St* Fr*, lUBRAS4iS#C0KFS ( be hr  ̂  \ ̂  vc-^v ) ,
round the waist*
BRSM ( t>r €v>), n. f.
Eggplant* J*aime manger des brems. X like te eat eggplants* 
St* Fr*, ABBKRGXSS ( o t  tTji>\)| n* f», eggplant*
BRISE-FER ( h r i x f  tT ), tt. m*
One who breaks everything* XI eat ein vrai briee-fer* He is 
a regular breaker of everything* St* Fr*, BRl£E*.TOUT ( bv i z- 
A- w- ), a* m*, person who breaks everything*
BRISKT ( b ^ r U e  )# a*
Annex to a house* XI a bfcti ein briset k sa naison* He built 
an annex to his house* St* Fr*, ANNEXE ( e K S  ), n* f«, 
annex*
BROOJRE ( b r  o U r  )# n. f.
Embroidery* EUe fait de la jolie brodure* She does some nice 
embroidery work* St* Fr*, BHODERIE ( ', n* f*,
embroidery*
B. *.Trash* Je vas brfiler oes brulles* X am going to burn that 
trash* St* Fr*, REBUT (rx^V ), n* m*, refund, trash*
BUBEHDB (-bYbarST )p a* m.
Nipple* Le b£b6 veut son buberon* The baby wants his nipple* 
St* Fr*, BXBERpN ( bv b v ?  2 ), n« m«, infants1 feeding
bottle*
bOchsur ( b y s  ), n* m*
Woodcutter* XI est din bficheur* He is a woodcutter. St* Fr*, 
BUCHERON ( b y ^ r T  ), n. a*, woodcutter*
BUSCULER ( b Y  s KVl a- ), v* tr *
To mistreat, to upset* See BASCULER.
BUSSQLLE ( by $>o \ ), n* f.
Small bump* Jfal des bussolles dans ma t&te* X have some 
small bumps on my head* St* Fr*, BOSSES ( b OS ), n* f», 
bumps*
EX
QA ( s X), pron.
X* Personal pronoun used of persons with a bad meaning* fa# 
qa vaut pas ries* He (she) is not worth anything* St* Far##
Si ( * a ), pronoun used of things* not of persons*
E* CA ( S il)» demonstr* pron*# this# that* fa c*est U  mlenf
3a e'est le vdtre* This is mine} that is yours* St* Fr*#
EGX ( qa s i )9 usually M a *  to indicate the closer of two 
objects} CKLA (s*ia) or fA (sa.)# usually that* to indicate 
the wore reacts of two thinas*
S* CA QBX, $A QUE (sa m  «* qaka )# rel* proa*# that# which# 
C'esi 90 qui a arrive* That is what happened* St* Fr*# C*EST 
GS Q0I EST ARRIVE. G*est qa que je t*wi dit* that is what X
told you* St* Fr*# C*BST CE QBE JE T*AI DXf*
4* C’SST DE fA ( qe da s ec )• q*est de qa que je voulais 
te parler. That is what t wanted te talk te you about# St* Fr*# 
C«BST CE DONT JE VOULAIS VOUS FABLER*
5# CIEST X f A ( s ^ a . s ^  )« C*est A qa que je pensals* That 
is what I was thinking about# St* Fr.# C*EST A QUQX JE PENSAXS*
CABtfl { K a «dj.
Cooped up* Elle est tout le temps cabanA* She is always cooped 
up* St* FT • # EBFEBSff ( &  5* £ t O  # adj •, shut in, cooped up# 
St* Fr#t CABANE ( Ka, b )# adj.# living in a cabin*
CABASEAU ( ka. b Si vi o )#n*a#
Cabin# hut* Qui rests dans ce cabaneau? Who lives in that hutt 
St* Fr., HUTTE ( )# n. f«# hut, cabin, shanty* St* Fr#,
CABAHK (Vcab a>\)# n. f«# hut, cabin* St# Fr*# CABANEAU 
( kei b a 'wo )» n# w., cabin of a fishing heat*
CABAS ( K a  b a ) , n« m.
Book-saek. XI a sea livres dans son cabas* He has his books 
In his book**sack* St* Fr., CABAS ( K^bi), n. m., basket 
for dried fruits} bonnet*
CABLES ( k ^ j )| n* f*
Cabin of a fiahing-boat. Rentre dans la cabins* Enter the 
cabin* St* Fr*, CABANEAU ( fc ̂  toaxcj), n. m., cabin of a 
fishing-boatj CABINE ( K a b i ̂  ), n*f## cabin of a mar**
chant vessel*
CABLE ( k  a. b ) # n. m*
A large rope used in mooring beats* Amarre le bageau avec ce 
cable* Tie the beat with that large rope.
CABOSSSR ( K.A. b o S (  ), v* tr#
To dent, to dint* Jlai cabossf le bokette* X dented the 
bucket* St* Fr*# BOSSELEK ( b o  sic )» v* tr., to dent, to 
emboss# BOSSUER ( b o s ^ e ), v# tr*, to dent, to batter*
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CABRI ( K a. n* a* and f.
Goat, regardless of ago or seat* IX illve des cabris. Ho raises 
goats* St* Fr** GAISX (fcabri ), n* a*, kid* young goat*
CACA ( KaKa), y. int.
To each, in child*s vocabulary. Tu as eaoa aur le plancher* You 
cacked on the floor* St* Fr** FAlRE CACA ( v*
int*, to go to stool*
CACHE-CACHE ( k a ̂  K ) * n* a*
Snips* Jfai tud aln cache-cache* I killed a snipe* St* Fr*, 
BECASSIRE ( b k a.5fvv)# n* f., snipe*
CABRA { K.aA'vx ̂  ), n* a*
lock* J*al barrl Xa ports avec ein cadna. X looked the door 
with a look* St* Fr., SRRRURB ( s k.'r ^ nr ), n. f l o c k *
CAGHE ( KoT >j ), a* f.
Laziness* XI a eine cagne abominable* He has a great lasinsse* 
St* Fr*, FAXBlANTISE ( e. nrv e. ofc 1* i x ), n* f •, idleness, 
lasiness*
CAGOO { adj.
languid, listless, sickly* J*ltais iw peu eagou hier. X was 
a little sickly yesterday* St* Fr*, XHDQLERT ( £ d.̂  1 £r ), 
adj*, sluggish, Indolent* St* Fr*, UB FEB HALADB ( cf̂ . P 
Vn i ), a little sickly*
CAILLE ( ls-̂ i ), adj•
Pull, lifeless* Elle a les yeux eallles* Her eyes are dull*
St* Fr*, TERSE ), adj., dull, lifeless*
CAILLE PS PRAIRIE ( K  ? T E r i  ), n* f*
Field lark* Les cailles de prairie chan tent. The field larks
are singing* St* Fr*, AL0UETTB (a\ ), n* f•, lark*
CAILLER ( K  ̂  j t ), v* int.
To yield, to cower* XI caille quand 11 me vait venir* He 
covers when he sees me coming* St* Fr., CRDSR ( SteLe ), 
y* tr*, to give up, to yield* St. Fr*# S*AFFAISSER 
( t s ^ ), v* reflex., to give way*
CAILLEMQH ( K ^ i v w S '  ), n. a.
Crocodile* Jfai pas vu des caillamone. X did not see any
crocodiles* St. Fr., CROCODILE ( KTr^KiAi) )» n. m«,
crocodile*
CAILLOO ( K a i ^  ), n. m.
Rock* ArrPte jeter ces callloua~ll* Stop throwing these rocks* 
St* Fr-, ROCHE ( To $ ),n.f*, rock* St* Fr., CAILLOB 
( \ea. i* lu ), n. m«, pebble*
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CaLAMAR ( K a. I a.'twairj , a* m.
Squid* lies calaraars soni boas t manger* Squids are good to 
eat. St. Fr., SfcCHE or SEICHE ( s e ^ ), n* Jr., squid.
CALCIHER ( k.3̂ \ s i ), v. tr*
To congeal (as blood)) to turn to stone. Son sang calcine vite*
His blood clots quickly. St. Fr*, CQNCHSLER ( KS- 3 ** ), v*
tr.f to congeal} CALCXMR (Y*al Si>\«)» v* tr., to calcine,
CARRELET ( Kaie ) n. ».
Hoop-net* 11 a ptchl avec ein oarrelet* He fished with a
hoop-net. St. Fr*, TR0HLE ( H V  bv ), n. m., hoop-net.
CALBR { K m  e. ), v. tr* and int.
To sink* Le bateau a cald* The boat has sunk* St* Fr., COU** 
LER AU FOND (kw.\t o f 5 ), v. int., to sink to the bottom*
CALIMA^OH | K M i > v , A s S ) f  «•«.
Snail* In France on mange des calimaqons# %n France people eat 
snails* St* Fr., COLXHAfON (Holi vwaiSo), a* “•# snail.
CALXliATCHA ( fca\ i ‘Yvv'h * ^ 0 ,  n* ®*
See aALXUATCHA.
CALXH ( kai t), n. n* and adj•
Idler, lasy. XI est ein caHn* He is an Idler* St* Fr.,
FABESSEOX ( S $ ), adj., lasy, idle*
CALOTTE ( k A  I :>t~ ), n. f.
Slap. Je Pal petA eine calotte. 1 gave hi® a slap, St* Fr*,
CALOTTE ( ), n. f*, colloq*, box on ears.
CALLOTER ( K M o H  )f tr*
To slap* Je l'al callotA* I slapped him* St* Fr*, CAIOTTER 
(Ka + ▼* tr., to box the ears*
CAB ( a. m.
Can* II a ein can de sardines* He has a can of sardines*
St* Fr*, BOaTK ( bU)^t)y n. f*, box* St* Fr*, BOlTE BIN 
FEE BLANC ( & -$■ b i t  ), n* f*, can.
CABASE ( K ), a* a*
Canned goods* J*ai mangA du canage* X ate some canned goods* 
St* Fr*, ARTICLES DE CONSERVE ( 01 > -hi k da JcJ S t > v }, n. f *, 
canned goods*
CABAXLLER ( I ), v* to*
To dupe, to deceive* XI canaille tout le monde* He deceives 
everyone. St* Fr*, TROMFER ( i--* 3 p*. ), v. to*, to de­
ceive* St* Fr., DUPER ( cVY ), v* tr., to dupe, to take la.
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CARAXS ( a* pi.
Canals. Lea canals dormant dans la bayou. The canals run in**
to the bayou* St* FF., CAHAUX ( fca>\a), n. a* pi., canals*
CAHQ&Bftt ( K^: ̂  K  adj *
Blood-poisoned. Sa Jambe a devenu c&ngrbni. His lag became 
blood-poisoned. St. Fr., GAHQRB8* ( 9 * 9 ^  e*h^)j adj., 
gangrened, mortified* Q
CAHGRBBER (Ka^Y*£'v\«), ▼* int.
To torn to blood-poison. Q*a cangrhnl dans peu de temps* Xt 
turned to^blood poison in a short while. St. Fr., GAHGREBBK 
) , v. int., to gangrene*
CAHIQUE ( K & ^ i K ) ,  n. f*
Haying marble. XI joue aux canlquea. He is playing marbles* 
St* Fr*, BULB ( b>-j )» n. f*, marble, taw.
CAMSSL ( K I -Vk e ), v. tr.
To can* On va wanner des ligumes. tie are going to can some 
vegetables* St* Fr*, (/OBSERVER ( K ^ s c r v t  /, v* tr., to 
preserve*
CARQTTE ( ) , n. f.
Long-boat* FrBte-moi ta canotte» lend me your long-boat. St* 
FT*, CHALQUPE ( I up ), n. f., long-boat.
CAOUTCHOUC ( k i o ^ n ) ,  a, o.
Rubber. Ces tires sent faits de caoutchouc. These tires are 
made of rubber. St. Fr., CAOUTCHOUC (Kau. f ^ ),
n* m., India rubber.
CAPICHCB ( a p , ^ 3- ), n. i.
Cap, especially a pointed one* XI se couch© avec ein caplchon. 
He goes to bed with a cap. St. Fr., CAFUCHON ( K u p  7 
n. m., hood.
CAFOT ( K A p o ) ,  b. ■#
Coat. Hots ton c&pot. Fut on your coat. St. Pr^, HABIT 
(Abi ), n. m«, clothes, coat} REDXRGOTK (yj i e  *] ),
n. f., frock-coat| CAPGT (Kaf«» ), n. m«, naut», stsirm- 
coat*
CAPOTTE ( K a ? o t  ), n. f.
Prophylactic. II fait see coehonneries avec eine capote.
He does his dirty work with a prophylactic. St. Fr., PRO- 
PHYLACTIQUE ( fir o J j I a K -V • fc ), n* m., prophylactic.
CAPOTSR ( fcr*. P o ), v* tr. and lnt*
To capsize* Son bateau a capotl. His boat capsized. St. Fr.,
CHAVXHBR { S*- vi>«)» v. Int., to capsize. St. Fr*,
FAIRE CHAVIRER ( i"£v- v iT e. ), v# tr., to upset*
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CARANBOLSR ( ic & t S b o i Q. ) , v. tr*
To push violently. II mfa coranbold. He pushed me violently*
St* Fr,, POUSSER VXOLSffidENT ( pv.s« vja lai'wvS: ),
v* tr., to push violently.
CARCUL {^H'r K'l \ )# a. u*
Calculation* BaVce que ee carcul est hien? Is this calculation 
correct? St* Fr*, CAlCOL ( k*ikyi), n* a*, calculation.
CARCULER ( kY ), v. tr*
To calculate. Eat~ce quo tu peux csrculer? Can you calculate? 
St* Fr., CALCULER % K&l K 7*e), v* tr*, to calculate*
CARDIN AIT ( Ka. y w  o )| n* B.
Cardinal (hlrd) • le cardinau est ein jdi solseau* The car* 
dlnal Is a pretty bird* St* Fr., CARDINAL ( k &. y- d r -v> ^ i ) ,  
cardinal*
CARGUf ( je ), adj*
sZBE CARGUf ( e t r K  ), v. int., to be seated, cob-*
fortably. J’ltais cargue dans eine chaise* I was comfortably 
seated in a chair* St. Fr.p fiTRK ASSIS 1 SOW AISE ( ci*t as »
^ s ̂  -v\ e 2. ), to he seated comfortably.
carguer ( k ^ t  «v̂  ), ▼• reflex*
Te lean backwards* Elle se oargue dans la chaise. She leans 
backward in the chair* St. Fr., S*AS£BQ$R (Sa^s^ ŝ r ), 
reflex*, to sit. St* Fr*, CARGUER ( K a.v ^ e ),
t * tr*, next*, to clew up a sail*
CABBAGE {V^a-r>\^x ), n* a*
Hubbub, disturbance* Quel carnage 11 y avait let hier eoir.
Xhat a scrap there was here last night* St* Fr#, VACARMB 
(  V a  I c a r v K  )» n. »*, habbubf TAPAGE (  -hapa-a -  },
n. a*, noise, uproar* "
CABOSCHO ( k k  t c> ), n* a*
Bussard* Jfai tul ein oarencro* X have killed a buazard.
St* Fr*, BUSE ( \o y s ), a. f., bussard*
CARRELET ( K jlt U t ) ,  n. m.
Dip not* XI a attrapl ein carrelet pi ein. He caught a dip 
net full* St* Fr*, FILET ( f its. ), n* m*, not* St* Fr*, 
CARRELET t ), n. m., square net*
CAS ( K l  ), n* a*
PAR CAS QUE, in caee that. Par oas que je la vols, Je la dlrai#
If 1 see her I shall tell her. St. Fr., BN CAS QUE ( 2: K ̂
K* ), in case that*
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CASBURQO ( K a  s b y o ), n* ®*
Large fish of the carp family. Le casburgo est boa k manger*
The casburgo is good to eat* St* Fr., CARPS ( Kixr p )f a# 
carp (fish).
CASSE^BHISE ( K a s  bri z.), n« a*
DemeUsher* See HRXSE-FER ( bvix ).
CASSE PACABE ( K ^ s  ? ^ K 2Cn), n. a.
Hut~cracker. On casse des pacanes avec ein easse«*pacane» One 
cracks pecans with a nut-cracker. St* Tr,, CASS1UB0XSETTR
)* n* a., nut**cracker.
CASSER t . tr., to break*
CASSER SIN OEIL (K.aî «. £  ) ,  to giro A black eye.
II va te cesser ein oeil* He is going to give you a black eye*
St* Fr., METTRE L'OEXL AU BBURRE NGIR ( ^ t t r  I oe-f 0 b dir
"Vnvai a v  ), colloq*, to give a black eye*
casse~t8te ( t t t  )* n. i,
Hatchet* XI a9 a tape avec ein casse-tSta. He hit me with a 
hatchet* St* Fr*, PETITE HACHE ^ ), n* f*,
hatchet* St* Fr*, CASSE**TSTB ( K.et s +* c-f )* n* tcaa** 
hawk of Red Indiana*
CA3TR0LE ( ka^sVr ̂  I ), n* f*
Saucepan, steepen* Donne-moi la castrole* Give me the sauce** 
pan* St* Fr*, CASSEROLE I S > d } ), n* f», saucepan*
CATAPLASSS ( k a t a p  ia.s ), n* m*
Cataplasm* II a ein eataplasse sur son Ipaule* He has a cata» 
plasm on his shoulder* St* Fr*, CATAPLASM! ( V^^i-a  p i & s>k  ), 
n* a*, cataplasm*
CATfCHISSE ( k *><lS*:s > » n* m*.Catechism, religious instruction by question and answer method* 
Quand jfai 6t6 petit, j*apprenais mon catdchisse* When 1 was 
little, X learned my catechism* St* Fr., CATECHISSIE ( kafe 
*ys^vv), n* m*, catechism*
CAFACHE ( K * v  aS>» n*
Coward* II est ein vrai cavache. He is a real coward* St* Fr.,
QAVAGHE ( J a  v 4 ^ ), n.m*, coward.
CV£Z ( s a ), prep*
At, at the home of* 11 a parti c'es lul. He went to his house*
St* Fr*, CHEZ ( ), prep*, at the home of, at,at the office of*
CHACOTSR ( fc a + ̂  ), v* tr.
To whittle* Tout ce qu9il fait c*est ckacoter* All he does is
Whittle* St* Fr*, TAILLADER ( ta, a d ^  ), v. tr*, to cut*
2?
CHADKOH ( S S' ), a* m.
thistle* Le chadron felt eine bonne salads* Thistle makes e
good salad* St* Fr*# CHARD0H ( S* ̂  ̂  ̂  }| a# *» thistle*
CHAISE-TO0RBAHT ( H-u^r -n ST )# n* f*
stool. XI a asels stir la eh&lse-touraant* He sat on the stool*
St. Fr*# TABOURET (V^touYt), a. m*# stool.
CHAUS <Sa\£), n. m*
Flatboat. G*est ein gros chalan. That Is a large flatboat#
St* fr., CHAUS ( ^  \ x; )# n. m.# barge.
CHAMAILLE ( )# n* f.
Fuss# bickering* Arrdte ta ehamallle# Stop your fuss* St* Fr*# 
CHAHAXLLSRXS ( S sl Vr> a. -( t i n* squabble# quarrel*
CHASBBLIER n. s.
Vick (of a lamp). Le chandelier a brftli Jusqu*au bout. The 
sick burned to the end* St* Fr* * MlCHE (•V* )»»• *•»sick of a lamp.
GHASZSR JL ^  z. ̂  )# V* tr.
To change# to change clothes* 11 a chans! sen llnge* He changed 
his clothes* St* Fr., CHARGER ( ^ cl ^ e. )# v* tr., to change*
CHAQUI ( \a/\ )# a* i*
Coon* La peau de chaoul rant boucoup cette annle* Ceon-skin
la worth such this year* St. Fr*# KATOH ( reitj )# n* ».#
raccoon*
CHAR (  ^  t  )»  n * m*
Automobile. XI a achet! ein nouveau char* He bought a new ear* 
St* Fr*# AUTOMOBILE ( o t d vv» ̂  b» | )# n* f* or *•# automobile*
CHAR 1 VAPEUR ( vaip )#n*m*
Locomotive* Les chars A vapour sent gros* Locomotives are large* 
St. Fr.# LOCOMOTIVE ( \o k d -wv off v )# n* f»# locomotive*
CHAHOQHK (  J  .  ) ,  n . f .
Dead matter* Ca sent de la charogne* That smells of dead matter. 
St* FT. # CHAB0G8E ( 5 ̂  T ^ T1 ) * n* f * * carrion*
charretI k ( S 2L'r V ^  )# n* f *CHARRETEE IS ( i ̂  )# n. f.# a large number of*
J*ai eine charretee de petite cochons. X have a large number of 
little pits. St. Fr.# BEAUCOUF ( feoKu. ), a.m. and adv.# 
very much# much) CHARRETEB ( )# n. f.# cartload# cart**
ful*
CHASSE-GABLIE ( q ^ T (,' )* n* f*
An element of superstition not very well defined but usually 
thought of as an invisible chorus or din in the air. XI a attendu 
eine ehasse~garlie* He heard a din in the air.
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CHATIGHE ( ), n* m*
Wildcat. Il'y a ein chatigre dans lea bois. Thar# Is a wild**
oat In the woods* St. Fr», CHAT SAUVAGE ( ^ - a s o v a *  }, n* 
a., wildcat.
CHEAU { ), n. a.
Moving~plcture8. J*was an eheau. X am going to the moving* 
picture show. St. Fr*, VUES CIHlfiiATOGEAPHlQUES ( v y s i 
j i ^ ) f a. f. pl.f moving pictures.
chSck ( c « A ), B.
Winaow-shade or blinds. B&lsse le ohlde. Lower the shade.
St. Fr.* STORE ( Sf 0 y )* n. m., sprIng~roller blind.
CHUSDQH ( ^  U S  ) ,  n . . .
Couch-grass* XI y a du chiendoa id. There is much Johnson 
grass here. St. Fr., CHXE80EST { S -i t d Sr )> n* »** couch* 
grass.
CHOSSHMaiXms ( S ’ S P i r t - j  )* n. t.
Sarsaparilla. J*ai 
sarsaparilla pop. £ 
a. f., sarsaparilla*
e. ), v. ta
J*ai chessl mes pa talons • 1 dried my pants. St. Fr.,
* i bu dulpop chessepareille. 1 drank some 
St. Fr., SALESPAREXLuE ( Sa. I s p c -j ),
LESSER ( r.
Te^ny. !
SBGHHt ( § 6. )* ▼• tr.* to dry, to dry up.
CHESSERBSSE ), n. f.
Drought. II y a eu eine chesseresse I1 annle passle* There was a 
drought last year. St. Fr., SftlHERESSE ( St V  t ( s ),
n. f., dryness* drought*
CHEYHi* ( S u , ; j ), s. t.
Flag, ankle. II mfa tal sur la cheville du pied. He hit me on 
the ankle. St. Fr., CHEVILLE ( C 9 v t \ ), n. f., peg,
ankle.
CEUSSI ( ), n. f.
Looseness of the bowels. XI a la Chinese. He has looseness of 
the bowels. St. Fr«. FOIRS V u.**r ), n. f., (slanp) diarrhea.
St. Fr., CHIASSE ( \ -j' ^ 5 ),a*f., excrement of Insects.
CHIEHEBIE ( vi ># n. f.
Whoring* Va fairs ta chienerle loin dUci. Go do your whoring 
far from here. St. Fr.* FUTaSSERIE ( Y 1 4 i },
a* f*, relating to prostitution*
CHISSE ( S ’* s )» adj.
Stingy, niggardly. Ah! mala tu es chisse. Ah, but you are 
stingy. St. Fr., CHICHE ( 5 )» adj., stingy*
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chxs8bt£ ( n„
Stinginess. T*ee jiMtt la ehiaaetl. Ion are stinginess per** 
sonified. St. Fr., CHXGHETE ( S' S ^  n* *** J&ggiwdXAneea*
CHEVAli ( §\j ̂  \ ̂  ), n. m.
A trestle. Le charpentier use dee ehevmlls* The carpenters mse 
trestles. St. Fr*, TRKT3SAU ( f ̂  ), n. m«, trestle.
CHOPFE ( ), a. f#
Shop. 21 s eine choppe d*hultres. He has an oyster shop. St.
Fr.t BOUTIQUB ( K ), ». f*, shop*
CHOUBQOLQRE ( *> M Y *)» n. f.#
Rash, prickly heat. 21 a des chouboulurea. He has the rash*
St. Fr*, BR0PTIOS ( Cry f s  ̂d ), n. f., eruptlep.
CHOBBOW ( K_ >, n« f.
Sandpiper. Lea chourcmks vivent dans le apod* The sandpipers
live in the sand. St* Fr., CHEVaLIIR ( ̂  V A- ' j )# n* **#
sandpiper.
® w n l s  ( n* f*
Chimney, fireplace. La bemcane de la chumenAe sort de la ehu** 
aenie. The snake fro* the fireplace cones out of the chimney*
St. FT., CHBfXBfiB ( S * *wv i -w ̂  ), n. f.# chimney? FOXBR 
( ^  uua.-j e) , n. a., hearth.
CIGAHITTE (S» t), n. f.
Cigarette. Denne^med eine eigaritte. Give me a cigarette. St. 
Fr., CIGARETTE ( tt ), a. f., cigarette*
CIRCaSA (si-r ka. s «l ), n- f*
Yellow*jacket• Lea circaaaa sent mamvala. Yellow-Jackete are 
bad. St. Fr., FRKLQB ( iS“ ), n* m.f hornet or yellow**
Jacket.
CXMITlkRE ( S i 'w-v i Y^r), a. a.
Cemetery. Cest an beam ciaitibre. That la a pretty cemetery*
St. FT., CIMKTIERE ( s i ^  >, n. m., cemetery.
CLXQ02U£LXQB£ ( K t i k K i i k. ), a. m#
Chicken-hawk. Lea elique-oliqme mangent lea poulea. Chicken** 
havka eat chicken. St. Fr., EFKRVIBR ( v/«)» »♦
hawk.
CLOCHER ( ), v. int.
To blister. Quand je travallle dure, me a mains clochent. When
X work hard my h,rid, blister* St. Fr., SE C0UVR2R DE CLOCHES 
(S« da K b  ̂  ), v. reflex., to get covered with
blisters.
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C0CART1 ( KoKarl), a. f.
Bow of ribbon* Elio await olno oooarto our son chapeau. Sho had 
O bow of ribbon on hor hat* St, Fr*, C0CARDE t k:> Ka-vA. ), 
n« f ♦, knot of ribbons*
COCHOIMIARSH ( K o ^  ̂ ^ 5  ), n. a.
Wild hog* Ein cochon-aaron ost dangareux. A wild hog is dangarous* 
St* Fr., SAHGLXSR ( s fi: jl ie ), n* m,, wild boar*
COCO ( KoK$, a. a#
Egg, In child's vocabulary* ho lapta a*a portl doe cocos* Tho 
rabbit brought mo somo oggs* St* Fr*, QEUF ( c* y ), a* m.,
ogg*
COCQMSBE ( K *  Ko b v )$ a#
Cucumber. Los cocanbroe font oino bonne salads* Cucumbers mho 
a good salad* St* Fr*, CQSCO&BRE { Ko kS- hr ), n«m«, 
cucumber*
COCOTTE ( K o K 5 h ) f  Q l f ,
Vagina» La coeotte oat oino ohoso important® dans so aondo^ Tho 
vagina is an important thing In this world* St* Fr*, VAQ|»
( v e ), n* m*, anatomical, vagina*
COFFRER ( r v ), v* tr*
To Injure, to boat. 11 **a coffrl d'eln coup do bouteillo* Ho 
injured ao with a blow of a bottle, St* Fr., FRAFFEB { i\ ), 
v. tr*, to strike* St* Fr., AS80KMBR { a s b  ), v. tr*,
to boat to death* St. Fr*, COFFRER ( tr*,
(colloq.) to lock up.
CQLLER ( kola. ), v* to*
1. To got hold of* Si jo to eolle, jo vas t* arranger. If 1 
catch you, 1911 fin you. St. Fr*, METTRE LA MAIH SOB <^ELQU*0»
( V*AC*hTr la- 'Via SYr Hl£ | K ̂  tO SOiSO*
Zm COLLEB QDBQO'UH A FAIRS QUEQ0E CHOSE, to catch someone doing
something• Jo l*a± colli A fairs qa 19autre soir* 1 caught
bin doing that tho other evening* St* Fr*, ATTRAFER ),
v* tr., to entrap, to catch* St. Fr*, CQLLER ( K o K  ),
v. tr«, to stick, to paste, to press*
COM A,ROW (  K m a r S ) ,  n .  « •
Cormorant* Le comaron est ein solsoau. The cormorant is a bird*
St. Fr., CORMQRAH ( k ;>tt v* d t £), n. m«, cormorant.
CQMIES ( K  D y t ), adv.
How many* Comlen de bateaux eat-ce qu'il at How many boats has 
hot St* Fr., COMBXEH ( k 5 bj t), adv., how much, how many.
a
COMMIIiXIR ( K $  i t ) * v. tr# end int.
Te receive communion* te administer communion* Jf*ai cemmlnyi 
ce matin* X received communion this morning. Le pr&tre I1a 
coomlnyl hier# The priest administered communion to him yes«* 
ter day# St# Fr** COMMUNXRR v# tr# and int**
to administer ccnmunlon* te receive communion#
cqmmxhigb ( kS'-yh { + $ ), n# f.
Communion# La comainion eat eine grice# Communion la a grace#
St# Fr#* CQiESJNIQN ( K-3 "Vvv y -j 3) * n. f** communion.
COMMODE ( Ko-rv^A), n# f.
Privy# Bile eat dana la commode# She la in the privy# St# Fr#* 
LATRXBBS ( \^ 'V t i >» } y n# f»* latrine#
CGMFRENABLB ( K3T Pr* v^b)* adj#
Comprehensible# Ca c*est comprenable# That la comprehensible•
St# Fr.* COMPREHENSIBLE ( K S' P r e a  ̂j bt )t adj#* ccxapre*- 
henslhle#
COMPRENURE ( K 3 pYJ>\yr), a, f,
Comprehension# XI y a de la comprenure dana ca* There le coa£ 
prehension in that# St* Fr** COMPREHENSION (Ko Pr^S:^t 5)» 
n« ft, comprehension•
COI ( KS )* n* n.
Vagina# Le con eat eine organs an&tomique • The vagina la an 
anatomical organ* St* Fr** VAGIN (v)**-j^)*»# m«* (ana-* 
tomical) vagina*
COBCHE ( * 5 ̂  )* n* a.
Large shoe# Quelle pairs de conches* What a large pair of shoes# 
St# fr** COB CHE ( K- 5 )* n# f#* brine-pit (in salt marshes)#
St* Fr#* GROS SOULIERS ( Q t o  $ *o * )* n* m* pi#*
large shoes* *
CGtJBE ( ), n. f.
Cane# On fait boucoup de choses avec la cenne* Many things are 
done with the cane* St# Fr#* CASK! ( km-vi )* n# f«* cane#
CQBNEL ( K->-we\ ), n. f*
Nutmeg# On sert boucoup du conael# We use very much nutmeg*
St# Fr#* MUSCADE ( y s K sl ̂  ), n« f«* nutmeg*
CONN OB ( Ko'-wv'S’)* n. m#
Cannon* II y avait des connone sur le navire* There were some 
cannons on the ship# St* Fr** CANON ( ^ a*.>-» 3")* n# m#* cannon#
COQ PITAR ( K a K fi t A  )* n# m*
Bantam rooster# J'al ein coq pi tar# I have a bantam rooster*
So# Fr** COQ DE BANTAM ( K o K A i  to £- t~a.vH)* n. m** 
bantam rooster#
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COQUAXULms ( K o K ^ ^ ’ri ), n, f.
Indecent talk op action* Je t*&i vu fairs tee eoquailleries.
I saw you doing your Indecent things* St* Fr.* COGHGN^ERXS 
)f n* f«| nastiness*
C0Q0ER ( K «  ke )* v« tp. and int.
Ta have sexual intercourse* XI tise coquer. He likes to have 
sexual intercourse* St* Fr., AVOIR W &  RELATIONS SEXUELLES 
(<^v/uiar <1̂ . u s i s  St ks ^ 11 ), to have sexual
intercourse*
C0QUX1 n. n*
COQHXN DE ( Ko k )« adj. phr., enormous* J*ai attrap!
ola coquin de poisson* X caught an enormous fish* St* Fr.,
COQUIfi ( Ko K t  )> Q« >«> *<»g«e, rascal.
COBSXA0 ( K ^ r  bt-fo ), a. m.
Curlew* to oorbiau est ein soiseau* The curlew is a bird* St* 
Fr«> COURLIS ( ), n. m*, curlew.
CQRBILLA ( f jd.)̂  a* a*
Hearse* Bln joli corbilla a passl ce matin* A pretty hearse 
passed by this morning. St* Fr*, C0RB1LLARD ( k^rb m  ar ), 
a* n*9 hearse*
COaSOCHE ), B, f.
Mantelpiece cornice. XI y a du g&teau sur la eorauche. There is 
seme cake cm the mantelpiece• St* Fr., TABLETTE HE CHE&gXHfiS 
(“V^bit+ A.a V? *vv\ r ), a. ft, mantelpiece) CdU
8ICHE ( )# b* f*, cornice*
COBKECTER ( K o r c k K  )f Vl tr.
To correct. XI a correct! men papier* He corrected my paper*
St* F*, OC3R8XQEB ( Ko-ri ^  ), v* tr*, to correct*
C0UAC ( K  a fc ), a. m*
American Bittern (Botawrus lentiginosus, Hontag)* Qa les couacs* 
Look at the American Bitterns* St* Fr., BUTGR ( b y  f-av ), 
n* au, bittern*
COUXLLOB ( K u j 5 )| Qi it
Fool* XI est ein o out Hon* He is a fod.s, St* Fr», COtJXLLOH
( K ^ i  5 ), a* a., fig*, coward* St* Fr*, SOT ( So ), a* m*,
fool*
, , • vV'-f" • • -'r‘> I ,
COUILLGHER ( K^-j ), v* tr*
To fool* XI sv* coulllonl* He fooled me* St* Fr*, DUPEE 
( iyif tr*, to fool*
COOL ( K- u. \ )p a* H.
Water cooler* L'eau du coul est frolde* The water la the cooler 
is cold* St* F r*, RAFBAXCHXS8QXR ( t  ^ ^ S\A>e»_r ), n* HU,
cooler*
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CQULlVRg ( K u  vevr )* m« m*
Greon garter snake* Les eeul&vres no polsorment pas* Garter snakes
da not poison* St* Fr** CQUMJVRE { K u- \ a«.vr )# Q« f** com­
mon snake* adder*
CQUNQJA ( Ku.-r\ n* a*
Spell* voodoo* La nAgresse l*a donnA ein coundja* The negress
gave kin a spell* St* Fr** SORT ( S o t  )* n* m«* fate*
COUHE ( K u. v\ )# n. *.
Coon. Jval attrapA ein conns* 1 caught a coon* St* Fr**
RATOS ( )* n* n** raccoon*
COUPAXLLER ( K v* tr.
To eat* to cut to pieces* to slash* XI i*a tout ceupaillA* He
slashed me up* St* Fr** C00HER i )* v* tr** to out*
CGURPIGB (Kurfj^i), a, i.
Buttocks* Assis-tol sur ton courpion* Sit on your buttocks*
St* Fr*. CR0UPIGN ( K t  ̂  P^3" )* n* &•* rump* St* Fr**
FES8E C ^-£5 )* n* f** buttock*
GOORSAXLLSR (Ku^vsa'i's. )*▼• tr *
Te run after* to chase* XI coursallle lea femmes* He runs after 
women* St* Fr*» CHASSER ( ), v* tr** to chase*
COURSER, ( Ku.-r sr)| v* tr•
See COURSAXLLER. XI course a res les femmes* He runs after 
women*
COURTBAD ( )* adj.
Short* XI est courteau* He is short* St* Fr** C0URTAU0 
( )* edj** short*
COUVERJ US LAMFK ( K ^ n >  Ae I & p )t q, m.
Lamp-shade. Jfai ein convert de lampe sur ma lampe. X have a 
lamp-shade on my lamp* St* Fr,, ABAT-JOUR ( cv to ̂  ^ u. ■»* }*
n* m** lamp-shade*
CRAQUf ( ), *dj.
Crasy, deranged* XI est blen craquA* He is really creasy* St*
Fr** TOQUt \ +c- ke )* adj.* demented*
CRAQUETTE ( a K ), n* f*
Soda crackers* Jlalme des croquettes* X like crackers*
CROQUETTE ( K r «  K cH* )* n. f*
Grasshopper* Les crAquettes peuvent sauter* Grasshoppers can 
Jump* St* Fr** SAUTEEELLE ( S t t~ £ | )*n*f«* grass­
hopper*
H
CSIBBLi { k-rib»« ), »dj.
Infested. La maison ©at crtbblle da poux. The house ia full of 
lice, St* Fr*, FLKXJ9 ( f \ T ), adj., foil* St* Fr*, CRIBBLE 
{ K-r \ b i ? ) 9 adj full of holes*
CRXQ0ETTE ( K t U ^ ) ,  a. f.
Cricket. 11 y a eine criquette dans la chambre. There is a 
cricket ia the room. St, Fr., GRILLQN ( y r i S' )f n« m., 
cricket. 0
OZOCm ( ), a. »,
Swindler, crook. C*est ein creche, ce bougue-lk. That fellow 
is a crook. St. Fr., SSCKOG ( a  Kyo ), n. a*, swladler, 
sharper.
CROCHE ( K. t a ̂  ) , adj •
Crooked, fraudulent. XI est ein hease croche. He is a swindler. 
St. Fr., FRAUDUL1SX ( ^  y i  ̂ ), adj., fraudulent.
CR0CHXB ( |e y o ̂  i y  ) , v. tr*
Te bend. J*ai crochl cette barre do far. 1 bent that bar of 
iron. St. Fr., COURBER ( K a r  b ̂  ), v, tr., to bend.
CHOIfil { Kt kxjik't ), ▼. reflex.
To think highly of oaeself. 11 so croit trap. He Is too con* 
cel ted. St. Fr., S»1K CHOIRS ( S o c K t t w u ^ x ), v. reflex., 
to think lots of oneself.
CROOSTOS ( K t  u. ̂  ̂-3- ), n. a.
Tip end of a loaf of bread. 1 1 a peris le crouston. He took the 
mid of the bread. St. Fr., CROUTON ( K y  ), n. a.,
crust of bread.
S0KGBUMBB ( S Y r  KY V£t  ), adj.
Circular. Cfest curculatre. That Is circular. St* Fr., CXR* 
CULAIRE ( sir K. y \ tr ), adj., circular.
^URCULATXON ( SYr k >/ ), n. f.
Circulation. La gazette a bonne qurcul&tion. The paper has good 
circulation. St. Fr., CIRCULATION ( s r tt Kyi««.S|*3" ), n. f., 
circulation.
{URCULER ( ̂  y r k  y 1 e ), int.
To circulate. Le vent qurcule autour do la aaison. The wind cir­
culates around the house. St# Fr., CIRCULAR ( sf r Ky V c. ), 
v. int., to circulate.
CUSIBE ( k "3L i v\ ) | n# f.
Kitchen. Elle eat dans la cuslne. She Is in the kitchen. St. 
Fr., CUISINE ( ts: i -z_ f ~v\ ), n. f., kitchen.
m
CUTE ( Kyv )f a *  fm
Cistern* la evrat est pieine d'e&u. The cistern Is full ef 
water, St* fr*, CITSR8R (si ), n* f*$ cistern.
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***** ( dlt>v ), n. m.
Turkey. On mange du daine pour M o il. Wo oat turkey fo r  C h ris t­
mas. S t. F t . ,  BXHDOH (  d f  d 3- a . » * , turkey-cockf 0X8DK 
( d £  d ) ,  n . f . ,  turkey-hon.
HARDER ( )• v. reflex.
To bound, to leap. IX so darde eomiae oia cabri. Ho leaps like 
• fwt* St. Fr«| BQDSSR ( b5^ d» T }f v# Int., to Xeopjf 
HARDER ( dia-rd^ )# tr«» to harpoon, to dart*
BfitURRER ( A ^ b a L - r ^  )» V. tr.
To unlock aomotfalng under lock and key. D^barr. la porte. On* 
look the door. St. Tr., OUVRIR CUB SEREOHS FBBUfiS 1 CUT 
( u m T iT  JV"A S £ t K t  -ftrvM ? a. M e ) ,  to unlock a lock.
St. Fr., DBB1RKEE < Ae b )f v. tr*, to unbar, to un^
fasten.
DEBOITE ( A 3 b vjoivf ) f * d j.
EH DEBOITE ( ̂  d » b ui a.+~ ), oat of place. Son pled oat on 
dobeito. His foot Is dislocated. St* fr., DffllXS ( i ),
adj.t dislocated.
OfBOUQUER ( i e b a k ?  ) , v. int.
To appear from behind something. XI a dlbottqul du poteau, ot Jo 
Xfai tlrl. Ho appeared fpon behind the VMt, and X shot him.
St. Fr*, DeBOOQOER (  <ke b w  K e  ) ,  v# tr. , to clear a harborf 
SE BfOAGER (s» ), v. reflex., to got oloar of.
DfCHBSSf ( d t  ), adj.
Dried op. La flour ost dicheesle* The flower is dried up. St. 
Fr., DESSfCHE ( d s €. ). adj., dried up, withered*
DfCHESSER ( d^ Sts  ̂  ), v. tr. and int.
To pareh, "to dry up. Cocl va dlchesser. That will dry up.
St. Fr., DESSECHBR ( cX.es t )# v. tr., to dry up, to
parch.
dScHZCBAXUiBR (Ae\i K-* ̂  ), v. tr.
To tear, to cut up. Arr&te dechicimiller ton manger. Stop
tearing your food. St. fr., DfCHXQQfBTER (de^i k  ),
t . tr., to cut, to slash.
D&ILOOER ( dc. k \ ), v. tr.
To unnall. J*ai dAcloul la planche. X unnailed the plank.
St. Fr., d£cLOUER ( 4 e  K i n ?  ), v. tr., to unnail.
DiCOCTXOB n. f.
A boating. II l1 a foutu eine dicoction* Ho gave him a beating. 
St. Fr., RACttE (r & Kie-)» a* f•, a boating. St. Fr*, Da*
COCTXOS ( •te Ko k s-j ̂  /, n. f*, decoction.
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DlCOiSPTKK ( <U |c3 +e ), y. to.
To give up as hopeless* On 1 U  dicempid. We gave him up as 
hopeless* St* Fr., ABANDONEE ( & b &  }, v. tr*, to
give up. St* Fr*, DfcQMPTKR ( ci e K 3" ), v. tr*, to d©**
duct.
D&OUFAXLLER (  i  t  k  u . p k ^ ) ,  v * tar*
To out, to cut to pieces • XI a d|ooupallll sa manche. He out
his sleeve to pieces* St* Fr*, DfCQtJPXR ( de ), v*
tr*, to cut to pieces*
DfcROCHER { ), v. tr*
To separate* II fallal t les dl or ocher. It was necessary to
separate them* St* Fr., SaPARER ( s e. Pa x ̂  ), v. tr*, to
separate* St* Fr*, DfejRQCIiKR ( Kr o $ * ), to take down,
to unhook*
dIcULLQTKR (de. K y  uf(L ), T. tr.
To take someone's panto off* La mfcre a dlculloti l1 enfant* The 
mother took the child's pants off* St* Fr*, DXSHABILLER 
( bf ), v* tr*, to undress, to strip*
Direm, X A e y - f +  ), «dj.
Deceased, defunct* La dffeinte llarle, comma elle 6tait bonne*
Hew good vas (poor) dead Mary* St. Fr*, FED (-V ̂  ), adj•, late, 
deceased*
DfQAGER ( v* reflex*
To hurry up* D£gage~tei, lk* Hurry up, there* St* Fr., SE 
HATER ( a ^ -b ), v. reflex*, to hurry up* St* Fr*, FR1S**
SER ( p T  ), v. reflex*, to hurry*
DfQAlSER ( i e  ), t * tr*
To hand ever* Dlgaine 1'argent avant je te casse sin oell* Hand 
over the money before I give you a black eye* St* Fr*, DjSgaUJER 
( dee ̂  ^ ), v* tr*, to unsheath, to draw one's sword*
SCSO ( ie<\o)f n. m*
Italian (slang)* Je vole eln dlgo* I see an Italian* St. Fr*, ITALIEH ( i 1~c\ i -| e- ), n* m*, Italian*
rfQOTTB ), n. f*
Italian woman* Quelle jolie dlgotte* What a pretty Italian wo­
man. St* Fr., ITALUHHE ( i V ac l *j t "w ), n* f*, Italian woman*
dSqraDER ( ^ r h. Ae ) , ▼. tr#
To cast away* J'ai dlgradl ees vleux pa talons. I threw away those old pants* St. Fr*, ABARD08NIR ( a. b ardo>>e)f v. tr., to 
give up# St* Fr*, D&RADER ( <1 <5. ?t a ), v# tr., to degrade, 
to disgrace*
M
DfcRfXER ( )f tr*
to strip, to take awsy front someone. XI 1** d6gr6y6 do tout aon 
Xlnge* Ho took all her clothes away from her* St. Fr., DEPODXLLEB 
( ^ p u - j ' e  )9 v* tr * | to despoil, to stripj d£gRJ£ER 
^ v. tr*, to unrig*
DftllLRR ( <^e ), v* reflex*
To slip, to erawl silently in or out* XI 00 dihalo pour allar 
jouor ana eartos* Ho slips out to go to play cards. St* Fr.*
S•ESQUIVRR (Ses k c ve ), t. reflex.* to steal away |
D&HALBR ( uie. ), v. tr. * to tow oat*
&SHORS ( )# adv*
Outoldo* XI ost dlhora. Ho is outside* St* Fr** DEHORS 
( Aa ox- ), adv., outside*
dSjqihter ( ^ \ai ot ), v* tr*
To disjoint* XI va dijointer sa main. He will disjoint his 
hand* St* Fr*, DEMKtflBRER ( -m £t b r v *  tr.* to die* 
joint.
DfLilSSf, -1 ( U U s ?  ), n* m* and f.
One divorced or separated from his or her mate. Qa c»est sine
dilaiasie. She is a divorcee*
S&LAXSSKR ( 1 e s )» '▼* reflex.
To divorce, to become separated from* XI sfa dllalssi do sa 
fane* He divorced his wife. St* Fr., SE QRPARER ( sj
), v. reflex** to separate, to part Company*
D&UBCaSUB X L'ECTRIQUK ( d̂ .*vv\-jL v *\ <* >■ a. U  K > i K ), n* m.
Self-starter. Freese ear le demarcheur k I'ectrlque* Frees on 
the self-starter* St* Fr. t DfilARRJSUR ( d. "r nr ) , n* a*,
self-starter (motor)*
D&IARRER ( dlenrvv )| V* tr*
To untid, to unfasten. «T*ai dlmarrd mes souliers. X untied ay 
shoes. St. Fr*. DaNOUER ( u, * )f v* tr., to untie* St*
Fr*, DSIARRSR ( d « q )» v* tr*, (naut.) to unmoor*
D&jfaJl ( i e ^ c K ) ,  n. f*
Conflict, affray* C’ttait eine d&ollie hler soir* That was an 
affray last night. St. Fr*, MELEE ( v^v t t ), n* f*, melee*
DHO-LUHE ( ^ * w A i \yw ), n. f*
Starfish, any of numerous echinoderms of the class Asteroidea*
Lee deai-lune sent jolies* Starfishes are pretty* St* Fr#, 
fXQILE DR HER ( f a 9. a* f., starfish*
DENTISSE ( d. &r +■ 1 & ), n« m«
Dentist. XI est sin bon dentlsse* He is a good dentist* St*
Fr*, DEHTX8TE ( A  ct tf st )# n* m*, dentist*
D&PARJuER (dle.pA"rle )# w* Int.
To be delirious. Quand on est trh& mal&de# on dSp&rle. When 
one is very XXX one gete delirious# St# Fr*# UaLXRER ( de | i y ̂
v* tr. # to be delirious.
JXKPEXGBER ( d ft p£■ ->f e )f v* tr.
To dishevel or ruffle the hair# XI a* a dlpelgnl * He ruffled my 
hair* St* Fr** fiCHEVEUSR ( e. ̂  t X* ▼* tr*# to ruffle 
the hair*
oClPEBDRS (<k* P Bta. )# v* in t .
DfPENDRE SUE, to rely on* Je dipends eur Xui* X ai relying on 
bin* St. Fr.# COMPTER SUR ( K ̂  sy r )# w* tr*# to rely on.
DfPER ( d ^ P u ) f n# a.
Kipper. Donne-aoi ein dfper dfeau. Give me a dipper of water.
St* Fr*# COILLfeRB X POT ( ^  y -j'g r ay p o )#n. f.# dip*
per.
DfctffltER ( de Piy-~x3, v* int.
To peel# Sa peau dlplume cheque foie qu*il va dane Xe eoleil.
His akin peele each time he £eea in the sun# St* Fr*# PELBE 
( pa \ t )# ▼• tr.# to peel.
d£f6t (Itf o )# a# a.
RaiXvey station# C’est au dlp&t quf on attrape Xe train. Xt ie 
at the depot that one catches the train# St* FT*# CARE ( )#
n* f.# station} DfipflT ( A.epo )# n. m«# warehouse*
DfeOLER ( de. le. )# ▼* reflex.
To buret late tears# Apres la mort de ea mfere# elle e U  disoli* 
A£ter her mother* o death, she burst Into tears. St. Fr.# @E 
DESOLER d.^ zoiq }#v. reflex## to grieve# to be die**
eonsolate#
0&SQUE ( dcs K ), n. m.
Desk* Assis-tol A ton dfcsque. Sit down at your desk# St. Fr.#
FUFXTRE (py p i tr )# n. m.# desk.
PflAQDER )# v. tr.
To unlatch, to unfasten* Elle a dit&quS la fenAtre* She u»** 
latched the window* St* Fr.,|JEBARRER (d-^baiv^ )>▼* tr.#
To unbar# to unfasten.
DfiTERTIQLER ( d-e ̂ ev )#▼• tr.
To beat# to stun. XX mfa tap! si fort# 11 mva diervioli# He hit 
me so hard that he stunned me. St. Fr*# IfTOORDXR (ef-^rdt r}# 
v. tr*# to stun.
ofTQOB ( , n. m.
DETOUR HE REXHS ~r e" )# n# m## sprained back*
II a sin ditour de reins# He has a sprained back* St. Fr.#TOUR DE REXES ( tu.ir a.» -y £ )#n. m.# apraAn of the back.
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B&VXkl BAflE ( d *  u » U  >  ^  J  ) ,  n . is.
Puaale. C«e«t eln bon divilinage* That la a good puzzle* St* 
Fr.f BEVIMEm ( <va v/ ,-we+ )* n. f.t puzzle*
BXABE ( at b )» n* ®*
Devil* Va au diebe. Go to the devil. St* Fr** DlABLE 
( d-j abl )* n* nu, devil*
DUBE ( d  i hfe )t n* m*
Devilfish* XX y a des diahao dan* Xa mer# Thera ere devilfish 
in the eea* St. Fr** POULPE ( piti p )# n. a*# devilfish*
BrtaUUEOi ( ^ t l  'b M  )f n* m*
Merry dance* J’ltais k ein djele~bal* X was at a merry dance* 
St* Fr*f DAfifiB ( Act 5 d * f*} dance*
DXEULARB9 **s (A'Soe. lar n. a* and f*
Beeler* XX n'eet rien qu*eln djeulard* He is nothing hut a 
heeler. St* Fr., GUEUI*ARD9 **S ( g \&r iarA)» »• m*p Baelep*
ETCH'S ( <1^ c* I )f n, f.
Mouth of animal» (slang)jperflon*s mouth* Ferae ta djeule. Shut 
year trap* St* Fr*f GUE01B ( qo«| )# n# f«t mouth of some
animals*
oranJk a. f.
Mouthful* XX a eine djeulde de manger* He has a mouthful of
food* St* Fr.* GUEUhfiE ( n. f*f (colloq.) large
mouthful*
DJEH.ER ( < * ' M #  ▼* lot*
To beel» to scpsaXl* XX a djeull teute Xa jeumle* He cried all
day* St* Fr** GGSDI#ER ( <j c** ^  )» ▼* lot* (vulg.) to bawl*
BJIGOB ( ), n* f.
Jig, dance* XX a d&nsi eine djigue. He danced a jig* St* Fr*# 
GIGGS t ^ ) # n. f.# (fam.) jig* dance*
DJIHGOf ( da S e. ), n* m*
Grippe* II a eln mauvaie eae de djingul. He hae a bad case of
grippe* St* Fr.f GRIPPE ( P )* n* f.* grippe*
DJOBE ( b )f n. m*
gob* J*ai eln djobe pour X*ltl» X have a job for the summer*
St. Fr., BESGGHE ( ba Sa-p )f a. f*» job* PLACE (pl*s )f
n* f*f Job*
DJOGOK (d'Jo 1 ), n* f.
Jug. jr'al eine djogtae plelne de via. X have a jug full of eine*
St. Fr.f CH0CHE { K>y 5 )f a. f.t jug*
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DGMIU*JQ§N£ (d5 » tw f*
DealJohn* Donno^aoi ein# do»a**Jonne da vhlsklo* Give m© a deni** 
John of whiskoy* St# Fr#, DM&*JKANNB ( dL a.^ ^ ),
n* f*, demijohn*
DOROBS ( (Vo^7 T ), n» f# 
Jawolry, jewel. Cfost ©in© jolia doruro* That la a fine jewel. 
St# Fr., BIJQU ( b u. ), n* m*, gem, jewel* St# Fr., 
DQRDRE ( d^T>r )| n* f *, gilding*
DOUILLE ( ) a# f.
4 good boating* thrashing. Jo was to saerer eine douill©* X an 
going to giro you a thrashing# St* Fr*, BAC&fig ( 'r ©. K i e  ),
a. f# (slang) drubbing* thrashing* St# Fr*, DOUXXLE ( ( ,
n* f*, socket* 
DGUTABCS ( d.u.-Fats ), n. f*
Doubt* XI a oins doutanco. Ha Is doubtful* St* Fr*, DOUTB 
(du.V)i n* m., doubt*
DRXGAXUtB ( 4.T v a ) ,  n* f*
Trash, said of parsons and things* C*est touta la drigatlle* 
That is all trash* St* Fr#, DROGUE ( d m  ), n* f*, rubbish# 
St. Fr*, VJJURIEH (vjor-jc ), n« a*, a rascal*
DROM ( a* a*
firun, a cylindrical reservoir for water, gasoline, ©to. Envoi©** 
aoi oln drun do gas* Sand mo a drum of gas*
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fBOURICHt (e adj.
Disheveled* II a les cheveux dbottrichls. Hie hair is disheveled. 
St. Fr.9 DBOURUFB ( e t> v^t it*- )» adj .# ruffled.
iBhfcrf ( e b v * )# adj.
Pecked# said of eggs peeked by the bird while hatching. Les. 
oeufs sent Ibrlchls • The eggs are peeked. St. Fr.# BECQUETE 
( b t  K U  )f y. tr.# peeked.
fCAL* ( K*| )9 n. f.
Seale# of a fish. Cast eln poiseon avec des grande a Scales*
It is a fish with large scales. St. Fr.# 0DAILLE K p 
n. f.# shell# scale of fish. St. Fr.# ECAUB (cKai )# n. f## 
hull of fruits and seeds.
&ARRITURE ( ? K i T i - ( ) r  ), n. f.
8m  fcMIBBBB .
fCABHDRE tcfc^Yv),  B. f .
Width of back# width of shoulders. Quelle Scarrure 11 a. What 
shoulders he has* St. Fr.# CARRURE I )# n. f.#
breadth of shoulders.
fCARTAQB ( <> h a t T ^ j  ), n. f.
Legs spread apart. II a assez d1 tcartage pour passer eln drom.
His legs are spread apart enough to pass a drun. St. FT.# 
£CARTEMENT t e. k anri 9 -ŷ  fit)# n. m.# separation.
£c aRTILLAGE ( e k t  + f V a.x )# n. f.
See ECARTAGK. 1 6
fiCHAPS ( e ̂  % P ), n. f.
Mistake# error. XI a fait eine £chape. He made a mistake.
St. Fr.# EBREOR ( )# n. f.# error.
fiCHAPPER (*. )# tr.
To drop# to let fall. J*al £chappl ma plume. X dropped ay pen. 
St. Fr.# LAISSBR TQMBER. ( Uta. )# v. tr.#
to let fall. St. Fr.# ECHAPPSR ( $ 0, pe )# v. int.#
to fall from*
&HOUEBXE ( e  ^ u r i  ) ,  n. t.
Mess. Ellf e fait eine Schouerie de $a« She made a mess of that.
St. FT.# DESORDRE ( d ̂  x ^yd^)# n. m»# disorder.
fCOFEAU ( ’e k o f o  )» n. m.
Chip# shaving. Ramasse des Scopeaux. Gather some chips. St#
Fr.# COPRA0 ( Pe )# n. m.f chip# shaving.
fcOHCHE ( C Ko-r *\ ), n. f.
Bark of tree. Coupe pas l*£corche. Do not cut th® bark. St.
Fr.# tCGRCE ( * Ko-r s )# n. f.# bark.
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fcoUILUffi ( e K U L ^ e  ), v. tr.
To hart the testicles* II mvs icouilll. He hurt my testicles*
fiCRABOUCHEft { e b )p v. tr.
To crush* to smash. II a IcrabouchA les oeufs* He crushed the 
eggs. St. Fr*9 SCRASSR ( 5-^Ta.z.^ )# y# tr** to crush.
KQRGE ), adj.
Hoarse. Bfirle est igorgle. Mary is hoarse* St. Fr** EKR0OE 
t & r v o e  )# edj.f hoarse. St. Fr.f &GROfi )#
edj.p vith the throat cut.
fiGRAFIYURB ), f,
Scratch, t 1 eat juste eiae dgraflyure. It Is only a scratch.
St. Fr.f EGRATIGRURE { ̂ . t ^  V r )* tt* **9
fiSRMIKR { e ̂  r S  i.iy )f y* tr.
To enlarge. II a egrandi sa shoppe. He enlarged his shop.
St. Fr.f AGRA&DXR ( a y )* ▼* tr.# to enlarge.
fcRSSNEOBS )f n. f.
CoriMheller (machine) • On travaille vite avec eine 6 gr ©misuse. 
One works quickly with a corn-eheller. St. Fr.f ECGSSEUSR
)f n. m.f sheller.
fGRIHMIhhKR i-j e)# v. int.
To crumble* Le gftteau a Sgrinmilll. The cake has crumbled.
St* Fr.f ©SETTER { ̂  -j ), v. tr. and lnt.9 to crumble.
EH BIS ( £ b t )
Well, oh veil (denoting resignation). Eh bin! q’avalt pour
arriver. Oh well! it had to happen. St. Fr.f HE&S ( £<?.ias)f
int.f wellf alas.
EI8 ( * )f indef• art. and num. adj. in unstressed position* m.
if an| one. II mva donnl ein chapeau. He gave me a hat. St. Fr.f 
UB ( St ), indef. art. and num. adj.* one* af an.
EIRE ( tnr\ )f indef. art. and num. adj*| f.
if an one. J'ai eine fleur. 1 have a flower. St. Fr.* tUSE
( Yy\ )f indef. art. and num. adj.
&ASTIQ02 (^.VacSt-iK )* n* au
Rubber band. Tape^aol pas ayec l’dlastique. Bo not hit me with 
the rubber. St. Fr.# GQMME ELASTIQ0E ( <) oy-* c. \ a, s +■ .* k ), 
n. f.f India rubber.
fiUECTER (c . \ £  h  -Ve. ) *  v .  t r .  M
To elect. II a Itl Electf. He was elected* St. Fr.f fBXBB 
( e. I ( T  )f y. tr.f to elect.
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2lSvaT£0K u a .  + )| a* b*
Sieveter* J*ai montl dans aln lllvateur* X wont up in an ale* 
vator* St* Fr*, ASGKNSEOR ( ^ s at s o* nr ), n* m», elevator* 
lift* St# FP*, IhEVATKUR (t I t v  ®l-+- ô -r )* n* ra*, an 
instrument used to raise ships} a muscle which serves to rise 
a part of the body.
&LOSOS ( ), n. f.
Annex to a building* II a bit! eine lllonge k sa place* He 
built an annex to hie establishment* St* Fr. * AMllEXK (a.>* a ks), 
n* f*, annex*
ftUBKlBR ( ̂  I S )* v* tr* and reflex*
To stretch, to stretch cut* to stretch oneself* Tons lee matins 
je a1 lllonge dans le lit. Every morning X stretch in bed*
St. fr*« ALLQNGKR (alS ), v* tr** to lengthen* St* IP*,
SQUANDER ( sa \ j J, v* reflex*, to stretch*
BKBEHSf ( Sl \d 9. )# adj.
Besmeared* Bile est touts embernle de boas* She is all besmeared 
with mud* St* Fr* , TACH* ( -h ̂  ), adj • , dirtied) SOUILLE
( s u. -y e ), adj *, soiled*
BKBSBHBR ( cfc b e ), v. tr* and reflex.
To smear* Je l*ai embemi avec de la boue* X smeared him with 
mud* XUe s'a embernle avec de la boue* She smeared herself 
with mud* St* Fr., SO0XLLER ( Su-j ̂  ), v. tr*, to soil, to
dirty) SB SOUILLER ( s * s e ) , v. reflex*, to get dirty*
BBUHCHKR ( i  w  St ), v. tr.
S.* .MANCHER.
E&EAACQRHER ( <£ 'vw , v. reflex*
See AMACOBNER.
laOlABIBBR ), v. tr.
See AMABXHER* St. Fr., EISSARXHER ( a ^  O *  v. tr*
(naut*) , to man a ship*
SBfABRBE { v. tr.
See AMARRER*
EtfFLATE ( 2: p l a.+ )f n* and adj*, m* and f*
Slow* awkward; clumsy person* Ahl male tu es emplate. Ahl but 
you are slow* St. Fr., EMWAtRE ( St f\ai"r ), n* m*, a 
sickly, helpless person*
EBP0GSSR < St ), v* tr*
To catch* Si je peux t’empogaer, prend garde* If I can catch 
you, beware* St* Fr*. ATTRAFER ( ), v* tr*, to catch*
St* Fr*, IMPOIGHRK (ot * ), v* tr*, to grasp, seise*
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EMFRitER ( BL p y o.t e )f v* tr* and int.
To borrow* II veut emprdter jilx aous. He wants to borrow a dime* 
St* Fr*# EHFIUJNTER ( a f  t ot te), v# tr** to borrow*
SNCANNER ( St V. tr*
To can* See CANNES*
BNDQRMIR { S: Aa-rwiy )# v * reflex.
To be sleepy* Je m'endere* I ex sleepy. St* Fr.# AVOIR SOU**
MBIL (a.vw^T ŝ -vvxt-j )f to be eleepy* St* Fr.# S*INDOBIiIE 
( %ol Alot -wn; -r )» ▼* reflex** to fell asleep*
ESGOTTSR ( 1 ^ otc )# v. tr*
To ehoke eemeene by making him swallow something* ¥u wee X’engob* 
ter avec ee moreeau de gftteau* You are going to choke him with
that pieee of cake* St* Fr*# ETQUFFER ( ̂  f u f  ̂  )# v# tr.#
to oboke*
BBNESOUR (DE) ( *ys i* ), adv.
Under* II eat enneaour d'eln char* He la under an automobile*St* Fr.f DESSOUS ( A* s u )# adv., under*
ENSAQUER ( Sl S ̂  k ̂  )# v. tr.
To put into a aack or bag* XI a tout enaaquA lea patates. He
put all the potatoes into a sack. St. Fr** ENSACKER ( o i u  U  )* 
to put in bags or seeks*
QUESTION (5:fa s^'o ), n. f.
Attention* F&ites ententlon* Pay attention* St* Fr«* ATTEN*.
TIQN ( a. tS s j d )* n« f«* attention*
SBTICHER ( St V * S )* v. tr.To bothert to annoy* Tu m’entlche# You annoy me* St* Fr.»
BNNUYER v. tr.# to bore# to bonier* St* Fr**
TOURMENTER ( f u.t yyy Sr + O # v. tr.# to trouble.
ENTOURAGE ( 1 a.j) n. m*
Wall* II a peinture l9entourage* He painted the wall* St* Fr. # 
MUR (YftVY), n* a*# wall* St • Fr.# ENTOURAGE (Sr + u.va.g )# 
n* a*# surrounding.
id® ( «-**•)# adv.Where* Sou tu vast Where are you going? St* Fr.# CO ( u. )# 
adv.# where*
fpATXENTi ( e s j £+*0# adj*
Impatient* Tu ee trap ApatlentA. You are too impatient* St*
Fr*# IMPATIENT ( t fa ŝ j a )# adj.# impatient*
iPATIENTER H  )f v. reflex.
To loee one*a patience* Tu t*Apatlente trop vlte* You lose your 
patience too quickly* St. Fr• IMPATIENTBH ( s t Pas )#
v* reflex*# to loee one9a patience*
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IkHCUuE (€.pr1 ), n. f.
1* mSGIOS k Govern (eftj ^ b  safety*»in* St* Fr*.
Ipxsqlb k i m w  ( e p h i  zl u  ^ v *. f#i trxsayg
ASQLAXSS < SLf^ l £ x  L  a. f*| felHOLE DE
HQttBBXCS \ ef ejl w  u. t ; s )# n# f., safety-piru
*. f r w u l u n n  ( e p ?  >i *. lc 3 ), n* f**
clothe* pda* St. Fr#* FXWCB A LXNGE ( p t~5 ^  t )f
a* f.# clothes pin* Aceroche <ja avec eine Ipingle r  linge# Hang 
that with a clothes pin*
fPXSGUSm ( e f t  ), n. f.
Ornamental pin* C«est «iae jelie IpingXette. That is a pretty 
Ida* St. Fr.t EPINGLETTE ( e p ^ Q lt+ )# a# f## pricker* 
priaing-wlre (artill.).
fPLOCHSfi ( e f  I V 5  ), n. f.
Parings* peelings# Ram&sse cee ialuches de patates# Pick up
these potato peelings# St. Fr.* EFLUCHVRES { ̂  P I 7 ̂  > r- )*
a* f*f parings*
EP0U8SKR { e f u s e  ), r. tr.
To duet* ELle a Spousal le butin. She dusted the Furniture*
St* Fr.f EPOOSSETER {^.pv^sfe )§ v* tr#* to dust#
fi>OCSSOIR {epw.suia.-r ),#.»•
Duster* Kile a eln wieux Ipousaoir. She has m  old duster*
St* Fr*, TORCHON ( r ̂ 3* )f a. m.* duster*
fQUASD ), interrogative adv.
When* Equand tu vas partir? When are you leaving? St* Fr# 9
WPASD ( K3: )# adv*# vhen.
ERIEH ( £ )# indef. proa#
See ABIES*
feOHCE (t> Ss)» n# f*
Briar# blackberry bush* Je mlai piqul avec des troncea* I stuck 
myself vith some briars# St# Fr*f RONCE { y 3* E )# n* f** 
bramble, blackberry bush*
BRBIBRS (£-r >j £t  )f adv. of place*
SB EBRllftE {Sc ir -j eT  )» behind* XI 0*0 prls par en 
errlere* He caught me free behind* St* Fr** EN ARRI&RE DE
(tar-j'CY d ® )f adv*f behind*
2SCA1XSS ( e s M i t  )f n* n.
SIX ESCaLINS ( si"i ^ 5 k a  1? )9 seventy-five cents*
PrAte-#moi six eecAlins# Lend me seventy-five cents* St. Fr#f 
S3CALXB ( ^ s fcr a. 1 t:)# n. nu, a Dutch and Flemish silver coin 
worth about sixpence*
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ESCAFUUIIIE (es Kac f y Ifcir ), n# m#
Scapular* Coat bon do porter oin escaoulatre. It la wine to 
wear a scapular* St* Fr*, SCAFULAIRE lsK*.pyver), n* au, 
soafttltr*
ESCGLTSE (5s K e l -Ve )f t « tr*
To got hold of someone In ovdor to oottle an argument. Laleee** 
mol Veeeoltor, to too voir* lot mo get hold of you, you shall 
see* St* Fr., I24PGIGNER ( &  f ^ c .  ), w* tr*, to lay hold of*
ESCQHBUT K^r bY ), n* a*
Scurvy. On mango un t&a de legumes quand on a l,eseorbut* One 
onto many vegetables when one has scurvy. St* Fr*, SGGRSUT 
t&Korby ), n. a*, scurvy*
ESCUBE ( e s K y i  >, n. f*
Excuse. C*eet juste sine Ascuae. That is just an excuse*
St* Fr#, EXCUSE ( £ k s K> z~ ), n* f#, excuse.
tscussB ( es Ky ^ ), ▼* tr*
To excuse. Eoeuso-ool s*il m s  plait* Excuse me please*
St* Fr., EXCUSES ( l K s k  U t  ), v* tr., to excuse.
fcp ADROH (CS Pa. A t  3t ), n* m.
Sword-fish. Jfal attrape eln Aepadron. X caught a swordfish.
St* FT*, E8PABQN ( es P a d 3" ), a* a*, swordfish#
t S f b m  (esper^ ), v. tr.
To wait for* Bsplre-aol* Walt for me. St* Fr», ATTENDEE
), ▼. tr., to wait for. St* Fr# , ESFeRXR
(Es ), v* tr., to hope for*
fSFIBGGDIfl (e.spi ), n. m.
Penguin, singleton* X*f espingouln habite le nord. The penguin 
llvee in the North. St. Fr., FINGOUIN, PINGUXN ( ptsio? ), 
penguin* 0
fSTOPZB (<S+af« ), ▼. tr.
To darn, to mend. Elle a AstepA mes ohaussons. She darned
my socks. St. Fr., REFfilSER (t * priz^), v. tr., to mend, to 
dam.
S8QUBUETTE ( e s K t i a  ), n. f.
Skeleton. Les esquelettes font peur* Skeletons frighten one*
St. FT., SQUELETTE ( * K * \ ^ + ), n. m., skeleton.
^^^^kjjff.5 J*alu^ *&$£er <*ana eine esqulf. X like to go In a skiff*
St. Fr.» K8CWIF (ttKif ), a. a., skiff.
KSTATI08 ( « s + a s-j S ), n. S.
A station, filling station. Arr8te k l’eetatlon. Stop at tfas 
station. St. Fr., STATION ( s t a s j f  ), »• *•* station.
&TATUE )* tt. f.
Statue* XI y a eine letatue dans la pare* there is a statue in 
the park* St. Fr.* STATUE (s-t-ec^y )* n. f.* statue.
&TQMAC DE MULATTB (estorwA <U y ), a. f.
(linger bread. Quand on eat petit on aine de l*6stoaae de mu* 
latte. When ene Is small one likes ginger bread.
femVAGuI { e. st-rsL v A a e ) ,  adj.
Bewildered. XX est tseventt letravagui. He became bewildered.
St. Fr., ETOOEDX ( €. t )f adj. * giddy.
ISTsfclti (tsfreiit-e ), n. f.
Electricity* X1 Sstrdcitl tue dee foie. Electricity kills at 
times* St. Fr.* fiLECTHlCXTf (a I £ fc t-ri si + O *  f.t 
electricity.
ftEIHDO ( t £ d y )* p. p.
Extinguished. Le feu est Iteindst. The fire is extinguished*
St. FT.* EXEXHT ( ^ t e )f adj.* extinguished.
fooURUBAU (e-Vinr ■y\» )» n. a.
&ed«vlaged black bird. Lee Itouraeausc font ein bon gombc. Black 
birds sake a good gumbo. St. Fr•« MERLE ( ) * a. f• *
black bird. St. Fr#f ETOURNEAU ( ^  o )$ n. a.* starling*
any of numerous passerine birds of the species Sturnls vulgaris.
fmiPER pe. ), v. tr.
See AC11GDXR.
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FACTORIE { f a  * + ), n. f.
Factory* Mon oncle a eine factorie. My uncle has a factory*
St. Fr.f USINE ( ), n. f., factory.
FACTORS ), n. f*
So# FACTORIE. St. Fr.f FACTORS ( ■faK/tVY )f a. f.f literary,
artistic f or musical composition.
FAILLE ( )f adj.
Weak. Jo mo sons faille. I fool weak* St. Fr.f RAIBLE 
{ f tbi )f adj.f woak.
F AM ILLS ( f â Vy> j -j ) , n. f •
TORE SB FAMILLE ( £_fr a: f at \ a )9 to be pregnant. 
Silo ost on famille. She is pregnant. St. Fr.# tTRE ENCEINTE 
( tt-r I s  )# v. int, to bo pregnant.
FARS ( i i Y s  )f n. au
Stuffing, force-meat. J9aime du fare. I like stuffing.
St. $T*f FARCE ( ^ a r s  ), n. f.# stuffing, force-meat.
FKSUHLANC ( f i r  b U ) ,  n. a.
Tin pan, tin bucket. II m*a apportA ein fer-blanc plein do 
nangor. Ho brought mo a tin bucket full of food. St. Fr., 
FERp-BLAHC ( f tr bt SC ), n. m., tin plate*
FERDOCHSS ( f €_t A. * $ )# n. f. pi.
Rubbish, brushwood. Allume oos fordoches. Light up that brush* 
wood. St* Fr., BROOSSAlLLES ( j ), n. f., pi.,
brushes, brambles.
FERRAIL ( f £ t a. i ) f n. m.
Rnbbisb, especially pieces of tin or iron. Jette c© ferrail. 
Throw away that junk. St. Fr., DfiBRlS ( dL^bvi ), n. m., 
debris, rubbish.
FfiTE ( f «+ ), n. m.
Fit. Ca e’est oin bon fAte. That is a good fit. St. Fr.,
ALLKft BIEN 1 QUELQU*UN$ va bion. That fits you.
FIL D9ALTON (fil Q. m.
Iron or brass wire. II s’est piqud avec eln morceau de fil 
d*alton. Ho stuck himself with a piece of brass wire. St. Fr*, 
FIL DE LAI TON ( fv\ A» lets' ), n. m., brass wire.
FIL ("fit ), n. m*
Wire.
1. FIL DR FER 1 PIQUANT ( t» t A* f tr a. p { k ar ), n. m., 
barbed wire. St* Fr., FIL DE FER BARBEL® (ft I Ad f ̂ y 
b^vbJ le ),n.m., barbed wire.
2* FIL MAILLE f 5* i t 'WxA-je. ), n. m«, poultry wire. St.
Fr., GRILLAGE  ̂3't * 1 ^ 5 ), n. m., poultry wire. Jfai
bftti eine barriers do fil maillA. X built a poultry wire fence.
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FILLED i 'f * i ? )»
Godson. XX a donnl un cadeau X son filleu. He gave hie god*, 
son a present* St* Fr., FILLEUL ( f ea L ), n* m., god** 
son*
FINISSIQN ( f  i \s i & ̂  5 ) , n* f•
End, conclusion. Safin la finisslon a venu. Finally the end 
came. St* Fr** FIN (f-?), n# f*, end*
IXOS (^i$r), », m.
Fancy decorations or trimming on articles of dress* II y a 
trop de fions ear cette robe* There are too many fancy de** 
corations on that dress* St* Fr.f FXON 5"), rulg.,
knack, last tench*
FXOHNBUX, -SUSS ( 'f ^  ? 5 j $ y> <re z ), adj. m* and f.
Whimsical* XI est fiormeux. He is eccentric* St* Fr., 
CAPBICXEUX (KzLpri&>|9f ), adj., capricious, whimsical*
FLAGUE ( ft at a ), a* a.
Flag. Is flague est levl. The flag is raised* St* Fr.,
DRAPEAU ( Av-aPo), n* m«, flag*
FLANGUKR ( f \ Sz K * ) t ▼. tr.
To beat* Je 1*01 flanqud eine bonne. 1 beat him Op good.
St. Fr., FRAPPER (-fr^fe), ▼« i**., to strike.
FLBGMKS \ t  >w ), n. pi., m.
Phlegm. Sa gorge est ploiue de flegmes. His throat is full of 
phlegm* St* Fr., FLEGME ( "V V C. ^ ), n* m., phlegm.
FWIXIQIi (  i  I y K s -j S' ) , n. f.
Pneumonia. II a eine fluxion. He has pneumonia* St. Fr., 
PNEUMONIE ( p >> ^  d *hi }, n.f*, pneumonia. St. Fr.,
FWJXXQH ), n. f., inflammation, swelling*
FOFOUHLDCHE v> 5)* »• f*See FION.
FORCER (f 5 s^), ▼» tr. and int.
To gore, said of animals* la vache a foned 1*enfant. The 
cow gored the child. St. Fr., BLESSER DE COUPS DE COBNES 
( b \ts< di> ^  K 31r>i )#v* tr., to gore. St.
Fr., FOSCXR < ^ d ), v. tr. and int., to rush upon, to
put a bottom to.
FOUAB liu* Sl ), a. m.
Hay. bes chevaux mangent du fotian. Horses eat hay. St. Fr., 
FOIN ( ), n. m., hay.
FOUET ( tf ), a. m.
Whip. XI 1*0 donnl des coups de fouet* He hit him with a whip* 
St. Fr., FOUET ( ^ u>£ ), n. m., whip.
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FOUSTTER ( -̂  U) e ) # v* tr*
To whip, XX l»a fouettl. He whipped him. St. Fr**
FOUETTER ( ^ u > C H  ) * ▼• tr** to whip.
FOUETTEUSE ( y ou t oe -z. ) * n. f *
The Coach~whlp snake# believed erroneously to whip its victim 
with its tall* J'ai attrapl eine fouetteuss* X caught a 
coach-whip snake*
FOUXLLARD ( -y & t ), n. m.
Curious person* a prior. Tu es un feaill&rd. You are a prior*
St* FF*# FOUILLEUR ( f xk -j <x -y )* n* au* investigator* prior.
FOULER ( -f u i e ) $ ym reflex*
To sprain* XI a* a foull Xe pled. He sprained his foot* St*
Fr** SE FOULER ( s* y u. le ) * v. reflex** to sprain one*s 
foot*
FOURCHE ( ^ )* n. f.
Pole used in poling a boat* Pr#te~»ol ta fourche. lend me your
pole* St* Fr** PERCHB ( p£r )* n* f*# pole) FOURCHE 
(5 ^ r ^ ) f n* f*# fork* pitchfork*
FOURCHER ^  )* v* int.
To pole, to push with a pole* XI fourche son bateau* He pushes 
his boat with a pole. St. Fr** FOURCHER )*
▼» int., to fork out.
FOURGAILLER ( * )* v. tr.
To search* to ransack* Arrite fourgailler. Stop searching*
St. Fr*, FGOILLER ( y vx j c )* v. tr*# to probe* to search*
FODfiRSR ( -yu. -r ̂  ) * v. reflex.
To pat on* to don. L’hemme e*a fourrS ses bottes* The man
put on his boots* St* Fr** METTRE ( €f-r )* v* tr** to
pat on. St. Fr.* SE FOURRER ^nr ^ )* v. reflex**
to wear furs*
FOUTAHT (twt-a: )* adj*
Annoying* disagreeable* C'est foutant que je peux pas aXler.
It is annoying that X cannot go* St. Fr.# ENNUYEUX ( & n ^  )* 
adj.* annoying.
FOUTRE { y uk-v̂ r )#n*m»* used only In negative constructions*
1* PAS DOWNER ElN FOUTRE, not to give anything* not to cere, 
g. PAS VALOIR EXH FOUTRE# not to be worth anything*
5. PAS DIRE EXH FOUTRE* not to say anything• St* Fr**
RIEN ( yft), n* m«* nothing*
FREHE PX<#AWT ( t r t  P i )# n. m.
Ash tree* Xe frene piquant brule bien. The ash tree burns 
well. St* Fr** FRw k  ( trey)* n. m.* ash# ash tree*
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FRfQUEKTER ( i v e  K 8:>S )$ v. tr.
To court, 0*est tol qsl fr|quente Xa petite Alice, Xt is 
you who are courting little Alice* St. Fr., COURTISER 
( K ^ r V i r e  )fV, tr., to courtf FREQUENTER (f r^K<^ H  ),
▼, tr*, to frequent, to visit often*
FRQBIR ( i r o  bi r  )# tr.
To scrub, J'ai frobi le plan char* X scrubbed the floor,
St* Fr*, FR0TTER FORT ( f r o  be ), v. tr*, to scrubf
FOURBXR ( ^ t  biT), v* tr,, to furbish, to polish,
FROM! ( n* f.
Ant, J*ai enpolsonnd les fraais. X poisoned the ants, St, FT*, 
FOURKX {f u.T -vw«‘), n* f«, ant,
FROTTIR ( o f e  ), ▼. tr,
To polish, J'&i frottl les chaises* X polished the chairs,
St, Fr,, FOUBBIR ( fu.irbtr)| v* b*, to polish,
FRUITIER ( 5 y '■f i +■ j e ) , ft, m.
Fruit bowl, J'ai eln fruitier plein de fruits* 1 have a
fruit bowl full of fruit. St. Fr*, FANXER X FRUIT ( PI
Trx-jeaiiv^' )# n* *•* fruit basket.
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GAILLARD ( % *  )f adj.
Healthy. Mala tu a* I1 air galll&rd. But you look healthy.
St. Fr., SAXN ( s c  ), adj., healthy| M  SAm i  (a: s at f-e ),
adj., healthy, spirited! GAXLLARD )* kold$
spirited, gay.
GALERIE ( }, n. f.
Porch. La galerie de notre maison eat trbs grande, the porch
of our house la eery large. St. Fr., PORTIQUE ( p o r f « k  ), 
a. a., per eh. St. Fr.* GALERIE ( It \ ), b . f», lobhy,
a collection of works in painting or sculpture*
GALFAXTAGK ( ^ ^ £ + ^ 5  ), n. m.
Caulking. Aa-tu fini ton g&lf&it&ge? Did you finish your caulks 
ing? St. Fr., CaLFATAGK ( K a i H  + a ^  ), n. a., caulking.
GALF ALTER e+c ), v. tr.
to caulk. J’ii fini galfaiter mon bateau. X finished caulking 
ay beat. St. Fr., CALFATER ( K  ̂  I f * + * tr., to caulk.
GALTMATCHA ( n l i ^  a, t^a. )f n. a.
Hess, hodge-podge. See CA1ISIATCHA.
GAIMME ( ^a>jiw ), n. f.
Girl. Ella est eine jolie galline. She Is a pretty girl.
St. Fr*, J£USE FXLLE ( ̂ ^  ̂  ^ i j n. f., girl.
G A R D E  ( cl a r  ) ,  n *  f .
GA&E DE CORPS ( d ^ K ^ T  ), n.f», railing. See
barre de corps. y 
fiiRMUaOUtlt ( fla? S° I cj)i 9> !<
3.. COO AC.q
QIBfljTTSKK ( 9ar *ja_ ), V. Int.
Te gargle. Je g&rgaliae tous lee matins. X gargle every 
morning. St. Fr., SE GARGARISER JaT J a T 'lZ*^ )»v*
reflex., to gargle.
GARGABTE ( J a T j S t  ), n. f.
Throat. Jvai fait mal A ma gargante. X hurt my throat.
St. Fr., GORGE ( ^ ), n. f., throat. St* Fr., GOSXER
( ̂  o z ̂  e ), n. m., throat.
GARG0TE ( ̂  anr o ^ f  ), a. f.
Bad cooking. C*e«t de la gargote. That is bad cooking. St. Fr«,
G ARGOT AGE ( 5 n* m*$ ^^*^re08ed victuals.




GABLIB ( i )f n# f.
See GALERIE*
GARDE-MANGER (<* a-r )f n, m.
Cupboard. * J«ai mis xe manger dan8 Xe garde~manger. I put the
food in the cupboard, St, Fr., BUFFET ( b> ), n. m.,
cupboard, St, Fr., GARD3W4ARGBR ( o.a r A -w, 8l 3 e )»
n, m., larder, pantry. " °
GAR800CHKTTB ), n. f.
Ground~itcn, splits between the toes caused from exposure in
nud and water.
GARGCHEE ( a ), ▼• tr. and int.
To pelt} to assail, as with missiles. ArrSte garocher ce petit 
gar$on. Stop pelting that little boy. St. Fr., ASSAXLLXR 
( i t  )» v. tr., to assail} LARCER ( \ £ S e ) ,
▼. tr., to throw.
GARDIUp.SQl.gIL  ̂^ a t s o  V£.-j ), n. su
Sun bonnet? Vets ton garde-soleil, fille. Put on your sun boa* 
net, daughter. St. Fr., BORUET ( ba'hi ), n. n«, bonnet.
GASQLXBE ( | ^ o w  ), n. f.
Gasoline. Coablen tu wends la gasoline? At what price do you 
sehl gasoline? St. Fr., GAZOLfcHB ( | ̂  \ C t> ), n.f.,
gasoline.
(hiUSOH (  ^ oir S’ ) ,  q, a.
Tar. J*ai aehetl dix gallons de gaudron. Z bought ten gallons 
of tar. St. Fr., GOUDEOR ( ^ va d t S' ), n. n.f tar.
GAUDRQBNER ( Q ̂  i t  Si\e ), ▼* tr.
To tar. .Mai bien gaudronnl men bateau. I tarred my boat well.
St. Fr., GOTDRGN8KR ( v* tr., to tar.
QBIDRE ( ), n. m.
Son-in-law. Je n*ai pas de gendre. X have no son-in-Xew.
St. Fr., GE8DRE ( ̂  Si cLt ), n. m., son~ln*law.
GIBELQTTE (gib lot ), n. f.
Stewed sweet potatoes, pumpkin, etc. J*aime la gibelotte*
I like stewed sweet potatoes. St. Fr*, GIBEIAJTTE (3 ‘\ t> \o+ ),
n. f«, stewed rabbit.
GIRAUMONT ( 3 1 t o yv% ̂  ), n. m.
Pumpkin. Le glranmont est bon 1 manger. Pumpkin is good to 
eat. St. Fr., GIRAUMQNT ( g \ t  o r>, 3" ), n. m.,
calabash.
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GOBELET ( n. m*
Large beer glass. Donne~moi eln gobelet de bibre. Give me 
a glass of beer* St* Fr*, CHGPE ( C 0 p ), n. f., large beer 
glass*
GOES? ( £ o de ), n* m*
Tuck In seeing* Bile a achetd eine robe a godsts* She bought 
a dress with tueks on it* St* Fr*, PLI { pji ), n* aw, tuck*
GOELAND { qyjba, I ct ), n* a*
Gull. Les goelands habitant les bords de mer* The gulls live 
on the sea shore* St* Fr** GQSLAND ( jl\» £ I cl ), n. a** 
gull. *
GOGO n. m.
Buttocks* Je vas dormer eln coup de pled dans Xe gogo. X 
shall give you a kick In the buttocks* St* Fr., FESSES 
( ^ )# u* f*t buttocks*
S. Gombo flvi ( jo b o f ^ v i  ), okra* okra gumbo*
Les crloles font du bon gombo fdvi. Creoles make good okra 
gumbo* St* Fr., GOMBO bo )# n. m., okra*
GOURDS ( ), n. f*
Dollar* Je l’ai pay! eine gourde* X paid him a dollar*
St* Fr., DOLLAR ( <Lo tar ), awf dollar*
GRABEAP ( a  b «  )| s* n»
Cluster* Jvai apportt eln gr&beau de flours* X brought a 
cluster of flowers* St* Fr*, GRAFPfi ( ̂ r^ p )t n* f*, 
cluster*
GRABOH (Q't ^V dSt )f n#
Barnacle. Le bateau est convert avec des grabons* The boat 
Is covered with barnacles. St. Fr., ANATIFE ( a *h ̂  t- f ), 
n. m«, barnacle.
GRAFIYUHE ( j T ^ f M y r  ), n* f.
Scratch. See fuRAFIYURE.
GRAFXXER ( % Y  ̂  i"» i « ) # v* tr- «&d int.
To scratch. Les chats graflyent. Cats scratch* St. Fr*, 
fiGRATIGHER { e. ̂  nr s* + i o. ), v. tr., to scratch.
GRaIR ( £ ), n. m.
Shower, storm* Un grain a tomb! hier. A shower fell yesterday* 
St* Fr., ORAGE ( o t s l j ), n.m., storm*
1, GOMBO
m
GRAINASSE ), n. f*
A sprinkle, & drisale* XI y a eine petite grainasse. There la 
a little drizale. St* Fr*, BROXRE ( b t M i -n ), n. f*. e 
drissle* '
GRAIN ASSER ( 9 r i  ), v. tmpers.
To sprinkle, to vein lightly* XI commence k gralnasser. Xt is 
beginning to rein lightly. St. Fr., BRUISER ( b-rV̂ i >\̂  ),
v. impers., to drissle.
GRAINE ( ), a. f.
Testicle. On a Btl lea graines k ce coq. They cut out the 
testielea of that rooster. St. Fr., TESTICULE ( ftshi* ky I ), 
n. n.| testicle.
G8AI8SXER ), n. a.
Small grease bucket. Donne-aoi le graiasier. Giro me the smell 
grease bucket. St. Fr*, GRAISSIER ( q v £ <j v e ), n. m.,
grease merchant* "
GRASSlif ( Q r  a$|e ), n* f.
Kingfisher. Les grasalis mangent lea petits poiasons. King-* 
fishers eat small fish. St. Fr., MARTXfWPfcCHEUR ( ^  
tC P t n# B#i kingfishar.
GRATTER ( $ r a+e ), t. int.
To hare a hard time, to work hard, to strain. Je gratteral 
poor flnir. X shall have to work hard to finish* St. Fr.,
GRATTER ( ), ▼. tr*, to scratch*
GRATTXHE ( v  ̂n* f*
Itch. QI1 a la grattine. He has the itch. St. Fr., GALS 
( )» n* T., itch, mange*
GRAVOXS ( ̂  \> w  a. ), n* m*
Gravel. Jfai eine charette de gravels. X have a cartful of 
gravel. St. Fr., GRAVXER ( -j b ), n. m*, gravel*
St. Fr., GRAVOIS ( Jra. v >w ^ ), n.m., plaster* rubbish.
GRlGUE ( 3 ^ * 3  ), n. f.
Coffee-pot. J*fti eine grbgue plain© de oaf6* X have a coffee* 
pot full of coffee* St. Fr., CAFETIARE ( U t  f-j n  ), 
n. <*, coffee-pot.
GR&X2 ( ~wA) 9 n. m*
Crumb. Les olseaux mangent lea grdmles. Birds eat crumbs.
St. Fr., MIETTE ), a. f*, crumb.
GR&NADE ( ) p  n* f.
Pomegranate. Les gr&nades sont rouges* Pomegranates are red.
St. Fr., GRENADE K $ a ^  aci ), n. f., pomegranate.
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GRENADIER ( J v ?  v* a 4-/ e ) *u a .
Pomegranate tree* La grenadier eat un petit arbre* The porno* 
granate tree la & small tree* St* Fr** GRENADIER ( 9 r » n  
a* &*, pomegranate tree*
GREBIER < 3 re >j * ),»*»*
Left* attic* Dene lee gr&alers 11 y a toujour a du debris* In 
attics there Is always trash* St* Fr.* GRENIER ( 9t * n  ^ e )f 
n* a*, loft* u
GRfci )f *dj*
Dressed up* II est grlyl pour aller voir eine jeun# fill©* He 
Is all dressed up to go see a ' ~ ~ ‘ “ tTHE BIEN
QHfmENT ( 3 r e i -rw -  ), n. m*
Furnishings* equipment* Tu devais voir ie grdyement de la chambre 
1 bain* Xou should see the furnishings of the bathroom* St* Fr*# 
MOBILISE ( t w  ̂  b i H  e )# n* »*# furniturej AMEUBLEMEliT 
U ?  'm i )f n* m., furniture*
GR&ER ( ̂  €. /j e )#▼• tr*
To furnish, ti equip* Son beau-per© a bien grlyd la m&lson*
His father—in-law furnished the house nicely* St* Fr* *
MEUBLER ( Tr> c*. b 1 e ), v* tr*# to fumishf GREER ( ^ y )#
tr* (naut*) to rig*
GRILLADS ( ^ T i " j a d . ) * a * f *
Slice of meat* Jlai aang& eine grilled© de jambon pour dejeuner*
I ate a slice of ham for lunch* St* Fr., TRANCHE ( t r  a 3 )#
&• f., slice* St* Fr., GRILLADE ( Jri jail ), n. f*, 
broiled meat*
GRILLE ED BOIS (jti-j £  b uj a . )# n. f.
Trellis* Les flours ont grimpl sur la grille en boie. The
flowers climbed on the trellis* St* Fr*, TREXLLAGE { t t e -j sl ̂  ),
n* a*, lattice-work*
GRISCHER ), v* tr.
To gnash the teeth* XI a grlnchl see dents avec colere. He 
gnashed his teeth with anger* St* Fr*, GRINDER ( ) ,
v* tr., to gnash the teeth*
GRIS-GRIS ( ̂  vv 9 t » ), n. m*
Conjuration, spell* See CGUNDJA.
GROCERIE (3'c o S ti ), n. f*
Grocery store* II vient de la grocer!©* Ho comes from the 
grocery* St. Fr., EPICERIE ( ̂ P> Sri ), n. f*, grocery*
business*
GROGS JlRD ( <} t  S -j a.-c ), n* m. ^
Coauaon croaker. St* Fr*# GROGKQS ( }, a. m*,
common croaker.
089 ( % ^ y  )* a. a.
Grits. Je mange da gru. X eat grits.
GUXMS ( ̂  i t »\ )»&»•£•
Gene. Viens jouer eine guime de oanlque avec mol. Come to 
play a game of marbles with me* St. Fr*, JEG ( 3 9S ) , n. m< 
game.
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HABUTUDISSiSlT ( a b y V Y d *Yv* oi ) , adv.
Habitually* Habutudement 11 vient me voir quand 11 est autour 
d*iei. Usually ha comes to see me when he la around here*
St* Fr *f HABITUEI*L£i«lENT ( a. b \ t V 6 1 >v̂  SC ) , adv. , usually* 
habitually.
HAMHRESAC ( h 1  b y  3 S A Yc ), n* f.
Game-bag. XI a reapll eine hambresac avec des canards* He filled 
his game-sack with ducks* St* Fr., CARNASSI&RE vi a.s>jer)t
&• f*, game-bag* St* Fr*, HAVRiiiSAC (a.vvesaK. ), &* &u, 
(military) knapsack*
HA®^ ( ), adv. used to designate direction toward the bayou* s source*
Up the bayou* XI rests on haut. He lives up the bayou* St* Fr** 
HAUT ( o ), adj., high, tall*
HKRBE 1 1*1 PUCE ( 6t  b la. P y .S ), n* f*
Poison ivy* J,ai 1*herbe a la puce* X have poison Ivy*
HOBO (•bo), n. a#
Hobo, tramp* Je viens de voir eln hobo* X just saw a hobo*
St. Fr., VAGABOND ( v x j a  b ?  ), n* m*| CHEMINOT { $3^  ̂ a)$ 
&• m*, vagabond*
H0UDOU ( n. a#
Object of superstition, referring to spells, conjurations, fetishes, 
or ghosts* La nlgresse lva donne eln houdou* The negress gave 
him a hoodoo*
H0UPPALA (v^fdcxa. ), inter j •
Exclamation uttered In throwing a baby la the air* °Houppala,w 
11 a cril, an jetant le b#b£ ©n I1 air* HHoupala,n he cried, 
throwing the baby in the air*
HOUHBA ( u.-r a. ), n* m«
Confusion, racket. Quel hourra 11 y a la-bas * What a racket 
there is over there* St* Fr•, HOUKRA ( ), excl*, hurrah,
exklamatlon f joy*
HUARD ( V ), n. m*
Loon* Les hoards restent dans les prairies. Loons live In the 
lowlands* St* Fr., PLONGEQN ( r\3 5 3  ), a. m., loon*
HUXLE 1 PURGER ( ^ \ V a. P V T 3 « ), a. f.
Castor oil* Cfest dure 1 prendre l'huile A purger* Xt is 
difficult to take castor oil* St* Fr*, HUXLE DE KXCXH ( ̂\'\ \
\ S c! )f n* f., castor oil*
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XDfs ( id* }, a* f*
Intelligence* Je sals pas $a fair a, elle a* a pas d'idle* X do 
not know what to do, she has no intelligence* St# Fr., IN­
TELLIGENCE ( f + t l i g & S  ), n. f*, Intelligence! IBIe
( i d l e  ) #  n. f., idea*
IMFATIENTfi (rpacs^S: + e )t adj*
Impatient* II est tres^ Impatient! * He is quite Inpatient#
St* Fr., IMPATIENT * t p \ s j S: ), adj., Impatient*
INCISEPTIQUE ( f s i s t f  fiK ), n. f.
Antlseptlo. Je nets de 11 inclseptique sur Xa coupure* X put 
some antiseptic on the out* St* Fr., ANTISEPTIQUE ( 
f*i K ), n* »♦, antiseptic.
XNCQtfFRENABLE f )f adj.
Incomprehensible* C'est incomprenable• That is incomprehensible* 
St. Fr*, IHCOMPRfiHEN SIBLE ( U ^ p r t a  s ibl ), adj.,
Incomprehensible»
USTREVALLE ( I" v a. I )» n« m.
DANS I*1 INTREVALLE ( d. ll + t e o a \ )f in the mean tine*
Dens I1 intrevalle nous avaneions. Xn the meantime we were ad­
vancing* St* Fr,| DANS L*INTEHVALLE ( A.a it Vtr va\ )f
SUR CES BNTREFAXTES ( syr sesSTt v a f et ), in the mean*# 
tige.
IBVENTIONNER ), v. tr.
To imagine, to invent foolish pranks* Lalsse-moi attraper I’homme 
que a invent!onn6 ees choses* let me catch the man who thought 
up those foolish things* St. Fr#, IMAGXNER ( \̂nr\ ) ,
v* tr*, to imagine, to conceive#
ex
JACK (d^ae. ) , n* a.
Jacks tone* Jouer aux jacks* To play jacks tone*
JAOUUX>N*T-CARB ^ k *  r ), n* m*
Happy-go-lucky person* II est eln jaek-a-don1 t-eare. He la 
a happy-go—lu cky •
JALOUSERIB ( j a ^ u z  T i ), n* f*
Jealousy* Je n*ai jamais vu elne personne avec autant d© Jan* 
louserie. I never saw a person with so much jealousy* St* Fr*, 
JALOUSIE ( J m u . z.i )» n. f., jealousy.
JAMBALAXA ( S £  b * 1*  j a. ) ,  n . m*
A Louisiana dish made with rice and other ingredients, such as
oystera* shrimp, crabs, or meat*
JAMBS DS CHIEH ( } & b A9 t ), n. f*
Single-barreled shotgun* II a tlrl le lapin avec ea jamb© do
chien* He shot the rabbit with his single-barreled shotgun*
St* Fr*, FUSIL ( ̂  y z. i ), n. m., shorgun*
JAFPER ( 3 â p e ), v* lot*
To ba?k, Les ohiena jappent* The dogs are barking* St* Fr*, 
ABOYER (av»\A»2u^e.)» V* int., to bark* St* Fr*, JAPPER 
( *§ aupe ) , ▼• lat*, to yelp*
JADSlTRE ( ̂  ^  ^-V ), *dj.
TeUpeish* Qa le chien jaunfttre* See the yellow dog* St* Fr.,
JAUHATR1 ( )# adj., yeUoasish*
JOBE ( J a b  ), n . f *  ^
Mumps* II a la jobs. He has the mumps* St. Fr*, PAROTIDITE 
( P z l x o ), n* f., mumps.
JOLI { 3 o W ) , ad j •
Pretty* C'est eln joli litre. That is a pretty book* St* Fr*,
JOLI ( j o u  ), adj•, pretty*
JOLXM&T i adv.
Rather. Elle est j oilmen t grosse. She is rather large* St* Fr** 
JQLIMENT ( ̂  D \ i Tt\ oC. ), adv., in an agreeable manner| (calloq.) 
many, much*
JOKGLER ), v* int.
To day—dream, to think seriously. XI jongle trop et fait rlen*
He dreams too much and does nothing. St* Fr*, FBNSER ( P3l s )f 
v. int., to think | JQUGLER ( j o j i e  ), v. tr., to juggle*
JQUQUOIB (?lf k\*»3LT ), n. m.
Roost, roosting bars in a chicken house. XI vole les peules 
dans les jouquoirs. He steals the chickens on the roosts*
St. Fr., JUCHOIR ( 5 y ), n. au, roosting-plac©, perch*
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JULIETTE ( 5 y V U +  )» n* ®.
July. XI fait tree chaud en Juliette* It ie very varm in July* 
St* Fr., JUXLLEf ( 3 Y *1 t )> n* m.,
HKSQE ( n* m»
Keg* J**i eln kegue do bier®, I h&w & keg of bear* 
CAQUE < K* K ), n. f,, keg.
6*
•̂ABORER ( U b o r t  )* v* tr*
To plough, L'hcmme labor© la terre. Tht m m  1© plowing the 
earth. St, Fr,* LABOURER ( u-v* )* v, tr,* t© plough.
LASSE ( v a. s )* n* m.
Slip-knot, lariat, J© peux jeter ain lasse, I can throw a 
lariat, St, Fr,f LASSO ( )f n, m#* lasso* lariat*
St, Fr,* NQEULwCOULAHT ( Yv <jl K m  I a' )* n, m,*
slip-knot,
LESSER ( )* v, tr.
To lasso, la l*al lass!, 1 lassoed him,
LAGHIAPPB ( -f a p ) * a, a.
Something given in appreciation for a purchase.
UIT COHOKNSf ( le K S AS- s <t ), n. «u
Condensed milk* 1*01 ain can da lalt condens!, X have a can 
of condansad milk, St, Fr** LAIT CO$SERV£ ( i ^ Ka )#
n, m«* condensed milk,
LaXTOE (ie + > )* m. f.
Lettuce, La laitua fait elna bonne salade, Lettuda makes a good
salad, St, Fr,* LAITUB ( i €. + > )*n, f«* lettuce.
LAHDEHIE (xSLdL-ri >,*>*♦
Laundry. J*ai envoy! man linge sale a la landerie, I sent ay 
dirty clothes to the laundry, St, Fr,* BLAHCHXSSERIE 
( b i sc ^ t s T i )* n, f.* laundry,
LATQH&IER ( \ e )*n*m,
Palmetto. J*ai vu des maisons couvertes avec des latoaajars*
I saw soma houses covered with palmettos, St* Fr,* PALMETTE 
( f a i  ^  tt )* n. f** palmetto,
LAUBSTEKE ( \ ob « > H  T k ) * n* m*
Lobster, Las laubsteres sont bone k manger* Lobsters are good 
to oat, St, Fr,* HOMARD (ovr> a. r )* n, m,* lobster,
LABBZEMXEUR ( 1 o t  -j f  I >r ) *  n, m*
Oleander, le vois un tas da laurier-fleur. I see lots of 
oleanders* St, Fr,* LAtJRIEIUfiOSE ( \ot j ^ toz: )» n.m**
oleander*
I^ o s  ( t e s S  ) ,  B. t.
Lesson, II a pris eine Xlqon de piano* He took a piano lesson,
St, Fr,* LE^GN ( la S3 )* n. f,* lesson.
LfcjEKTB ( 1^3 tr t )* adj.
Light. Cette boite est Idgerte# This box is light, St* Fr**
L£g1re (v«-3 £_r )* adj.* light.
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LICHEE ( li £ e )f v#
To flatter, to Uck* XI llohe tout le raonde* He flatters 
everyone* St* Fr.* FLATTER ), v* tr., to flatter*
LECHER ( \ e ^ )» v. tr*, to lick*
LICHEUR ( I i v  ), n. nu
Flatterer* II eat eln licheur* He is a flatterer* St* Fr.
FLATTE0R ( -̂ l <*l t )» n* m*, flatterer* St* Fr*,
( W  ^  oe.-r ), a* »*, (slang) glutton*
LILAC ( t« | k  ), n. a.
Chinaberry tree* Le boia du lilac brftle blen* The wood of the 
ehinaberry tree burne well* St* Fr*, LXLA0 ( l i U  ), n, a*, 
lilac*
LISGE ( 11 5 ), n* a*
Cloth, clothing* J*al un tae de linge* X have lots of clothes* 
St* Fr*, LXBGE ( I £ 3  ), n* m«, linen*
LISGUE ( \ £>%*), n* f * ,
Line*# Ou ta lingue a poissont Where is your fishing line?
St* Fr*, LXGSE ( 1 i ̂  ), n* f*, line*
LIT AGE ( \ i t 013 ), n* m.
Bedding* Cest du joli litage* That le nice bedding* St* Fr*,
LXTERIE ( n* f*, bedding*
LQFER ( \ of ̂  ), v* int.
To loaf* II fait juste lofer* He does nothing but loaf* St* 
Fr., FLAHER ( t\a-t\0, int., to loaf*
LGFEUR ( ©r. -r ), n. n«,
Loafer* Tu n es pas plus qu’un lofeur. You are nothing nore 
than a loafer* St. Fr., FLANEUR % '’r \ ̂  nr\ <5*-r ), n. au, 
loafer*
LCMBRE ( \$ ̂  ), n* f*
Shade* Allens dans lombre. Let us go in the shade* St* Fr*, 
OMBRE ( S b Y  ), n. f«, shade.
LOQUET ( \ % Kv- ), n* a*
Hiccough* II a loquet* He lias hiccoughs* St* Fr*, HOQUET 
( 3 K t )i n* s*i hiccup*
LOOT1 ( \ ), n. f*
Sable* J'ai elne peau de loute k vendre* X have a sable skin 
to sell* St. Fr., MARTRE ('mac^Vr ), n. f., sable*
MACAQUE ('W\^K^K )> ®* »* and f.
Any monkey, regardless of kind* St. Fr., MACAQUE (w* a>Kafc), 
n. m., macaco monkey, a kind of ape with a flat head and a short 
tall* St* Fr., SIEGE ( st 3 ), n. m., monkey*
MACAQUERIES ( Yk A K a. K Yi ), n. f.
Antics, buffoonery, grimaces* Arr&te faire tes macaqueries#
Stop your downing* St* Fr., SINGERIE ( s U r i  ),
n* f*, grimaces, antics*
MAC ARON ( Yr\ a K. A r 0 ), tu m*
A dish in which macaroni is the principal part* Aliens faire 
•in mae&ron de poul©. Let us go make a chicken spaghetti*
St* Fr** MACARONI (vna.Vca.Y^'n* )t °* m*9 macaroni) MA*»
CARON \ Yw a. Vs a. y d )» n. m., macaroon.
MlcHER ( yy\ 3l Q e ), v. tr*
To mash, to crush, to bruise* Ma main a ltd m&chle* My hand 
was mashed. St* Fr*, iuCRASBR ( e. K 'r a. z. e. ), v. tr*, to 
crush) MlCHER ( ̂nr> ac ̂  e. ), v* tr*, to chew*
MACEIIULEMENT >0 *dv'
Badly* II a fait ce travail m&chinalement* He did that job 
badly* St. Fr., MACHXNaLEMENT ( y w  a y% a. \ m  Si), adv., 
mechanically*
MACHXBZIQAZ ("h,! ), a. f.
Gas engine. Elne machine A gas 006te chore. A gas engine is 
expensive. St. Fr., MQTEUR A GAB ( yv\ o+otr jl Jaiz )#
n* m*, gas engine*
MlCHOlRE RONDE DE PASSE (>yv & ^  u>a.-r s 4 f i S  )• B. f.
Blue catfish* Les m&choires ronde de passe sont pas trbs grosses* 
Blue catfish are not very large* St. Fr*, LOUP DE MER ( \ ̂
de "rrver), n* m*, catfish*
MACHURE ( S i  y n* f*Bruise, borfe~felon* II a une machure au doigt* He has a bone- 
felon on his finger* St* Fr., MEURTRISSURE ( y>\ > -V y j s)t
n. f., bruise, contuslo *
MAGANER ( Y*> cv £ n-\ ̂  ), v* tr.
To maltreat, to abuse. II a maganl 1*enfant. He abused the 
child. St. Fr., MaLTRAITER ( ~yys )# v* tr., to
maltreat* St* Fr*, BHUTALXSER ( b v y + a  1 i J # 19"* tr*,
to brutalise, to bully.
MAGASXN ( Vv' at g a z. €; ), n* m* _
MAGAffilN 1 fUraILLE ( »\ a,9 a. ̂  Y y a, V / f ® ®# 9
hardware stem*©. II a eln znag&sin a fbraille. He owns a hard—
ware store* St. Fr., QUL^CaILLRRIE ( K ? K A  -/ T i ),
n. f., hardware store.
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HAIGRECHI8S ( ^ q - r ,  ^  ), adj.
  M V i „  i l i  ^  ^  .  .  . .  ,
MAXLLKR ( 'Yv> * j e ), v, tr.
To make a net* XI salt comment mailler* Ho knows how to wake 
a not. St* Fr,, FAIRE DU FXLBT { U r  <1 y f i i S. )*
to make a not*
MAUSUK DE LA SURE (^a,\a,<U A* U  U 7 \  ), n. f*
Rhouaatiam from which tr oilers suffer when they reach an advanced 
ago*
HBUREOX (>yv ^ ) 9* > £ )» adj.f XNFORTUNi ( ̂  ̂  ̂  vV'v ~r\ ̂  ),
adj., unfortunate•
MALFOUTO ("npsAl^u^vy ), adj.
Jaded, exhausted* Jo mo oeno malfoutu* X feel tired out*
St* Fr*, aREXSTf \ ^~r t + e adj., tired outf AC-
GABLE |^^b\e. ), adj., overcome*
MALPATIENT SC ), adj.
In a bad humor. J* I tale malpatient hier. X was in a bad humor 
yesterday. St. Fr., DE MAUVAISE HUMEDR v £ ̂
7 tv\ a*, y )| in a bad humor.
1UICHK (-VtxaL^ ), n. f.
Harrow country road or lane. L*automobile est dans la manche.
The car is in the lane. St. Fr., MANCHE ( S  ^  ),
a* f*, sleeve, channel.
MAHGBAILLER (-r?\3~ ̂  ̂  j ^ ), v. tr* and int.
To nibble, to eat very little. XI a mangeailll son souper. He
nibbled his supper* St* Fr., GRIGJSOTER ( jri ^  ),
v* tr., to nibble, to gnaw*
MAHGEUA D*Q£CF ( X  5 r d a* -f }, n. a.
Yellow chicken snake. Jfai tui un mangeur d'oeuf. X killed a
yellow chicken snake.
MANGLIER ( TnSC I ̂  e ), n. a.
Wild mango tree. Sur eln manglier on trouve des mongues. On a 
mango tree are found mangos• St. Fr., MAEGUXER ( vm A cj Y )» 
n* m», mang©~tree•
MAfiXERE (y*oLfgT ), adv.
Rather, sort of. XI fait manlere noir. It is rather dark.
St. Fr., UW PEC (o*. fj* ), adv., a littlef ASBEZ ( a. s ),
adv., rather, enough.
adj., lean, thin. St. Fr.,sxi* inc., a&iUUE i <fYw to T K  CHBTIF { C ̂  ± 1 ^ )$ &  j. $ pwxy<
MALCHANCIUX, «JEUSS (
filAHXFACTURE (nrv\2t>TNv f ̂  k+Vr)# n. f#
Hanif&cture, factory. J*ai visitt eine raanifactre. X visited 
a factory* St, Fr.# MANUFACTURE y^ ak+yf)# ru f.# manu­
facture.
MAQRILLEAU ( >v\ a. ^ "r i -j ® )# n« m*
Spanish mackerel, les maqriXleaux sont hone It manger* Spanish 
mackerel le good to eat. St* Fr.# MAQOEREAU { et )<_ y e 5 
m.# mackerel.
1U^!H£ ( ^  )| n. f*
Rocker of a rooking chair. XI a easel la marche. He broke the 
rocker of the chair. St. Fr., BASCULE (ba*.s Kyi )# n* f*$ 
rocker*
MARtCAGE K\z), n. i.
Sea-food* On vend bien le marloage. Sea-food is easily sold*
St* FT*# MARECAGE ( n̂r\'jLT^  l< a. * )# n* m«# marsh# swamp,
bog.
MARGR& ( v a  prep*
Xn spite of*; llergrt sa peine# 11 a chantt. In spite of his 
sorrow# he sang. St. Fr*# MaLGRE (Yw\^ I qr? )# prep*# In 
spite of. ®
MARIER ( »\ a y  je )# v* tr*
To marry# xo get married* XI a merit L&urencia. He married
Laarencla. St* Fr.# fiPODSBR ( u. ? e )# v* tr.# to take
in marriage. St. Fr*# MARIER ( *vvs, /}«.)#▼• tr.# to 
unite in wedlock# to marry! Le jxrtte les a merits. The priest 
married them.
iXLLKR ( y k  ̂  “1 t )f tr*
To mark up# to scrlbDle• File a a&rqueillt son c&hier. She 
scribbled all over his tablet* St* Fr*# BAHBOUXLLER
)# v. tr.# to soil# to scribble.
massoxb ( * m \ S v o i  )# n* m.
Forpelse* J'aime garder les maseoins* X like to look at the 
porpoises* St* Fr*# MARSCHJXH (yv\^ v s u » t  )# n* m*$ por­
poise*
MATACHf ( *yvs a. \ ), adj.
8potted. J'aJ, vu eine vache aatachle. I,saw a spotted cow.
S t. F r . ,  TACHfi ( -ha. <:«, ) ,  a d j. j  TACHETB ( *  *  S +«. )» a d j. ,
spotted*
MAUVaISF-LASGUE (t^ o vtT. \ si )# n. m. and f.
Gossiper, tattler* File est Ane mauvaise-langue* She is a 
goeslper. St* Fr*# BABXLbARD ( b̂ .t>i -j et nr )#n*m*# tattler
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mahvaissupaie ( ^ o v u  p m '  h  *J.
ETBE DE MAUVAISS FAXB, not paying one*s debt, XI est d© mauvalse 
|»i©* H© doe© not pay hi© debts*
HABVAISEEfi ( ̂  o v e.x  f c. ), n. f.
Wickedness, meanness* XI get plain de mauvaisetA* He le full
wickedness * St* Fr • , MECHANCKTil ( ta  ̂S ^  ̂ ^ )# k* f * $
wickedness, naughtiness*
MAUVAIS-SHU&BT ( htys o v e. ^ Y  z ^ ), n. m. and f*
A wicked person, a mean person* XI eat un inauvala-shuset. He
is a wicked person* St* Fr*, MAQVAXS SUJET ( tya ̂  v £. S 7 J  i )§
n. a., a bad fellow, a fellow of bad reputation*
MAUVE *( "vw ), n* f*
Snot* Sen nes est pleln de mauve* His nose is full of snot*
St* Fr*, MAKVE ( *rvN?l tV ), n* fsttot*
m£laILLKR (yv\ e l k  4 t ), v* tr*
To adz, to confuse* XI a m&lailll tous mes papiers* He mixed 
up all bqt papers* St* Fr*, HsLARGER % n̂rv ^ \ oL 5 e ), v. 
tr*, to nixj MkLBR ( ̂ nrv e 1 a ), v# tr*, to mix*
MELON FRAH^AXS (»>b \3 ), n* a.
liuak-melen. Les melons fractals sont plus douz que les melons 
d'eau* Musk-melons are sweeter than watermelons* St* Fr*,
MELON MUSCAT (y>\ a \ S rwvsKa), n* m«, musk-melen.
M&OTTES ( ■yy\ e -n a-V ) ,  n* f *
Handcuffs* Mats les mAnottea sur lul* Put the handcuffs on him* 
St* Fr*, MEHOTTES (-rwe -r> ), n. f*, handcuffs.
MESTOSNXlRE ( > r +  o »  j * r  )*»•■*.
Goatee. Quelle jelie mentenniere tu as! What a pretty goatee 
yea have! St. Fr*, BABBICHE | b^rv>; ), n. f«, goateef 
MESTGSNXkRE ( &. ^ S.~r ), n* f«, chin-piece*
M&RXSARD, «£ r» n r  w**. P r i v. WrA adj*
Slanderer* Tu es trep mAparisard* you like to slander too much*
St. Fr*, CALGUNXATEUB ( Vs u. I o y>\ >a ̂  a. +^y) , n* m*, slanderer*
mSprISER e pv i z. e ), v* tr* and int.
To slander, to calumniate* Slle aim© mApriser. She likes to 
slander* St* Fr*, MEDIJEtE DE ( ieAl t_ d9 ), v* int«, to 
slander| CAXQMNIER -j e ), v* tr*, to slander*
St* Fr*, MfiPRlSER (yy e P r  i v. tr*, to acorn, to despise*
M&TRS 1 QAZ ^ a z  ),n* m.
Gas meter* Caraien de gas est-ce que 1© metre a gas indique?
How much gas does the meter indicate? St. Fr., GAZQMETRE 
(  ̂i t  d 'YVk tt r )| u* ®*, gas meter*
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MkTRE 1 KOBAN { "vwetv 5lT y b ), n* m*
Tap® line. On me sure avec 4m m&trea ruban. On® measures with a 
tap® line* St* Fr.* METRE EM RUBAH ( m  c ol r y  b «T )* 
n* m** tape-measure.
WSOILLB ô -| )* n* f*
Black mullet* Les moeila sent 1 p®u pres long® comae la maim* 
Black mullet® are about a® long a® the hand* St* Fr.* MUGE 
(vw’y j )* n. m. * mullet*
MXALER ( >r\ -j 3l V c )* v. 1st*
To mew* to cry a® a cat. Ah! e® chat qui maill® encore* Ah I 
that oat which is mewing again* St* Fr.* MXAULER ( rxv -j o \ e )*
v* Int., to mew*
KULBKBBT 1 * \ y * Z  )9 n. m.
Mewing* Arr&te ton alalement. Stop your mewing* St* Fr**
MXAULEMENT » vr\ 'j c> \ tyv ol- )* n* nu, mewing*
MXCMACS (VfS'-rv» a. Vc ), n. f.
Grimace®, foolish antics* Bile a fait de® aicm&cs derrifere eon 
doe* Shejoade some grimaces behind hi® back* St* Fr** SINGEU 
HIES { s t 5 ̂ 1 )* n. f.* grimaces* tricks* St. Fr**
MXCMAC 4 'xvvV tv\ e\. k  )* n. m** intrigue* foul play.
aiSOO )9|b . b .
Cat* in child s vocabulary. Vleno men cher petit minou. Come* 
ay dear little cat. St* Fr** CHAT ( ), n. m*f MXHBT
(‘Yvki-ni.)# u* cat*
MIROSC0PE a. n,
Microscope* Le mlroecep® fait p&raltre les choses plus grandes 
qu'elles sent* The microscope makes things look larger than they 
are* St* Fr.* MICROSCOPE ( -rŷ  i \s t d s  »**
croscope*
jfXSOILB ( “Ww s di\ )* n. m.
Misdeal, In card game* C'est ein mledile* It is a misdeal*
St. Fr., MALDGSNE 4 Vv\ a. t dL ;>>*)* n. f »* misdeal In cards.
MOXHEAU o )* n. m.
Sparrow. Les molneau* font boucoup de bruit. Sparrows make 
lots of noise. St. Fr.* MOIHEAU ( w  ̂ o ) f n* m.* sparrow.
MOSGUES ), n. f.
Wild mangos. Les mongues sont bons & manger. Mangos are good 
to eat. St. Fr.* MANGUE ( 'rr\ 3: <j )* a. f.* mango.
MONIES ), n. m.
Means* T'ei les monyens pour faire $a. I have the means to do 
that. St. Fr.* MO YEN ( ̂  vo at jfe ) , n* m** means.
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(>y\nK ), n* f.
Cup. Donne-moi eine moque de oaf S. Give me a oup of coffee*
St* Fr*, TASSK ( V ̂  s ), n* f • 9 cup*
MOWEDR D£ CONNBS ( ~V%\ o K oe^r d.4 Ko Y\ )# »•
Mocking-bird« Les moqueurs de connes ohauteat plus clair en 
auteane* Mocking birds sing more clearly in the fall* St* Fr*, 
OISEAU MOQtn&R ( \ w ^ z o  Kotr ), n* m., mocking-bird*
MDRUS ( "Vw o -f \jl )$ n* f*
Codfish* On m&nge de la morue pendant car&ae* One eats cod̂ * 
fish in Lent* St* Fr*, MORUE \ vr> 3 v  y  ), n* f*, codfish*
HOUGHS 1 MXSL jl[ ), n* f.
Honey bee* Les mouches a miel travaillent boucoup* Honey bees 
work very ssuch* St* Fr*, ABEILLE ( aLbt-j ), n* f*, bee*
HOUILLSR (i^vkje. ), v. impers*
To rain. Xl vm mouiller* It Is going to rain* St* Fr*,
FLEUVQIR ( P l o ^ v w  a.r), v. iapers*, to rain*
MOULER ( vk xe. ), v* tr* and int.
To grind* Je moule du maSs* X as grinding some com* St* Fr*,
MQUDRE ^ ), v* tr*, to grind) MOULER ( ~vw\^. ),
v* tr*, to mould, to model, to cast*
MQUBOU ( Yw û ) , n* a*
See MINGU.
MOUQUE ), n* f.
Mussel. See MUSSLE *
MOUTOB ( + s ), n. a.
Lamb* Les moutons sont petite* Lambs are small* St* Fr*,
AGHEAU ), n. a., lamb*
MBLXEB ("bay\^j y ), n« m*
Middle, center* II dtalt dans le auHeu de I'or&ge* He was in
the middle of the storm* St* Fr*, MXLX07 ( m r \  '\ \ j ^ ),
n* a*, middle, midst, center*
MU8UTE ("my y + ), n* f*
Minute* Rests encore quelques munutes* Stay a few minutes more* 
St* Fr., MXHOTE ( Yrvt wy + )# »« » minute*
MURXER ('W\ y y  ̂ )| n* a*
Blackberry bush* On peut s'dgratigner dans les murlers* One 
can scratch oneself in blackberry bushes* St. Fr*, MURIER DES 
HAIES < ->y> y -r i j t> dLe. £ ), n* a*, blackberry bush*
MUSSLf (yyn ys|e ), n. m*
Mussel* On trouve des musslds dans la mer* Mussels are found 
in the sea* St* Fr*, MOULE ( ), n* f*, mussel*
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HUSUBB ( -ty> y  z. y T  ) t B* £♦
Measure. Donne-moi eine bonne muaure. Give me good measure* 
Si• Fr., MESURE ( 'yv* * 7 v)# a, f#f measure*
MBSURSR ( ̂ nrvy-z. 7 ̂  v* tr.
To measure* Siusure $a bien. Measure that carefully* St. Fr*# 
MESURER (Tnr»az.Y^re)* v. tr*f to measure*
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BARGUER ('Astr'ie )9 v* tr*
To tease. Arrlte narguer ce petit gar$on-lh* Stop teasing that 
little boy* St* Fr*f TAQUXNER t >&. k i-vi e )f v* tr*9 to 
teasej BARGUER ('Vxac'rge )# v. tr. f to defy*
HESAXRS )t n* f.
Godmother (fas*)* Be oenalne a parti hler* My godmother left 
yesterday* St* Fr* 9 MARRAXHE ( -wx a. -y £ >\ ) » n# f*9 godmother *
HERFER )y v* tr*
To stab* fronds garde I XI t& te nerfer* Watch outl He is 
going to stab you* St* Fr*9 P0XGNAKDER ( ok> a. >> a-r <L« }* 
tr*f to stab* 1
SIQUB ( -h *. K ), n* a*
Best* Gasse pas oe nique-la* Go not break that nest* St* Fr* 9 
H2G ( i )9 n* m*# nest*
HIQUB iS GO*PE ( y i  K ^  $ £ P )» n. m.
Wasps1 nest* J,ai preaque march! dans ee nlque de guhpe* X
nearly walked Into that wasps1 nest* St* Fr*f GU&PXER
( ̂  £ f \ a )9 a* m*9 wasps1 nest*
NOCOYO {'V\ o K o A o ), n* m*
Finger-joint* XI a easel eln nocoyo. He broke a finger-joint* 
St* Fr.y PHALANGE | i £  ^ }# n. f.# (anat.) phalanx*
will bone of finger or toe*
SQUl (>\waT)f n* m.
BOXR 1 SOULIER (>\ u> a r & 5 ^ A  ), n. m. # blank shoe
polish* Aehete eine bolte de noir a soulier* Buy a box of 
black shoe polish* St* Fr* f CIRAGE k SOULIERS ( s i t  a ̂
A. Su I j* )f n. ».* blacking.
HONCLE ( > ^  K )t n. a*
Uncle* a familiar word used In addressing an elderly man* Oh 
tu wag noncle? Where are you going, uncle? St* Fr.# OHULE 
( S' K \ )* &• *•# uncle.
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OBLXER (oblige. )# v. tr. and int.
to for gat. Oblie pas da vanir me voir# Do not forget to come 
to aaa me. St# Fr.f QDBLXlR ( u. b i * j e )# v. tr## to forget#
OFFICE { ofis )f n# f.
Office* Iteta c« dane I*office* Fat that in the office# St.
Fr## OFFICE i 3 ̂  i s )# it e*| office#
OISEAU 1 MGUCHE ( ^  2-0 d. "Wl U. ̂  a.
Humming-bird * Des oiseaux a moucha sont jolia. Humming-birds 
era pretty. St. Fr.# OISEAUO&OUCHE ( wa-zo w  c*. C )# 
n* m.# humming-bird.
QMBLBTTE ( d b l e +  ) ,  n. f .
Omelet. J’vas te culre eine omblette* X shall cook you an 
omelet. St. Fr## ( o'vv\ \ ff )| n. f## omelet#
OMBRELLE ( $* fc> ̂  t \ )# n. f*
Umbrella. Apperte eine ombralle avec tai. Take an umbrella
with you. St. Fr.# PARAPLUXE ( P jlt d pi M i )# n. m.f
QMRftfiLLl (5 b y el )# n. f.# umbrella# parasol.
0PP03ER ( o p o z e  )| t* tr.
Te prevent. Tu voux m’opposer d’aller. You wish te prevent 
me from going. St* Fr## EHPeCHER ( <£ p £ ^ e )# v. tr.# 
te oppose# to prevent.
QBAGAH ( o x A Q X ), n. f.
Storm# hurricane. XI y a eine oragan qui vient. A storm le 
coming up. St. Fr.# QURAGGR ( i x t i  » S' )# a. «•# hur­
ricane# tornado. *
GRAGB {o*r^^)#n. f.
Shower# rain. On a eu eine bonne or age. Re had a good shower#
St. Fr.# ORAGE ( )# n. nu# storm) ORDEE ( S' <k ̂  )#
shower. **
OfifclRAl ( o r  ̂  i ) # adj.
Original, fa c9est pas original* That le not original. St.
Fr.# ORIGINAL (ori 3 *, )# adj.# original.
OR^GXEE ( OY t "Zj | -yy ) # ||. f.
Origin. le veux trouver I1 origin© de c11 affaire* X want te
find the origin of that matter. St. Fr.# ORIGIRE ( o v t ^ i w  )#
n. f.# origin*
ORGE ( ^ r 3  )f &• f*Trough. Mete de l’eau dans 1'orge. Put some water into the 
trough. St. Fr.# AUGE ( J# n. f*# trough.
OS ( :> s ) t »• aing. and pi.
Bene# bones. J*ai dee oe pour ton chien. I have some bones
for your dog. St* Fr.# OS (^S-)# n* m*# bone) OS ( o )# pl«#
bones.
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OSTXHER (ost.'vie)i v. reflex.
To contend, to argue* XX aim© s*oatlner. He Hkes to argue* 
St* Fr*, DISPUTER ( pyft ), v. int., to argue*
OUAOUARGH ( w  a. w  a. t  ̂  a# m#
Bullfrog* Les ouaouarons sont Lons k manger* Bullfrogs are 
good to eat. St. Fr., GREHOUXLIJUFAUREAtf ( ^ t a A 
f o to ), n. f*| bullfrog*
00AROBARO8 ( wair ST ), n. m.
See OUAOUARQN.
OOf ( \ *  a. ) ,  adv.
Yes* Oul, to peux venir. Yes, you may come. St. Fr., GUI 
(uji), adv., yes.
00| ( \aj € )9 adv.
Yes. Oub, tu orols qa, eln? Yes, you think so, ©h? St. Fr., 
001 (\*m )f adv., yes.
OGSQIJB ( v*.s k ), adv.
Where. Ousque tu vast Where are you going? St. Fr.,
00 EST-CE QUE ( vc € $ © fc >.
OUVRIXR (vcVTi^e ), n. m.
Carpenter. II est eln bon ouvrler. He is a good carpenter. 
St. Fr., OUVRIER (u.vri e. )f a. in., workman} CHARFEKTIER
( f .£ t ij e )» “• “•»
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FACAHE (pufeXw ), n* f*
Pecan nut* On a fait du oandl avec des pacanes* We made candy 
with pecans*
PACANXER ( fa k. «t w  ̂ e. ), n. m*
Pecan tree* II y a mi tas de paeanlers dans la Louisiana*
There are many pecan trees In Louisiana*
PADENA (palw a ), n* m. and £•
Partner, a dose friend. Tu es eln bon padeaa* You are a good 
friend. St. Fr., AMX (aw.), n. m.5 AMXE (a>^i)f n„ f## 
friend* St* Fr., PARTKNAXRE (parti v\ tr ), n* m*, partner*
PAQAXE ), n. f*
Paddle used for propelling a pirogue* J^al fait eine bonne
p&gaie. X Bade a good paddle* St* Fr* , PAGAIK ( pa ̂   ̂ ),
n. f., paddle (for canoe).
PAGAYER )> v. tr* and Int.
To paddle* Tu peux pagaysr blen* You can paddle well. St* Fr., 
PAGAYSE e), v* tr* and Int., to paddle*
PAXLLE (pi-j ), n* f*
Pie* J'alme manger de la paille* X like to eat pie* St* Fr*, 
PAILLS (fx^j ), n* f., straw* St. Fr., YARTE (tatt), n* f*, pie*
PAXLLE EH QUEOE (faj 5. k 4 ), n* f.
Pintail duck* Les pailles en queue resteut dans 11 eau* Pintail 
ducks live on Hie water* St* Fr*, FILET (p. |e ), n. m*, pintail 
duck*
PAXX-YOX ( pet w  x ) , imperative*
Shut up, be quiet* Paix-toi, mon vieux. Shut up, friend*
St* Fr*, TAIS-TOI (tt+w,), imperative of TAIRE, shut up*
St* Fr*, PAXX (pt ), in tor j., silence!
PALME A CRISTI ( f a ^ a K t  s-f i ), n. m.
C&stor-oil plant* Le palme a crisit est petit* The castor-
oil plant is small* St. Fr., RI0I8 (-, 1 n. m*, castor-
oil plant*
PA8IER e ), n. m.
Basket*
1. PA8IER CHINQIS Sivii"^ ), n* m., a measure used
for shrimp, weighing 110 pounds when filled with shrimp*
2. PANIER CHAMPAGNE (pjtje f % l  )$ »• as
a measure for shrimp containing 76 pounds of shrimp* J*ai attrapA 
*\n panier champagne de chovrettes. I caught 75 pounds of shrimp.
St. Fr*, PANIER n. u, basket.
- O'i
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PAPfcdlQRL ( p ̂  ), n. m.
Santa Claus* Papa-NoEl passe pas pour les inauvai© enfants* Santa 
Claus does not pass for naughty children * St. Fr. 9 LE PETIT KGEL 
€ \^ P + 1 *>\ )9 n. a.| Santa Claus.
PAPIER 1 CIGAHITTE sj p i i f ) ,  n. a.
Cigarette paper. Donne-aoi eine feuille de papier 1 clgarltte.
Give me a leaf of cigarette paper. St* Fr,9 PAPIER 1 CIGARETTE 
a. si ^ a t t r ), n. nu, cigarette paper.
PARf ( p &-Y )9 adj.
Ready. T'espard, aliens! You are ready, let us gel 
St. Fr*t PR&T I p̂ r ), adv., ready.
pAREXL )9 adj.
Like* PAREXL COMME ( p  a-re -j ^ 3^)# prep*, like, just like.
II perle par ell eenue elle. Re talks just like her. St. Fr*,
DS MHIS 5PS ( £ vv\ k ̂  )| oeuj., just like*
PARLEAEHT (Pariah w> £), n. »•
Idle talk, gossip. Crois pas oe parlement. Do not believe that
gossip. St. Fr., PARLERIR ( p \ r u r »  )f n. f., chatter, talk.
PARQISSR ( y lirwiS )9 n. f.
Parish, governmental division of the state of Louisiana. le 
reete dans la paroisse de SainW&eques. X live In St* lanes 
Parish. St. Fr., PAROISSE V P^rooas ), n*f«, ecclesiastical
division.
PARTARCE ( f a s  ), n. f.
Departure, leave. II a ptris sa partance dlja* He took his leave
already. St. Fr., DEPART ( -r ). n. m., departure.
St. Ft., PARTAHCE ( Psl-t P Sl s )f f., (naut.) sailing.
PAS ( f A ), adv.
Only part Used in forming the negative. HE Is never Used. XI 
a pas d*esprit. He has no sense. St. Fr., EE...PAS (>i? p**. ),
adv., not.
PATALQ9 ( fA t a I 5 ) » » • “• Jl* ,
Pants, trousers. J*al emberns mes pa talons. X messed up my 
trousers. St. Fr., PAHTAL0R ( F ̂  \y ), n. m«,
trousers.
PATASSA ( )f tt# *•
Perch. Jfaiae la ptche a patassa. 1 like to fish for perch.
St. Fr., PERCHE I p c r ^  ), n. f., perch, fish.
PATATE AHGLAISE ( f ^ U V  ^ ),«•*•
Irish potato. J*ai mange des patatos anglais©s. X ate some 
Irish potatoes. St. Fr., |NMME DR TERRE ( pa*Yv-» da ter- ),
n. f I r i s h  potato.
y®
FiSASS D00G1 ( p<x + a 4 d n*
Sweet potato* Lea patatea deuces eont bonnes* Sweet potatoes 
are good* St* Fr*, PATATE \ pa + *+ ), a* f„, sweet potato*
FASTS DS POULS (  P M  da f  u. I ) # a * f .
A Sind of hay* J*aicoup£ de Xa patte de poule* X out some hay* 
St* Fr., FOIN ( n* m*, hoy*
PEAU CHAUDE ( Ro \od. ), n* f.
Vagina* See~CON. St. Fr., VAOXM ( ), n* m., vagina*
PKAIWIOfiTS ( po Y w n +  ), n. f.
Dandruff* J*ai Xa peau-morte. X have dandruff* St* Fr*,
DARTRE FARXNEOSE ( da-rfv 5'a‘T' • ), n* f• , dandruff*
PSIGMUKE ( Rt 1 y r ), n. f.
Coiffure* To as eine bonne pelgnure* Tovar hair ie arranged
well* St* Fr.# COIFFURE { K uj ̂  j ) r ) t n* f •, coiffure|
PEIOSURES ( p ^ y r  ), n. f*, hair, puXXed out the comb*
PSHITE8CISR ( P t ^ i  s i O i  a. a*
Prisoner in a penitentiary* XX ojitl eln pen!tender. He was
a convict. St* Fr*, HALFAITEUE DETENU DAMS UK PmlTENCIER.
FESITKNTIXRE ( P t ^  * a  ), n* f.
Penitentiary• XX vient de Xa penitentiere. He cones from the 
penitentiary* St* Fr., ffclTEHCIKR ( + st s-j e. )#
a* a. f pent!tentiary* f
PIASTRE I p>j a s  )f n. f*
Dollar* Donne-men eine piastre* Give me a dollar. St* Fr., 
DOLLAR ( do I a r J, n. bu, dollar*
PICHEH5T ( Pi ^'we ), n. a*
Tap, fillip* Je l^ai donnA eln pichenet* I have given him a tap* 
St* Fr«| FIGHSETTE ^  p i ■̂vv )# n« P., fiXlip*
PICOCHER ( fi )f v* tr.
To nag. Elle picoche tous ees voleine* She nags allher neighbors* 
St* Fr., CRIALLER ( K r i a -y e ) 9 v* int., to bawl, to nag*
PICOTE <P,*K=>-h ), a* f*
Smallpox. St* Fr*, VERGLE ( i / ^ o |  ), n. f., smallpox, 
eyphilie*
1# PICOTE VOLfiHTE ( P < K ̂  f V/ o | 3 ~f ), n« f«, chicken pox*
St. Fr.f PETITE vfiROLE VOtXMTB + v e T M  U o |3 f
), n* f*, chicken pox.
2, GRAIN DE PICOTE ( ̂  ^ cL® P i K 3 ir jf, n* m«,
pock-mark. St* Fr*, GRAIN DE LA PETITE VERQLE ( 3 t  £“ da 
|tP» +l+ ), n.m*# pock-mark.Q X*ai pas Xa
pi cote* I do not have emallpox. (Verole cm (brand Isle means 
syphilie*)
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PIES IS COCO ( p - j K c .  Ico )» n* m#
Coconut tree* 0c a des pieds de coco dans Xa coiar* We have 
coconut trees In the yard# St# Fr#, CQCQTIEH i Ko ^ ̂  ̂ 7 e ), 
n* a«, coco-tree#
PIED-DQRROI { p j e d o r v« a. ), n# m.
Foot-rule# Oil t U  mis mon pied-dorroi? Where did you put my 
foot-rule? St# Fr., PIED-DJUR0X ( f> j * ^  a, ),
a# a# , foot-rule.
KfcfiUH ( p-j e g oer)f a# m#
Trapper. F*ai bouceup des ante qul seat des piigeurs. X have 
easy ffctende who are trappere# St# Fr#, TRAFPE9R ( t r a  r ), 
a. a.| trapper.
pileau ( p {% o )t a# »#
File# XI a eln plleau dfargent. He has a pile of money# St# Fr#* 
PILE t f i i }» a# f#, pile#
PXUBR ( pt‘\€L )# v# Int.
To step Into, or on# Arrtte, tu va« piler dans Xa boue# Stop, 
yen are going to step into the mud# St* Fr#, MARCHER SUE 
('Vwa.ry s y r )t t . int.f to walk onj MARCHER DADS 
( y  ^ <x lat.f to walk In#
PILOTAGE (Pit Cl-a 2 ), a. m*
Trappllng# Arrets ce pilotage# Stop that trampling. St. Fr#, 
PXETXIiEMENT \ f ̂ +■ i >x a: ), n# a«, stamping, trampling#
PXMTER (pi\o + e ), v* tr*
Td trample, te tread# XI a pilot! sur les flours# He trampled 
the flowers* St# Fr#, FXfelMR ), v# tr*,
to stamp, to trample*
nXEHlf (Pi-r^t+e. ), adj.
Pungent, biting, peppery* Ce manger est pimentl. This food la
peppery# St# FT*, PIQUANT ( p i K S. ), adj., stinging,
biting, pungent#
PIHTARDE l ? t + a r *  ), n. f.
Gulnea-hen* Ma mbre a eine pin tar de# My mother has a guinea- 
hen* St# Fr#, PIHTADE ( ptl + ̂ d  ), n* f«, guinea-hen.
PXOCHE ( Pi =>S n# fmHoe# boxme-mei la ploche. Hand me the hoo* St. Fr., HOUR ( u. )f
n* f., hoe* St. Fr*, PXOCHE * Pi 5 $ )# n* f** pickaxe#
PI OCHER ), v. tr.
To hoe* EI a pioehl le jar din. He hoed the garden* St# Fr#,
HQUER ( u.c ), v. tr., t# ho«. St. Jr., ftOCHBR ( f>j 0 ),
v* tr*, to dig*
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PI0CHE0H ( f A o ^ t  ), n. at*
On© who hoes. II est ein bon pioclieur. He hoes well. St. Fr.,
PIQCKEUR ( f -j o t )» a. su, digger.
PXPX ( Pip» )| n* f#
Pips a disease of fowls having as a symptom a scale on the dry
tip of the tongue. Cette poule a la pipl. That chicken has the
pip. St. Fr., PsPIB ( p*p» ), n. f., pip, roup.
PIPI ( fif>i ), n. m.
Chick (in child*s vocabulary). Ga les pipis, mam. Look at the 
chicks, mama* St. Fr., POdLET ( f ̂  I £ ), n. m«, chicken.
PIQUE ( pi k ), n. f.
Fish-gig. J*ai fait eine pique* X made a fish-gig. St* Fr.,
TRIDENT ( -V>i dLtc ), n. m., fish-gig.
PIQUf ( p ,* k * ), adj.
Tipsy* II est bien piqufi. He is very tipsy. St* Fr., IVRE 
( ivr ), adj., drunk*
PIRE ( Pi v  ), adv.
TART PIRE ( i P i  r ), adv., so much the worse. Tant pire
pour lui. So much the worse for him. St. Fr., TART PIS ( -fcC
pi ), adv., so much the worse.
PLRQQOET ( Pi*r o JC « ), n* m.
Parrot. Les piroquets parlent. Parrots talk. St. FT.,
PERRQQUET ( f £ t :> k £ ),n.m.p parrot.
PIROUETTE (pir\Aie+ )* n*
Somersault- II a fait eine pirouette. He made a somersault.
St. Pr., CUBUTE ( KV I by + ), n.f., somersaultj PIROUETTE 
(piT\Aj£+ ), n. f., whirling, a step in which the body
is turned around on one leg.
PIS ( Pi ), adv.
Then. Pis, il a parti. Then he left. St. Fr., PUIS ( p*t* ), 
adv., then.
PIVETTE ( p. v £ t )# »•Warbler. La plvette est ein joli olseau. The warbler is a pretty 
bird. St. Fr., FAUVETTE ( t o  v £4 ), n.f., warbler.
PITIER DORE ioTO. ),n. m.
Plover. J*ai tu5 eln pivier dorS. I killed a plover* St. Fr.,
FLUVIER ( p i y  \i>|w ), n. m., plover.
PLACER ( p I a s * )» v. reflex.
To become united as husband and wife outside of wedlock. See
AMARCHER.
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PLARINE ( pi j x  )> n* f»
Praline. J'alme dee plarines a p&canes. 1 like pecan pralines* 
St* Fr* , PRALINE ( p̂ r a. | i >  ) , n. f *, burnt almond.
PLATXNE (pt^ +  j^ ), n* f*
Side-whiskers• Coupe pas mes platines. Do not cut my side- 
whlskers• St. Fr., FAvDRI { ^ u*>r i ), n. m., side-whisker.
PLI ( pi i ), n. f.
Flounder (fish). Les plis restent au fond de la mer. Flounders 
live at the bottom of the sea* St* Fr., CARRELET ( K a> \ ̂  }f 
n. m., flounder.
P08AN ( po b )* n. m.
Glass jar* Jval eln pob&n de confiture* I have a jar of pre­
serves* St* Fr., BOCAL (too \ )t n* m», glass jar.
POISON ( pvo a, z. oT ) , n* f.
Poison. Donne-mon ein can de poison a fromis. Give me A can of
ant poison. St. Fr., POISON ( p\Aj a. -z- 3  ), n. m., poison.
POSCffi ( p ° “Vvv ) 9 q, ft
Apple. J'alme des pommes. I like apples* St* Fr. , POME 
( ), n* f«* apple.
POMBGIER ( p 3" 'Wv j e ), n* m«
Apple-tree* J*ai plants ein pommier hier. Yesterday I planted 
an apple-tree. St. Fr., POMMIER  ̂ ji ^ ), n* m.,
apple-tree*
POPOTTE ( po ), n. f.
See CAPOTE.
PORTRAIT ( p d t  ? ) , n* m.
Picture, sketch, cinema, photograph* Cast ein joii portrait
d'elle* That Is a pretty picture of her* St. Fr., PORTRAIT
( P o T + T t ), n. m*, pictorial representation of a person,
especially of the face*
POSTUME ( p<* s + y -yw. ), n. f.
Pus. II y a de la postume dans ce bobo* There Is pus in that
sore* St. Fr., PUS  ̂P Y), n. m*, pus, matter j APOSTUME
( «- p o s p y "Wv. ), n. m*, an external suppurating tumor, 
a boil*
POTICHE ( po f I ̂  ), n* f.
Boiler* Mets le convert sur la potiche. Put the cover on the 
boiler* St* Fr*, BOUILLOIRL ( ^ u. j vju a. t )# *̂9
boiler* '
POULE DE BOIS ( A ^ bvA> ̂  ), n. f.
Woodcock. Jfai tu£ eine poule d© bols. I killed a woodcock.
St* Fr*, BfCASSE ( k )# Q* ?•* woodcock*
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POOLE D*EAU ( p u  I dl o ), n. f.
Pintail duck. Les poules d'eau sont dures It tuer. Pintail ducks 
are difficult to kill. St* Fr.# FILET I pi \t ), n. m.,
pintail duck.
POULET (pu.\ e ), n. m.
Chicken, J'aftss la viande de poulet* X like chicken* St. Fr,,
POULIT ( Pu\ t ), n. m., ohiekon*
FRAlRXE ( ^Ti"ri )| s. f*
Lowland. Los tchaos restent dans la prairie* Blackbirds live 
in the lowlands* St. Fr., PLAIN! ( f I e t\ ), n. f., low~
land.
PRELART ( pr^ U  ), a* m.
Tarpaulin. Tu as perdu ton prelart* You lost your tarpaulin*
St. Fr., PRELART ( p r  e U r )*»*»•# tarpaulin*
PRXE-DIKJ ( pr i Xj j ), n* m.
Les pri*-»dieu chan tent blen. Irens sing beautifully. St. Fr., 
BOITELET ( ), n* a., wren*
POIB C P * )| n. f.
Bain* La pule fait du blen au riz. Rain benefits rice. St. Fr*,
PLOIE ( p \ i )# n* f *, rain.
PUOXB ( p vit vju anr ) ,  » • « •
Power. II a ein tae do puoir. He has much power. St. Fr., 
POUVOIR ( pu. v\w a. y- ), n. a., power.
POBISIR ( pv -ri 7_i ), n. f.
Pleurisy. II a eln prurisle. He has pleurisy* St. Fr.,
PLEUREsIE ( f \ y v e -z- f }, n. f., pleurisy.
PUlGr ( p y f o ), adv.
Rather, sooner. Je volerai putftt que mourir de.faim. I shall 
steal rather than die of hunger* St. Fr., FLOT0T ( p \ 7 + o ), 
adv., rather, sooner.
QOAldME ( / ( ^  t vv\ ) , adv.
Although, even though* QuaaE®© to vas, XX va pan to X© deirner* 
Even though you leave ho will not give it to you* St* Fr* , 
QUASB Mm K ( k  E d. ) , adv. , evan though.
QOXQUX ( K £ K  ), 
Seme. anT. a
> \ k  t k J aaj*
on#, y,  few* St* Fr.f QUSLQ0E ( K 
“dj •, some, any, a few*
,* §BBQUE CHOSE ( K£ K S ° ̂  ># n. iUELGUE (2I0&E / wrl k ) ^ z .  \ - n
11 adv*, sometimes, 
i, indef. pron., somebody, 
K chsl ), Indef*
5* UOEQU'UH ( K t  K «  
someone* St* Fr., QUELQU'OK ( fee 
proa*, somebody, soaeo&a*
QtJXTTER ( K i t e  ), v* tr.
To iet, to allow (followed by infinitive)* Quitte~moi partir 
Let me go*
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RABOUREE (-ra.bu.ve ), v. tr. and int.
to plow. IX a rabeuri la terre. Ha plowed tho land. St. Fr*, 
Ifĉ B&OKSR ( isLbuve ), v* tr#, tO plow, to till.
RACAILLE ( r (i k  a ̂j’ ), n. f.
1 sinewy piece of meat. C'est de la raealll©. that lo a sinewy
piece of meat* St. Fr., BACAXLLE ( r^. lea j ), n. f.,
rubbish, rabble•
RACATCHA ( t  a fc a, a ), a. m.
Riff-raff*, rabble, rascal. XI est eln r&catcha. He is a rascal.
St. Fr., MACAXLLE ( r  a k a -f ), n. f., rubbish, rabble,
riff-raff. 1
RACMQDAfiE ( >vv®ola} } , n. a*
lending, repairing, Earning. C’est du ben racmodage. That is 
seme good mending. St. IV., RACCOMMODAGE da.^ ),
a. m., mending, repairing, darning. d
RACMOSffi (t  a. k ' W v o i c  ), v.tr. and Int.
te mead, te darn, te patch. jT'ai racmodd du linge* X mended
some clothes. St. Fr., BACCOHI40DER (
▼* tr., to mend, to repair, to darn.
RACOQUXLLSR (taiKoKi e ), v. refloat.
to curl up. Le chien sfa racoquilll dans les herbes. the dog 
curled up in the grass. St. Fr., SE RECOQUXLLER ( s i* r ? 
ko Ki -j e ), ▼. reflex., te curl up.
RACQUETTE { ^ ^ k  ), a* m.
Cactus plant. II y a des pi quants sur les raquettes. there are
stickers on caitus* St. Fr., CACTUS ( K + V  5 ), n. nw,
cactus.
BACBOG ( t  A . K T &  ), n. m.
Small bay or haven extending from a stream. Le bateau est dans 
eln racroc. The boat is In a bay. St. Fr., BAXE (be. ), 
a. f., bay.
RADGTtE ( *x* zl dto'f ), n. f.
Foolish talk. C'est juste la radette* that Is only foolish talk*
St. Fr., RADOTERlB ( tel i o t~-ri }, n. f., foolish talk,
drivel, rot.
RAMAS8E ( y a 'yw w s  ), n. f.
thrashing, drubbing. J'vas foutre eine ramasse. X shall g iv© 
you a good drubbing. St. IV., HXImCEE ( ), n.f«,
(slang) drubbing.
RAS ( T  ̂  ) 9 adv.
AD BAS OS ), adv., near, close to. Venez au ras
de mol* Come near me. St. Fr., AUPRlS D1 ( © f y e A ~d ), 
adv., near; AU BAS ( o r a  ), adv., even with.
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RAT BE BQIS ( t ei b sju <x ) * »• m.
Opossum. 11 7 a bouceup des rata de boia dans X® sud. There are
many opossums In the South. St* Fr.* SARX00E ( s i 9 )»
a. m.f opossum. 0
RATOSNER ( Y + 3 >\ ̂. ) # v. tr*
Te rake* XX a ratonnE Xes feullles. He raked the leaves*
St* Fr.* RAXELER ( ~y ̂  V 9 I e )f v. tr.# to rake.
numniER ( t ^ ^ t e), n. ».
Falmetto. See LAi!08HXBR.
RAFET ( r a v e  )# a, m.
Cockroach. On tue Xes ravets avec de Xa poison. One kills cock** 
roaches with poison. St. Fr.* CAFARD ( k y )f n. nwj 
BLATTK ( b I ) *  a. f . ,  cockroach*
RECORDS (.re K ^ t A. ), n. m.
Record. C,est eln record# que tu attends. That Is a phonograph
record that you hear. St. Fr.# BISQUE ( d» s < )# a. m.#
gramophone record.
RfDI^TOR ( t ^ d 1 ^ ^ t  )| q . a*
Radiator. IX a mis de X*eau dans le rEdliter* He pat some water 
into the radiator* St. Fr.J RADIATEUR ( r 0̂ A. f a. + oe-r )f 
n. 1., radiator.
BSBQUt ( t ? Ke. ),■.(,
Beck, backbone. XI a fait mal A son relnqud. He hurt his back** 
bone. St. ftr.t IPIBE D0RSAX*E A ? r  s ^ 1 ), n. f*t
back* backbone*
REXRTChE )9 n. a.
See REIRQUl.
R&ISG0E ( y e i r j ^  ), a. f.
Bolter ope. XX a amarrE Xa rElingue. He tied the bolter ope*
St. Fr., RALXBGUE ( T" 2L | ?” 9 ), n. f.| (nattt.) bolt**
rope of a sail.
EELUGIXUX, ^EUSE ( \ 3 Vy Y * 1Y 3 f )# adj., n. m. and f.
Monk; friar, nun} religious. Sen frare est un horame relugieux.
His brother Is a religious man. St. Fr.* ( t ̂  I i ̂  j <?
Y ^ (i ^  5̂ 2. ), n. m. and f., adj., monk) religious.
KELOGXON ( t 3 »> 5 ^  )t n. f.
Religion. La relngion est bonne pour les hemmes. Religion is 
good for mankind* St. Fr», RRLXGXQR ( rg li  ̂j 3 )# &* f*§
religion.
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R&ifiBAKHER ( t  cl b a. y €L ), v. tr*
To lock in* XI a remb&rr£ lfhomme dans la prison* He looked the 
man in prison* St* Fr., ENFERMER ( <3: e t -y*  e. )9 v. tr.,
to shut, to look up* St. Fr., RESSfiBAHRlSR ( r i  b «vv « ),
tr., to repel, to repulse*
RE8TRER ( Y S; + ), v . int.
To enter, to erne in, to go in* On a rentri dans la maison* We 
entered the house* St. Fr., ENTRER ( at-V-y -e v*
int*, to enter, to walk inf REHTRER ( -̂ at t-r ;, v.
int., to reSnter, to return.
( r t k t  ), n. m.
Shark. XI y a dee r£quins qui mangent le monde. There are some 
sharks which eat people. St* Fr., REQUXH ( yi )c T ), n.m., 
shark.
RESIPkRE (Tri ti f e r  ), n. m*
Erysipelas. II a ein reslpere. He has erysipelas. St. Fr,, 
ERYSXPkLE (c t i i i V 1 1 ), n.m., erysipelas,
HESTER ( T  e. S + e ), v. int.
To lire, to dwell. XI reste sur le bayou. He lives on the bayou. 
St. Fr*, DE24ESIRER ( w-v o*. Y « ), v. int., to live, to re­
side.
B2ST08 ( t  ̂  S f ), n. m.
Remainder. Tu pause avoir le res ten. You may have the rest.
St. FT., RESTE ( y  t $ t  ), n. m., remainder, rest.
BHUMATISSE ( T> v* u f i i  ), n. su
Rheumatism. XI a le rhumaiiase* He has rheumatism, St. Fr*, 
HHUMATIS&SE ( T < 1  rw), n. m., rheumatism,
RIDEAU ( 'ri i o  ), n. m.
Awning. XI a balssd le rideau* He lowered the awning* St. Fr.,
BAHNE ), n, f., awning.
RIFLER ( y  j -̂  | e ), v. tr.
To grass, to come near an object without touching it. La balle 
m'a rifle. She bullet grazed me. St, Fr., FRuLER ( f r o|^ ),
to graze, to touch slightly In passing.
R&DAILLER (to <L 3k j e )# v* i»t.
To wander about, to prowl around, to run around. Laurent, tu
rodaille trop. Laurent, you run around too much* St* Fr*, 
rOdeR ( T o> d e )tV* int., to prowl, to roam, to rove.
rSdaXLLEUR, -EUSE ( r o l a j o f r  r o d  a j «  -z- ), n. in. and f.
One who runs around, one who wanders. Elle eat ein© petite 
r&dailleuse• She is a little wanderer. St. Fr., RODEUH, —EUSE 
(yodiK.t T o d ^  a  ), n. m, and f., rover, prowler.
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HODDE ( v ̂  i )
&PEE M  RODDE (t + v a T :>d ), said of & person who is
always running around* 11 a si tout le temps en rocide • H© le 
always running around* Si* Fr*, RQDEUR, **E0SE (r © dor -r 
r o A <5* O #  n. a* and f., rover*
BOSE ('t o *. )f n* f*
Bose* J’aime les roses* 1 like roses* Si* Fr** HOSE ( ° ,
a* f., rose*
ROUE POUR GOUVERNER (t u  puv ^'*-v € r ,n e  ), m» f*
S tearing^wheAl. Vi tel team© la roue pour gouveraerl Quickly! 
turn the steering-wheel: St. Fr.* ROUE OE QO0VEBBAXI* ( t  w.
*** H u. v ̂  t -n c \ ), n* f.| VOLANT ( \ioi S: }, n. uu,
stserxng-wheel.
ROULAISQH ( t u I U d ), n. f.
Sugar cane harvesting* II a parti fair© eine roulaisoa* He went 
for the purpose of harvesting cane* St* Fr** LA RBCGLTE DE LA 
CAHRB k SUCRE (la, r? ka 1+ cl© I a k sl_ s y kr) , n. f * , 
sugar cane harvesting*
RQ0P-GARQ0 ( T  u. q a T U  ), n* m.
Werewolf*
FAIEE LE ROUP-jGaROU ( i € T U  )# to go
chasing about at night* II fait son roup-garou encore ce soir.
He is out gallivanting again tonight* St* fr., LQUIMURQU 
( \ w ^ w. )y n* m., werewolf*
ROQTI ( Y u t i  ) , n* m. , and adj«
Roast; roasted* On a eu ein routi pour diner* We had roast for 
dinner* St* Fr., BOH ( Yofi ), n* m*, roast, roasted meat*
BCOTIR (t- ), v* tr. and int.
To roast, to bake, to broil* Chi a routi ein morcsau de viand© 
pour diner. We roasted a piece of meat for dinner* St* Fr*, 
ROTIR v* tr* and int., to roast, to broil*
HUSSIES, -IESRE ( V Y s / £  T y  ̂  f h  ), n* m*
Russian* Je connais ein russien* I know a Russian* St* Fr«, 
RUSSE ( r ys)i n* m* and f*, Russian*
SASXRE | Si b i m  ), n* m# wad f♦
A people of mised negro, Indian, and possibly white blood. In 
some cases there is a little Chinese blood, as seme of the people 
have straight hair and others have wooly hair, fheir skin is a 
deeply burnished herons©.
SABOTIERE { Sa. b «» + >jir )» &• f*
Freezer. On a fait eine sabotihre de sorbsye. We made some 
sherbet in the freezer. St. Fr., SOEBETIkRE ( s ^ r b ^  -ĥ' er), 
n. f., freezer.
SABRE ( S a b tt ), n. m.
Swordfish. L'homme a attrapl ein sabre. The man caught a sword** 
fish. St. Fr•, ESPACOM \ t s f a i J ) n* au* swordfish|
SABRE ( U b r  ),&•*., sabre.
SAC ( sa k), n. m.
Scrotum. Je lfai tapl sur le sac* I hit him on the scrotum.
St. FT*, SCROTUM (s K ro + V'm), n. a., scrotum.
SAGrIWCB ( s a K r e f  i s ), n. a.
Sacrifice. Ms. -ore a fait ein sacrifice pour ell©# My mother
hade a sacrifice for her* St. Fr., SACRIFICE (sa Kri f is ),
n* a . ,  sacrifice*
SAUCE 1 TOMAXES ( <b a + o ̂  ), n. f.
Tomato sauce* J'aime dee chevrettea aveo de la sauce a tomates.
X like shrimp with tomato sauce* St. Fr., SAUCE AUX TOMATES 
( Sos o + )» »• f*# tomato sauce.
SAUTER ( Sol-t ), v. tr.
To jump. SAUTER LE BALAI ( s o f ^  IA b ̂  ^ }, to go
through a common law marriage; to marry over a broomstick. St.
Fr., SAUTER ( S o l e  ), v. tr., to jump*
SAUVER ( S o v e  ), v. tr. and int.
To economize, to save. J*ai sauvl bon coup d*argent en achetant 
ll-bas* I saved much money in buying there* St* Fr., SCQNQMISER
)# tr., to economize, to save; SAUVER 
( s&v e ), v. tr., to preserve, to save.
SAVkTE jsJiVai-i’ ),n. f. r
SAVATE DE CHAMBRE ( d ? & b ), n. f., bed­
room slipper. J*ai perdu mes savates de chambre. X have mis** 
placed my bedroom slippers. St* Fr., PAI3TGUFLE ( pS: tu.fi ), 
slipper; SAVATE (sav*-V ), n. f., old shoe.
SAVONETTE (s a v 5 ys e_ + ), n. f.
Soap dish, shaving mug. J*ai eine nouvelle savonette. I have 
a new shaving mug. St. Fr#, BOlTE 1 SAVON ( b vw a- SA \> 3 
n. f•, sopa dish; SAVOHEm ( s-a V o ), n. £.,
soap—ball) shaving soap*
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SAVGBNI&US ( s a v ^ j e t  ), n. f.
Soapsuds, soapy water. J'ai mis I© ling© dans la savonnl&re.
1 put the clothes Into the soapy water* St* Fr-, MTJ BE SAVOIM
( » Se^vio )f n. f•, soapsuds.
SBA0 ( S ̂  o ), n* m«
Bucket* 7a chercher ein s£au d'eau. Go get a bucket of water*
St* Fr*, SEAU ( s ), n* a., bucket*
SEG ( S ) , adj* m- and f,
0ry# Le lipge ©st sec* The clothe© is dry* St# Fr*f SEC (St K),
adj., m*| SECHE ( ^ ) f* adj., dry.
SECOUPE ( se K u. p ), n* f*
Saucer, small plate. Apporte eine secoupe. Bring a saucer* St* 
Fr., SOUCQUPE ( ^ u K u f ) ,  n* f*, saucer*
SUBS WICH ( S e n  ^ ), n. m.
Sandwich* J'aime ein bon seinewich. 1 like a good sandwich*
St. FT#, SAKDWXCH ( s £ d. ^ ), n. m., sandwich*
sfRAXL ( )| Q* ffi*
Uproar, noise, racket* Arr$te ce sfrail. Step that noise* St*
Fr., TAPAGE ( f  ̂ f a j ), n* m., uproar, noise. St# FT.,
SERAXL ( s e r  2l -j harem, house of debauchery*
SERTIFIBA ( S £ T + t ^ id*. ), n. m.
Asafoetida. J'ai pris du sertifida. I took some asafoetida*
St. Fr*, ASSAFOETIDA ( f t  f i 4 A ), n. f*, asafoetida.
SEU1L DE FEHftTRE ( Sot j 43 ), a. f.
Window sill. Elle lave les seuils de fen&tre. She la washing
the window sills. St. Fr., REBORD { r ), a. m.,
window sill.
SHADEGUE ( S  ̂  ^ £ 1 ), n. f-Grapefruit. J'ai mangl eine shadfegue. X ate a grapefruit.
St. Fr., PAMH.EM0U3SE ( P s p U  ), n. f., grapefruit,
shaddock.
SHOuCE ( u.3 )i n. f.
Stump of a tree* On a brfiild los shouces dans le champ. We burned 
the tree—stumps in the field* St. Fr., S00CH2 ( S ̂  ̂  ), n. f*,
stump#
SHOPAFLEUR ( S ̂  9 ̂  i » <>« 'T ), n. m.
Fire-fly. II y a ein tae de shupafleurs ce s ir. There are many 
fire—flies out tonight. St* Fr*, LAMPYRE ( \ 5: P i t  ),n»ra*,
fire-fly.
SIEAU ( S j o ), n* »•
Bucket. See SEAU.
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SI1SAPISSE ( S i »  a P i S ) , n. m*
Sinapism, mustard plaster* On a mis ein sinapisse sur son cdtl* 
They put a mustard plaster on his side* St# Fr., SINAPISMS 
( s » ^  a p I i *yv\  ), n# m*, sinapism*
SIHKAU ( si r o  >, n. m#
Elder-tree. Les sireaux poussent sur les bords du bayou* Elder- 
trees grow on the bayou banks* St. Fr#, SUREAU ( %^Ly o  ), 
n* a*, elder-tree*
S3&ATS (Sw\a.t“), adj • m* and f*
Smart* Cost ein homme smate* He is a smart man. St* Fr#f 
INTELLIGENT ( £ -V e i i ^ ), adj •, smart, intelligent*
SOLKILLER (so U  ), v. tr#
To sun* On a aoleill£ le linge d'hlver* sunned the winter 
clothes* St. Fr*. METTRE AU SGLEIL ( tv\ t + r o so U  ̂  ),
v* tr., to sunf SftSHSR AG SQLEIL ( sfc 0 salci ),
to dry in the sun* •
SQNNETTB ( * 5 ) , n. f *
Rattlesnake* J’ai tu5 eine sonnette* X have killed a rattler* 
Stu Fr., SERPENT 1 SONUETTES ( f St a. s o n  tt ),
rattlesnake*
SQRBEXE ( b £. ), n* m*
Sherbet* Le sorbeve f onde. The sherbet is malting# St* Fr*,
SORBET (s:>*rYot), ru m., sherbet*
SQRXXR Da ( S 3 t t i t  A ® )y V# int.
To have just* XI sortait de partir quand j'ai arriv§. He had 
just left when I arrived. St. Fr*, VENXR DE ( vv m a » ),
to have just*
SOUOIL ( s -̂s't ), n. f*
Eyebrow* XI a brDll see soueils* He burned his eyebrows*
St. Fr., SOUBCIL (  ̂̂  Y -b i ), n.m*, eyebrow.
SGUCOUER ( ^  k ), v. tr. and Int.
To shake. Je I'ai bien seucoug. X shook him well* St. Fr.,
LECQUER (5a fc u i  ), v. tr., to shake.
SODIER ( &u.>|'c ), n. m.
Shoe. J'vas acheter eine paire de 3 outer s. I am feolng to buy a 
pair of shoes* St. Fr., SOULIER ( j< ), n. m*f shoe.
SOCL-aORIB ( Sa YH^ri b ), adj.
Dead—drunk. XI est so£&—morib. He is dead—drunk. St. Fr.,
XVRE-^ORT ( i u x  » \ o t  )# adj., dead-drunk.
SOURIS—CHAU DE ), n. f*
Bat# J*ai vu ©la tas de sour is-chaudes hier aolr* I saw very 
many bat® last night* St* Fr*, CHAUVE-SQUHIS ( s ^ t  i
), a* f*$ bat*
STOVE (S-Vov
Stove* Elle a achetfi ein nouveau stove# She bought a new stove* 
St* Fr. , FQURHEAU ( f t\ o )f »* hu, stove*
SUCLERIB ( S y K I j r i >, a* f •
Sugar-house, sugar-refinery* La suclerle a brftlfi k terro* The 
sugar-house burned to the ground* St* Fr*, SUCRERXE (sy KTa -r i 
n* f•, sugar-refinery*
SUPPORTER ( ^ y p o T at*< )fV* tr*
To support financially* XI travaill© pour supporter sa mainan* 
Ha^ works to support his mother* St* Fr*, E63TRETMXR
( 3: t  ̂+ v% i r )# to support*
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TAC-TAC ( talc f-a ic )* n. m.
Popcorn. Le t&c-tac est bon a manger* Popcorn i® good to eat*
TACTfi ( t* a K + e. ) , adj *
Spotted* speckled* J'ai vu ein cheval t&ct£. I saw a spotted 
horse. St. Fr.* TACHETfi ( f ^ H  }* adj.* spotted.
TAIAUT ( V & o )f n» m«
Hound. Mon taiaut a chassfi un lapin. My hound chased a rabbit* 
St. Fr.* CRIES DE CHASSE ( e A* \ a s )# n. m#f
bound. St* Fr** TAIAUT ( f a  jo )* the huntsman's cry to 
rouse his hounds.
TAlLLER ( + a j e ) * v. tar.
To ship* Son pere I'a tailll. Hie father whipped him* St. Fr.* 
TAILLER ( ta -j e )# v. tr., to cut* to cut down. St. Fr.*
FOUETTER (f vm t )* v* tr.* to whip) FESSEH { )*
v* tr.* to whip*
T'l L'HEURE ( ■V a. \ os.r } * adv.
A moment ago* in a little while. XI va venlr t'a I'heure* He 
will came after a while. XI a venu t'A I'heure. He came a while 
ego. St. Fr.* TOOT 1 L'HEuRE ( + u  + a U t  ), adv.*
in a short time* a moment ago*
Tambour ( vsc b u.y  )* n* d .
Salt-water druafish. XI a attrapl ein tambour. He caught a 
druafish.
TART QU'A ( + Sr K ̂  ), adv.
As for* with regard to. Tant qu'a toi* j'v&s te talller* As 
for you, X am going to whip you. St. Fr., QUANT X ( K <£ + a_ )* 
adv.* for, with regard to.
TAPI CXb£ ("Vh.Fi ^ j Tr̂ . )| n* m.
Linoleum. Elle a achetl ein nouveau tap! cir&. She bought a 
new linoleum. St. Fr** LXNQLfiUM ( n yi a | ^ )i m* in.*
linoleum.
TAQUER ( V̂ e. ), v. tr.
To latch. On a taqud la porte et on a parti. We latched the 
door and left. St. Fr., FEBMER AU LOQUET ( c>
Io K^ ). v. tr., to latch) TAQUER ( -V ̂  K «■ ),
v . tr. (print.; to plane down.
TAQUET ( *t a k * )? n. m*Latch on a door. Mets le taouet sur la porte. Put the latch on 
the door. St. Fr.* LOQUET ( l w H « } * n . a * *  latch) TAQUET 
( V x k  t ), n.m. (naut.), cleat.
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TAS < + * > .  *dv.
Very much, a great deal* Bile parle ein tas. She talks a great 
deal* St* Fr*, BRAOCQUP ( b o k u, ) 9 adv., very much* St. Fr.,
TAS ( t«. ) , n. m*, a pile, a mass.
TATA ( n. m,
Tfcanke (in child’s vocabulary)• ’’Tata,** 1’enfant a dlt* nThanks,1* 
the child said* St. Fr., MERCI (Yht-rsi ), n. m., thanks#
TAUB0T£ ( K b o f  ), n. ra.
Tug~boat. II a ein bon taub&te. He has a good tug-boat* St.
Fr*, REHORQUEUR ( T 9 tv\ ), n. m., tug-boat•
TCHAC ( )# n. m.
Large blackbird* TCHAC A 2AILLES ROUGES ( f k a z £. I 
Y va, ̂  ), n. m., redwinged blackbird* On a vu ein
Teller%e tchacs. We saw a flock of blackbirds* St* Fr.,
MERLE (Ynerl ), n* m«, blackbird*
TChAMARDER a )# ▼• tr. and int.
Tobeg. Elle tehamande trap. She begs excessively. St. Fr., 
QUfitANBER ( k e rvi af <1 * ), ▼. Int., to beg*
TCHAMAHEKOR, -SUSS (* ^  at A oar ), Q. m, ^  f#
Beggar. II y a ein tehamandeur ixa porte. There Is a beggar 
at the door. St* Fr., QUEMANDBUR, «EUSE ( I'w ct ci <r«_ r 
\C&md£ ), n. m. and f.f importunate beggar.
TCHEwUE (  i - Q c  K  ) f  n .  su
Check (sonsy). II a ein gros teheque. He has a big check*
St* F*.# CHEQUE ( k ),».»*, cheque.
TCHRUE ( VS 4 )» *•
Tall. II a arraeh£ la tcheue de la pouls. He pulled off the 
tall of the chicken. St. Fr., QUEUE ( K 4 ), n* f., tall.
TCHOSQUS {+<< 3- K e ), adj.
Thickset, short and plump. 11 est tchonqufi. He Is squatty.
St* Fr., TRAFU ( ai py ), adj., squat, dumpy, thickset.
TCBOTE ( t C o f  ), n* f*
Curl-paper. Elle a arrangg see cheveux avec des tchotes. She 
arranged her hair with curl—papers* St. Fr., PAPILLQTE 
( fafi j ai- ), n. f., curl-paper.
TELEGRAPHER ), v. tr. and int.
To telegraph. Il a tfildgraphfi qu’il y p m t t pas. He telegraphed 
that he was not coming* 3t* Fr., T£LEGRAPHIER ( )»
v. tr. and int., to telegraph. ®
YSlePHQRNE ( 5 -r -y\ )* n« su
Telephone. Va r&pondra le t$l$phortie. Go answer the telephone.
St. Fr.* TELEPHONE ( f^\e  ̂a t\ )* a. m.* telephone.
TELEPHORNER ) * tr. tr.
To telephone. II a* a tll^phornS. He telephoned a©* St. Pr.* 
TELEPHONER ( 'f'^l^^'3'ne )* v. tr. and lnt«f to telephone.
TEMPS (to: ). u, a, ^
Tine. AVOIR EIN BON Tlu&PS ( aiMuu^T ?. b> 5“ )* to
hare a good tine. J*ai eu ein bon temps hier soir. I had a good
tine last night* St* Fr.* 31 AMU SEE. ( Sa.r*s y z c )* v» re­
flex. , to amuse oneself.
TBKRE ( H t  ), n. f.
Sting ray. La piqure d'ein® terra est fatal©. The sting of a
sting ray is fatal. St. Fr.* KAIE ( ve )* n. f.* ray* sting
ray.
TICEE { + , ^ ), n. f.
Stalk of plants. On a coupS la tiche de fleur. We cut the
flower stalk. St. Fr.* TXGE ( -V » j )* n. f.* stem* stalk.
TINTANOS (ft H  t>?S )f n. m.
Tetanus* Tu vas attraper le tintanoa• You are going to catch 
tetanus. St. Fr** TflTAHOS (~V ̂  +  k y \ o s ) ,  n. m. , tetanus.
TZQUETTE ( -f « K C+ ) # n. m*
Ticket. J*ai ein tiquette pour le cheau. X have a ticket for 
the show. St. Fr.* BILLET ( bi ^ £ )* a. a.* ticket.
TIBER ( -hf^e )* v. tr.
To throw. ArrSte tirer ces cailloux* Stop throwing those rocks. 
St. Fr., TIRER ( Hh » nre )f v. tr.f to draw* to pull. St. Fr#* 
JETER ( 5  ̂-+ * )* v. tr.* to throw. St. Fr.* LANCER ( f & se )# 
v* tr.* to throw.
TIIQU ( -fijo )* n, a.
Pipe. II I1 a t~.p<5 avec ©in tiysu* lie hit him with a pipe*
St. Fr.* TtJYAU ( )* n. a.* pipe.
KXiDE ( t a K  )* n. m.
Young calf. C*e3t ein joli toque. That is a pretty calf.
St. Fr.* VEAU (uo), n. m., calf.
TOBTILLQN ( tort, j S' ), a* ».
Snot of hair* worn on back of head. Elle a arrange son tor till 
She arranged the knot on her head. St. Fr** TGIilXLLGN ( +• o *r + r y © ) 
headdress, pad for the hair* St. Fr. * CHIGNON ( yi 3 
n. m«* hair twisted on nape.
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TOUELOULQU ( f u r  !«, (w- )f a* i»
Fiddler crab* II y a ein tas de tourloulous our la Grande lie- 
There are many fiddler grabs on Grand Isle.
TOURTE < W t *). n. f*
Dove* J*ai et5 a la chasse de tourte. X went dove-hunting»
St. Fr., COLOMBE ( O  lo b ), n* f d o v e *
TOUSSE ( "V* nx «s ), n. ff
Cough- Tu as eine m&uvais© tonsse. You have a bad cough.
St. Fr*, TOUX a* f*, cough*
TRAIHASSE ( h U a s  ), n. f.
Track made through marsh grass for the passage of canoes*
TRAXTER (+ye. + ( ), v. tr. and int.
To treat by means of enchantment or prayer. XI a trait I la
coupure• He treated the wound. St. Fr., TRaXTER (+rt+t ),
v. tr., to treat, to prescribe.
TRAITEUR, -*EUSE (4 ire 4 ot*r i—r e 4-o* ~z~ ), n* m. and f.
One who affects cures or treats by means of craft. XI ©st ein 
bon traiteur. He is a good treater.
TRAVAILLAHT, -E { 4t a. v a «f ),a.m. and f.
Worker. XI est ein bon truvaillant. He is a good workman.
St. Fr., OUVRIER, -JLRE ( n w  i ), n. su and f
worker, laborer| TRAVAILL&KT ( t v a v a ^ c t  ), adj.,
working.
WfihXL ( t'r ̂  'no a ), n* a*
Gill net. XI a parti avec son trfeail. He left with his gill 
net. St. Fr., TRAUAXL ( 4 -r a. -a. -j }, n. m«, drag-net.
TREMAXLLEE ( 4 -r e nrv"* a.j e ), v. int.
To seine with a drag-net. 11 va tr&malHer- He is going to 
seine.
TRIBOED ST BABOBD (tri e b a. b )t adv.
In all directions. Ils ont venu tribord et babord* They cam© 
from all directions. St. Fr., DAMS TOUS LEG SMS ( dt oi 
4u. i <? -S ), in all directions.
TRICQLER ( f r i ' K o l R  ), v. int.
To stagger from intoxication. XI tried© cosnme un f©u. He is 
staggering like an idiot. St. Fr., CHAHCELER ( C ̂  s | ),
v. int., to stagger. J
TRITER (4ri f* ), v. tr. and int.
To treat, to regale. XI a tritS sets amis k un© blfere. He treated 
all hie friends to a beer. St. Fr., RfiOALER ( Y e | » l «  ),
v. tr., to regale, to tret.
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TROLLE ( V y  ̂  ( )f a* £.
Trawl, net for catching shrimp* 11 a achetl eins troll© . He 
bought a trawl* St* Fr.t OHALUT ( I / ), ru m., trawl*
fROLLER ( t r  3 | ? )>▼• Int*
To trawl* On a trollS hier. We trawled yesterday. St* Fr*,
CHALUTKR ( | y f e. ), v* int., to trawl*
TROUPE ( f t 5  P )f n. f.
Error, mistake* Pale pas eine trompe* Do not make an error* 
St. Fr.f ERREUR ( £. nr 'T error*
TRUTE ( -VT/t ), f#
Trout* J'ai aitrapd eine trute* X caught a trout* St* Fr*, 
TROITE ( +  i +  ) ,  n. f . f trout*
9?
VAILLANT ( v aw -j ^  ) , adj •
Handsome, in good health. XI est vaillant. He is handsome.
St. Fr., BEAU ( b o  ), adj., handsome f VAILLANT ( v/ a. j <£: ),
adj., valiant, brave.
VANINE ( v fc -n i v\ ), n# f.
Vanilla extract. N* oblie pas d*apporter la vanin©• Do not for­
get the vanilla. St. Fr., VANILLE ( va^,- j )f n. fvanilla.
VAREUSK ( v a r o* -* ), n. f.
Jersey. J*ai mis one varoeuse. X put on a jersey. St. Fr.,
VaHEUSE ( v/ a. tt  ̂̂  ), a. f., jersey*
VAT-ST-VIENT ( v ^ f  ? o j £ ), n. m.
Perpetual movement of people going and coming. XI y a vat-et-
vient ici. There is continual milling of people here. St. Fr., 
VA-ST-VIENT ( v a. ^ v j f ), n.a*, going and coming.
VKILLS ( v £ -j v.
Imperative second singular of VEILLER. Be careful, take care, 
beware. VeiHe, tu vas tomber. Take care lest you fall.
St. Fr., PRENDS GARDE ( |pra q a.r4. ), imperative
second singular of PRENDRE GARDE, to be careful.
VEHDRSDI (vidLTUi ), n. m.
Slop-pail. Elle a vidd le vendredi. She emptied the slop-pail. 
St. Fr., SEAU DE TOILETTE ( So -Via> a K t  ), n. m., slop- 
pail.
VESTBUR, -EUSB vj <e -k c?e -z , ), adj., n. m. and f.
Br&ggartj boastful. XI est venteur. He is boastful. St. Fr»,
VA5TARD, —E (Viot+ a_~r v 3: i-a, y dL ), n. m. and f., and adj.,
braggart.
VI (vi ), v.
Past participle of VXVEE. Lived. XI a vi ici pour dix ans.
He has lived here for ten years. St. Fr., VffCU ( vevc/).
VIDER ( vi A.̂. ), tr.
To pour. Vide ein verre d'eau pour llenfant. Pour a glass of 
water for the child. St. Fr., VERSER ( v t r S t  ), v. tr., to 
pour. St. Fr., VIDER. ( v { A.e. ), v# tr., to empty.
VIEULON 1ST ), n. m.
Violin. II joue le vieulon. He plays the violin. St. Fr., 
VXOLOft (v ^  \ S ), n.m., violin.
VINGUE ( v t n ) , n ,  f.
Vine. j”ai coupf eine vingue a raisins. X cut a grape-vine.
St. Fr., VIGNE ( v i ^  ), »• f*t vine.
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VIHBOQUXjR ( vir b & K L )| n* a«
Btrill and bit. On fait da® trotis awe ©in virboquin. On© makes 
holes with a brace and bit. St. Tr., mSBREfcUXK ( v i l b * r J K t  
n* m., centre-bit.
VIB£~VUIE ( viy  v»-r }, n. a.
Larva of the mosquito. L’eau est plain de vire~vlr©* The water 
i® full of mosquito larvae. St. IV#, LARVE ( \aurv ), n. f., 
larva.
VXTRAGE  ̂v ' * ̂  * 3 ), n. m.
Window pane* tu vas caaeer la vitrage. Yon are going to break
the window pane. St. IV*, VITRE ( vitr ), a# fwin dow  pane*
VXTBI&RE ( Vi t r  ( j £T ), n. f.
Shop window* Or a vu dee csndis dan® la vitriere. IV© saw candy 
in the shop window. St. Fr., VXTRINE ( Vi **vft\), n. f«, show#* 
oasef VITRIERE ( vi Vri C t  ),n. f., iron framing for glass 
in window®.
VIVEUARGEN? (v,v i T j S :  ), n. m.
Mercury, quicksilver. L© vlve-argent ect brillarit. Quicksilver 
is shiny. St. Fr., VJJUARGErJT ( v \ f a. Y ̂  Z. }, n. m., 
quicksilver.
VQLXCKB (volt ^ ), n. f.
Weatherboard. Os a besoin de® voliches pour qa. We need some
weatherboards for that. St. Fr., BARDEAUX { b a^rl o },
n. m. pi., weatherboard.
VQLIER ( Vc \ -) e ), n. m.
Flock (of birds). J'ai vu ein volier de tchacs. X saw a flock
of blackbirds. St. Fr., VQLEE ( Vole ), n. f., flock.
VOYAGE (vG/j a t  ), n.m.
Voyage) load. On a ein voyage de foin. We have a load of hay.
St. Fr., FAKBSAU ( -Va.T ^ o  ), n. m., burden, load) VOYAGE 
(vivo a.  ̂ ), n* m., trip.
VOYAGER ( v * -j * 3 ), v. int.
To trawl, il a voyagd autour du monde* He traveled around the
world. St. Fr., VOYAGER (v \w a.^ a-j ̂  ), v. int., to travel.
VOYAGKJR, i*EOSE ( v o A a. t  v c . ^  a. ^ 2  )> n. m# and f .
Traveler. XI e 3 Z ein voyagour. He la a traveler. St. Fr., 
VOYAGEUR, -EUSE (v w  a. j * vw aj a 3 <f*.), n. m. and f.,
traveler.
WAGON ( 5 )* n* nu
Wagon* J*ai ein wagon* X have a wagon*
n. m*t wagon*
WAGUXNE (\m \ jiix ), n* f*
Wagonette* II a eine waguine* He ha® a
Fr., WAGONETTE ( v a p V i t +  ), n* f.,




XQXQ ( -'|Ovjo)> n. j®.
Bird (in child*a vocabulary)* Ga ein yoyo* Look at a bird* 
St. Fr * f GISEAU ( wj 3lz.o )*»*&., bird*
XOXOTE ( -j ), n. f*
Trifle, foolishness* C*eat ein tas de yoyote* It is a lot of 
foolishness* St* Fr** GBGQ&GTE ( *ji a 3 + )* n» f«*
foolishness*
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zfclER ( z e -̂  j e. ), n. m*
Gizzard. On mange des zSgiers de poule. We eat chicken gizzards* 
St* Fr», QBSIER ( | ̂  ) j n* in., gizzard*
ZIS ( z t  )f a. a*
Zinc* J*ai eine bolte de zin* I have a zinc can* St* Fr.*
ZINC ( -2L X  ) * n* ib« * zinc.
21R ABLE ( z. i t  ̂  b ) , adj *
Disgusting* Elle est zlrable* She le disgusting. St* Fr., 
DEGOUT ANT, *•£ et ), adj** disgusting*
ZIRB ( i i r )
FAIBE ZXRE ( f ^ T  '2L. i ), to disgust* Ce gourmand me
fait zire* That gourmand disgusts me* St. Fr., DEGOUTER 
(d.e<ju.ve ), ▼• tr., to disgust*
ZQIE ( i w a i  ), n* m*
Goose* J*ai tu& ein sole* X killed a goose* St* Fr*, OXE
( 00 a  ), n* f*, goose*
ZQXSEAU ( -z. va> a. z. o ) f n* m*
Bird* On a attrape des zoiseaux. We caught some birds* St*
Fr*9 OISEAU C v m x^ ^ o ), n* a*, bird*
ZOSEAU ( z & ),n*m*
Bird, in child9 s vocabulary. Ga les zoseaux, pape. See the
birds, father* St. Fr*, OISEAU ( vw a*. z_o ), n* m*, bird*
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